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Gotcha.
Here it is.

W elcome to January, or pretty close to it. Each year about this time, you
notice people around you spending a few introspective moments before
boldly announcing some New Year’s resolution or other. Most of them seem

to deal with self-improvement issues, such as, “I’m going to eat less and exercise more,”
or, “I’m really gonna work on not procrastinating,” or, “I’m going to stop kicking peo-
ple’s cats when they’re not looking.”

Those are all worthy goals, of course. But let’s face it, we’re creatures of habit, and if
we have reason for concern about our dietary habits, motivational skills, and so on, the
odds are pretty good that the “new start” we’re hoping for isn’t much more than a well-
intentioned pipe dream.

That’s why I’m setting a more achievable goal for this year: I’m going to build a
better computer. 

It’s not that my current PC hasn’t served me well, nor is it the case that it fre-
quently prevents me from accomplishing my computing goals. But it is getting a bit
long in the tooth, and working on a magazine like this one makes it tough to go
home to an average or even slightly-better-than-average system. Every day I’m bom-
barded with press releases, spec sheets, benchmark numbers, and rave reviews on
dual-core CPUs, gargantuan hard drives, and top-shelf video cards, and I’m not
ashamed to say I want all of that. So I’m going to put together a rig for the ages (or
at least for a good several months), and then maybe I’ll work on the cat thing. It’s
going to take a number of weeks to get everything together, so I’ll keep you posted
on my progress over the next few issues.

Of course, building a PC isn’t for everyone.
That’s why we put together a PC buying guide for
this issue that includes in-depth evaluations of
high-end, midrange, and value-priced PCs. (Check
it out starting on page 54.) Whether you’re in the
market for a second system and you’re after conve-
nience or you want a change of scenery and don’t
have time to do a ground-up build, this section of
the issue is for you. We also offer some advice
on upgrading individual components,
beginning with page 66.

Also be sure and check out our exclusive
review of Voodoo PC’s OMEN Elemental (lux-
uriously plated in 24-karat gold, page 26), our
roundup of easy-to-install watercooling kits (page
18), and much, much more.

We’ll see you next month, and happy New Year!

Chris Trumble, Publication Editor, CPU





Compiled by 
Steve Smith
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Couch Potatoes Turn Pro: Sony’s Digital Living System 
Resistance is futile. The big tech brands want to marry your PC
to your home theater in the worst way, and the most ambitious
shotgun wedding so far could be the Sony VAIO VGX-XL1
Digital Living System. In addition to a Windows XP Media
Center PC (2.8GHz Pentium D with Nvidia GeForce 6200
and up to three SATA hard drives), this $2,299 set for your
home media rack has a 200-disc media changer. Yeah, we said

“200” discs, and Sony calculates that as 1.7TB of media. The
PC half of this monster keeps it all catalogued, streams in even
more content from online, works as a DVR for recording TV
shows, and, of course, connects the Web directly into your TV.
Sony calls it “digital living,” but how much living can a couch
potato do when he’s glued to 1.7TB of media coursing through
his HDTV? We don’t know, but we’re keen to give it a try. ▲

Sony’s latest attempt to bring the PC into
the living room will tempt you with 200
discs and 1.7TB of storage.

The Ultimate Head Mod
If you’ve been following our monthly instructions here in CPU, then you’ve modded just
about every available inch of your PC and peripherals. What’s left? D’oh! The headphones, of
course. At Headphile.com upscale cans from Sennheiser and Grado get custom-made wooden
casings, special leather wraps for the headband, and even modded cabling with specialty
sleeves. More than cosmetic, the audiophile site argues that these mods can improve audio out-
put and comfort. Headphile offers a range of woods and open-air or closed can stylings. And

then, of course, there are the cable mods with faux coral snake casings. Just wait until your
girlfriend trips over that late one night. ▲

Xbox 360 Takes iPod For A Spin, But Does Apple Want To Dance?

The best big boy toys of the
Christmas season now can 
play together. Without Apple’s
cooperation, Microsoft built
iPod compatibility into its new
Xbox 360. Via the USB port,

console owners can access and
play back any unprotected
music tracks or use them as
soundtracks during gameplay.
Microsoft tried and failed to 
get Apple’s support for total 

interoperability; copy-protected
downloads from iTunes won’t
play back via the game console,
although it can access images
from the iPod. We’ll have to
wait to get our hands on the

Xbox 360 to see if it runs
“Desperate Housewives” and all
those U2 music videos from our
other favorite Christmas toy,
the iPod with video. Now that
would be holiday nirvana. ▲

After you’ve modded everything else, next comes wood casings for your cans.

8 January 2006 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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HH aa rr dd ww aa rr ee   MM oo ll ee
Tune In To PSP On Your TV

Among the many PSP accessories flooding the market, PSPonTV is the most unusual.
Asian Toy Source ($99.95; www.pspontv.com) designed a noninvasive way to capture
video from your PSP and send it directly to your TV. A small digicam device in the snap-
on, light-tight housing grabs the PSP display action and sends it to your TV. The manu-
facturer boasts that this add-on doesn’t void any Sony warranty or intrude on the PSP
hardware. In fact, the device leaves all action buttons and analog stick free for use—if you
can get over having a big, honkin’ Darth Vader mask on your handheld. ▲

What iZ That?

Forget that too-cute iDog toy. If adult gear heads want to have fun this Christmas, then
try twisting an ear or flicking the antenna of the much cooler iZ ($39.99; www.zizzle
.com). Sure, this “animatronic DJ” will animate the music from an attached MP3 player,
but you also twist its appendages and manipulate its belly button to create some very
cool synthesized music tracks. iZ will even record and playback your last composition.
The belly controls the beat types, tempo, and volume; the ears the rhythm; and the
antenna a scratch effect. Sorry, iDog, but iZ is iT for us. ▲

Dial-To-My PC

Talk about phoning it in. Wireless startups SoonR (www.soonr.com) and EasyReach
(www.easyreach.com) recently launched applications that link mobile phones to your
Desktop. SoonR accesses and converts many file types to formats for handheld viewing,
even your Outlook Inbox. EasyReach uses a desktop search method that locates specific
files on your PC and forwards them to yourself or others via an email attachment. Best
of all, both approaches work independently of your carrier and run on most handsets with WAP mobile browsing. Expect
more of same in the coming months as linking phones to PCs becomes the next big category in wireless. ▲

Even as the industry continues to debate a
standard for next-gen 802.11n Wi-Fi,
users willing to ignore interoperability
and stick to one vendor’s hardware can
get an ultra-high speed solution. Netgear
is first out of the gate with its Range-
Max 240 line. Netgear’s routers and 
cards use Airgo’s recently announced

third-generation MIMO chipset and
boasts an Ethernet-like throughput of up
to 100Mbps when working with one
another. The RangeMax technology
dynamically adapts to changes and obsta-
cles in home and office environments to
eliminate dead spots and extend the range
of wireless coverage. The new router also

includes Airgo’s True MIMO Gen3 tech-
nology that uses spatial multiplexing to
send multiple streams of data via a lone
wireless channel and ACE (Adaptive
Channel Expansion), which uses a second
channel to further accelerate delivery. The
routers ($199) and notebook adapters
($129) should be available now. ▲

Netgear is the first to market with ultra-fast routers
and cards based on the Airgo MIMO chipset.

Netgear RangeMax 240
First To Promise
Wireless Ethernet Speeds

No, it’s not the dreaded Darth
Vader mod, just PSP for your TV.

iZ takes a bite out of the 
insufferable iDog with real 
music-making interactivity.

CPU / January 2006 9
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Watching The Chips Fall
Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

CPU Released Original Last Month’s Current
price price price

AMD Athlon 64 3800+ 6/1/2004 $720** $345 $346 

AMD Athlon 64 4000+ 10/19/2004 $729** $362 $394 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-55 10/19/2004 $827** $790 $849 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 6/27/2005 $1,031** $986 $1,089 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core 3800+ 8/1/2005 $354** $345 $315*

AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core 4200+ 5/31/2005 $537** $469 $443 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core 4400+ 5/31/2005 $581** $514 $497*

AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core 4600+ 5/31/2005 $803** $674 $628*

AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core 4800+ 5/31/2005 $1,001** $864 $780*

Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition 3.73GHz 2 MB cache 800MHz FSB 2/21/2005 $999** $1,010 $1,021*

Intel Pentium Processor Extreme Edition 840 3.2GHz dual core 4/18/2005 $999** $1,040 $1,005*

Intel Pentium 4 540 3.2GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 6/27/2004 $278** $219* $225*

Intel Pentium 4 550 3.4GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 6/27/2004 $417** $284* $284*

Intel Pentium 4 560 3.6GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 6/27/2004 $637** $395* $367*

Intel Pentium 4 570 3.8GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 11/15/2004 $637** $479* $646*

Intel Pentium 4 630 3GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 2/21/2005 $224** $173* $139*

Intel Pentium 4 640 3.2GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 2/21/2005 $273** $197* $190*

Intel Pentium 4 650 3.4GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 2/21/2005 $401** $257* $252*

Intel Pentium 4 660 3.6GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 2/21/2005 $605** $410* $405*

Intel Pentium 4 670 3.8GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 5/26/2005 $849** $612* $585*

Intel Pentium D 2.8GHz dual-core 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 5/26/2005 $241** $164* $244*

Intel Pentium D 3GHz dual-core 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 5/26/2005 $316** $318* $317*

Intel Pentium D 3.2GHz dual-core 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm 5/26/2005 $530** $537* $531*

*Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units

Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest OEM prices 
available through Pricegrabber.com

Compiled by DeanTakahashi

IBM Signs Up
Chartered
Semiconductor As
Second Source For
Xbox 360 Chips

Microsoft has a long memory
when it comes to second
sources. When IBM created
the original PC and its subse-
quent models in the early
1980s, it asked Intel to come
up with a second source on
microprocessors. That put
AMD in the chip business,
and it means that Intel still 
has a competitor today. In a
similar situation with the 
new Xbox 360, Microsoft has
asked IBM to come up with a
second source for the Xbox
360’s PowerPC microproces-
sor. Chartered Semiconductor
Manufacturing will make the
microprocessors in addition 
to IBM. The companies say
such a move is rare in the 
chip industry, but it will
enable Microsoft to ship more
game consoles as it launches
the Xbox 360 in Europe, Ja-
pan, and North America
simultaneously. IBM trans-
ferred its manufacturing
process to Chartered, and both
companies helped debug the
chip and initiate manufactur-
ing. The chip has three pro-
cessing cores, speeds greater
than 3GHz, 165 million tran-
sistors, and is built in a 90nm
manufacturing process. ▲

Silicon Germanium Chips Could Move 
Data At The Speed Of Light

Engineers at Stanford University have invented a new way to use silicon germanium chips as the
heart of a lightning-fast optical network. To date gallium arsenide or indium phosphide chips
are used to modulate data coming in to or out of networks. But now researchers have created a
cheaper silicon germanium modulator that’s built with standard manufacturing tools. The mod-
ulator acts as a light shutter that breaks a laser beam into billions of bits of data per second. It’s
one of the tools necessary to build a silicon-based optical network, but researchers say practical
use is still some years away. Harris says the chips could operate at rates faster than 100 billion
times per second, compared to 10Gbps of today’s networks. ▲

Airgo & Netgear Launch Faster Wi-Fi Networking Gear

Airgo Networks has made its name by racing ahead of the Wi-Fi networking
standards with wireless chipsets that deliver faster speeds. Last year, Airgo
debuted chips that could transfer data wirelessly at a speed of 108Mbps. Now
the company has launched a follow-up to that chip, dubbed Gen3, that can
transfer data at a speed of 240Mbps. The chipsets are Wi-Fi compatible and
use True MIMO technology that Airgo pioneered. True MIMO lets a wireless
radio take advantage of interference and reflections to send more data over the
airwaves. Netgear says it will use the Airgo chipset in its RangeMax 240 line of
wireless routers. The chipsets are fully compatible with the Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g
networking protocols. The companies are promoting the new product as an
alternative to wired home networks that use 100Mbps Ethernet networks. ▲

10 January 2006 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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P2P Music Almost Legal 
The long-promised, much-delayed legal forms of
music file swapping edged a bit closer to reality this
month. iMesh 6.0 tries to filter out copyrighted
material and offer a closed peer-to-peer community

where users can access legal tracks for $6.95 per
month or buy by the track. Our first impression is
that iMesh’s music ID and filtering system is still
very much a beta affair because our search of Green
Day tracks blocked some tunes while letting
through pirated copies of others. Oops. ▲

Variety’s Movie 
Way-Back Machine
The entertainment trade magazine that befuddled
us with hipper-than-thou headlines, such as “Sticks
Nix Hick Pix,” celebrates its 100th anniversary with
a boffo b-band b-buster of a Variety 100 (www.vari
ety100.com) site. More than archives dating back to
silent film, the centennial declares the top 100 pop
culture icons from Hitchcock to Mickey Mouse.
Best of all is the full dictionary deciphering Vari-
ety’s strange headline slangauge. Some examples
include: martial arts film: chopsocky; Internet:
infopike; cocktail party: pour. ▲

Targeting Generation Twitch:
That’s Us
Veteran PC nuts like us have been fans of Tom’s
Hardware Guide (www.tomshardware.com) for
years, but that once-small blog has become a pub-
lishing network, spinning off multiple new sites
such as TGDaily.com, MobilityGuru, and now
TwitchGuru.com and DenGuru.com. The latest
launches focus on the “twitch generation” of gadget,
game, and hardware nutcases. So where in the world
is founder Tom Pabst in this burgeoning empire?
Still there, writing columns and supervising the
entire site’s famously thorough benchmarking.
That’s our Tom. ▲

NN ee ww   OO nn
TT hh ee   ’’ NN ee tt

Frappr Pins Your Tail To The Google Map
If you have neither the time nor talent to mess with the APIs for Google’s
mapping service, then Frappr (www.frappr.com) lets you fill your own com-
munity map with the pins that locate you and your buddies. Short for friend

mapper, Frappr maps out your
group, inviting members to add
their locations as pins along
with pop-up images and links.
You can attach keywords to
your pin so that it’s easier to
search for the group among
Frappr’s collection of nearly 1
million mappers. Firefighters
who drive Harleys? They’re
here. Hilary Duff fans in Spain.
They’re there. NeoTribal
Metalsmiths? It has something
to do with the premodern tool-
making craft, and apparently

there are a lot of them on the southeastern coast of the United States. ▲

This Webisode Is Brought To You By . . . 
Similar to early TV, Web-vertisers have turned to making their own ani-

mated Web series. “The
Sprays of Her Life” (we
can’t make this up) from
I Can’t Believe It’s Not
Butter (tasteyoulove
.com) portrays a spray
oil heroine trying to
make friends in a soap
opera land of vegetable
characters. At the Jeep
auto brand’s WeAreThe
Mudds.com, a family of

off-roaders can’t stay out of the
muck and grime no matter
what they do. Our favorite ads
come from Volkswagon; 120

10-second off-beat
clips to illustrate the
Passat’s features: pies
thrown at a clown
(window washers) and
pianos falling on a
skunk (odor filters).
You just don’t get
squashed skunks in
prime time. ▲

Friendster meets mapping, so now everyone
can have their own Google map pin. 

CPU / January 2006 11
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Is Microsoft shaking up the software industry or just trying
to play catch up with the likes of Google and Yahoo!? The
“Live” initiative turns typical OS and software functions into
Web-based services, maintained and delivered via the Inter-
net rather than on client software. Windows Live (beta;
ideas.live.com) pulls email, RSS, IM, PC security scanning,
and even browser bookmarking off of the Desktop and into
a free, ad-supported, online service. In 2006 Office Live
(www.officelive.com) will put more than 20 business applica-
tions such as project
management and
shared workspaces in
a collaborative space
online rather than
scattered among
office desktops. In a
memo to his top tier
executives, Bill Gates
referred to Web-based software as an inevitable “sea change” in the business. We’ll
just have wait and see how well Gates and company swim. ▲

Liberate Your iTunes
Have you been shopping around in different music services,
accumulating protected tracks that aren’t playable on one device
or another because of Apple or Yahoo!’s proprietary protection
schemes? One answer is the new HotRecorder for Media
($19.95; www.hotrecorder.com). The conversion works by
recapturing the audio stream as it plays back on your PC in

MP3 or WMV for-
mat. As a result, it
may take awhile to
convert large li-
braries, but the good
interface automati-
cally finds and lists
your iTunes and
Yahoo! Music
Engine libraries, so
it’s easy to run batch
conversions. ▲

It’s hard to tell from the beta of Windows Live
whether Microsoft’s initiative is a real revolution
in software delivery or a Google wannabe.

Live From Microsoft: 
Windows & Office On Tap?

The legality of this may be a bit fuzzy right now, but 
HotRecorder lets you convert tunes bought on Yahoo! and 
iTunes, so they’re compatible with most MP3 players. 

Brain-Free DVDs
Some of us just don’t want to muck with DVD author-
ing, so Ulead’s Pocket DV Show and Pocket Slideshow
($19.99 each; www.ulead.com) deliver the most brain-free
conversion of photos or flicks to DVDs we have ever seen.
The cartoonish program wizards have voice-overs and liter-
ally open your DVD-burner drawer and talk you through
connecting the cam, modifying disc menus, and burning a
slideshow or movie to disc. PC nuts like us may not need
this, but it’s the perfect gift for those tech-averse parents
who think you’re their personal tech support squad. ▲

Ulead’s Pocket media-making series
literally talks
and walks
tech-averse
individuals
through the
DVD-burning
process.

12 January 2006 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new outlook on life. 
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpujan06/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Motherboard Date Available URL

Abit Fatal1ty AA8XE 11/01/2005 www.abit-usa.com/downloads/bios/bios_revision.php?categories=1&model=239

Abit KV8-MAX3 11/01/2005 www.abit-usa.com/downloads/bios/bios_revision.php?categories=1&model=150

AOpen vK8T800a-LF 10/15/2005 download.aopen.com.tw/default.aspx

AOpen i865Gm-IL 10/14/2005 download.aopen.com.tw/default.aspx

Asus A8V-MX 11/07/2005 support.asus.com/download/download.aspx

ECS 755FX-A939(1.0) 11/07/2005 www.ecsusa.com/downloads/downloads_main.cfm?to=Motherboard

Compiled by Kevin Savetz

Pop The Hood & Bring In The Mechanic

The System Mechanic software family broadens its scope to all aspects of your rigs with
the new System Mechanic 6 ($49.95). The Registry manager now has a full PC file clean-
er, optimization routines for accelerating Windows startup, Web access, and disc perfor-
mance. SM 6 actively monitors your security level, general PC fitness, and even lets you
preschedule regular maintenance scans. And the professional version ($69.95) adds a fire-
wall, file recovery, and drive scrubbing protocols that meet Department
of Defense specs for total file erasure. This is like having OnStar in your
computer—with National Guard support. ▲

Sony Manages Its Own PSP

After suffering a gusher of frankly uneven third-party tools for convert-
ing and transferring media to our favorite new toy, the PSP, Sony finally
steps in with a superbly polished and comprehensive PSP Media Man-
ager. Sure, it pushes and converts images, music, and movies from PC to
PSP, but we really love the new audio/video podcasting support, embed-
ded in an interface with a directory of shows, one-button subscribing,
and auto-transfer to your PSP. We get podcasting and Grand Theft
Auto: Liberty City Stories in one package. Match that, iPodder! ▲

RadarSync Scopes Outdated PCs

Everything else in your PC is automated, so why are you still manually updating drivers?
Because you didn’t have RadarSync ($28.95 annual subscription; www.radarsync.com).
The software scans your system, identifies current driver or application versions, and
seeks out the latest updates from vendors. The clean interface keeps your downloaded
files in a dedicated library for later reinstallation. This is all well and good, except now
you might think that you won’t need to read CPU’s exclusive “Up To Speed” rundown
of the latest driver and software versions. But why would you think that? ▲

SS oo ff tt ww aa rr ee
SS hh oo rr tt ss

System Mechanic 6: Wizards,
monitors, and scrubbers, oh my! 

Your software concierge, RadarSync detects when your drivers and 
software need updating and downloads fresh versions for you. 

Finally, PSP Media Manager gives us PSP-casting 
without the pain.
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All Software Will Be “Spyware”

SS ome years ago I predicted that there would
be “updater” technology wars on the PC.

Today that battle is in full swing. The reason
for the prediction was that Windows is inher-
ently insecure and requires constant patching to
deal with an onslaught of security threats. This
disaster provokes its source, Microsoft, to
respond in two highly dangerous ways: first by
scrambling to patch the security mess across
millions of computers with constant security
patches delivered via updater technology and
second by reserving critical online features used
by legitimate applications for its use alone. The
result is that your Windows OS is constantly
changing every time you connect to the Inter-
net, consequently breaking your legitimate
applications. The upshot of all this is that all
legitimate software apps increasingly need to be
“spyware” in order to continue to function.

When Microsoft released Windows XP
Service Pack 2, it broke thousands of online
applications (including all MS JVM applica-
tions, Flash, QuickTime, most multiplayer PC
games, and many security applications) in a
variety of ways with little or no warning to the
developer community. This mass breaking of
software naturally resulted in catastrophic con-
sumer confusion and support costs. Software
companies whose products could not automati-
cally check for patches simply had to take the
support calls or hope that troubled consumers
found their way to the support site to manually
download a patch. Microsoft followed up this
maneuver with Microsoft AntiSpyware, a “spy-
ware-blocking” application that also happens to
prevent self-patching applications from running
in the background or autolaunching without the
baffled consumers’ express permission. 

If an application cannot run in the back-
ground to download patches automatically in
wasted bandwidth (as Windows does), then
the only solution is to force consumers to wait
for a patch download at the moment they try
to use their applications. To further confuse
consumers, Windows may presume to pop up
any number of random warning dialogs when
a legitimate application attempts to communi-
cate home to check for patches. 

With widespread fear of spyware and confu-
sion about what software consumers can trust

comes a greater burden for installed applications
to effectively communicate with users. Any soft-
ware that exposes network functionality, such as
Macromedia’s Flash player, or real-time security
software, such as Norton AntiVirus, has a criti-
cal need to be able to alert users in real time
when a security patch is needed. These critical
notification applications need to run persistently
in order to check for updates even when the pri-
mary application isn’t running. The common
need for this capability results in an intrusive
plethora of pop-up warning mechanisms from a
variety of applications, all trying to notify the
user of important updates. This need collides
directly with adware-blocking apps and
Windows AntiSpyware, which may react to
these notifications by blocking them and pop-
ping up additional warnings of their own. 

Almost 50% of the U.S. Internet population
is still connecting via modems. This means that
in order for updater technologies to work, soft-
ware needs to make extremely efficient use of
scarce bandwidth by using every spare kilobit per
second available for patch delivery by communi-
cating home to download only patches that are
absolutely necessary. In other words, they have
to be very sophisticated spyware applications that
collect detailed information about your comput-
er configuration and report it over the Internet
in order to minimize patch downloads. 

In a dramatic and humorous demonstration
of how absurd the situation has become, Sony’s
new CD copy-protection scheme, which hides
running processes from Windows (Trojan
horse?) and debugging tools to prevent music
piracy, has been hacked to enable World of
Warcraft cheaters to foil WoW’s Warden soft-
ware (spyware?), which scans your computer
for cheating software before you can play
WoW. Sony of course made a patch available
to fix the security hole, but how will you get it
if Sony’s invisible software can’t self-patch?
Why would WoW cheaters install it on pur-
pose? Sony disputes that its Digital Rights soft-
ware harms Windows security, but how can
your antispyware products work on processes
they can’t see? At the same time, if antispyware
products can remove digital rights management
technology (which they can), how can online
media work and be secure? ▲

The upshot of all this

is that all legitimate

software applica-

tions increasingly

need to be “spy-

ware” in order to

continue to function.

Send your feedback to TheSaint@cpumag.com

Alex St. John was one of the
founding creators of Microsoft’s

DirectX technology. He is the
subject of the book “Renegades

Of The Empire” about the 
creation of DirectX and

Chromeffects, an early effort by
Microsoft to create a multi-

media browser. Today Alex is
President and CEO of

WildTangent Inc., a technology
company devoted to delivering
CD-ROM quality entertain-

ment content over the Web.

The Saint
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W e’re for wine. We’re all for peace and quiet. But

pregnant golf carts with Linda Blair spinning-

head action? Not so much. 

by Marty Sems

WWiinnee  SSccaannnneerr

If part of the reason you liked the wine country film
“Sideways” was the subsequent drop in merlot prices after
Paul Giamatti dissed the varietal, this bit of dream hard-
ware isn’t for you. It’s for the guy bidding on the really,
really expensive bottle at the auction you blundered into en
route to the tasting room. Dr. Matthew Augustine’s Wine
Scanner (www.winescanner.com), a nuclear magnetic reso-
nance device he specialized a few years ago, can sense the
presence of acetaldehyde, acetic acid, and other unsavories
in a corked bottle without opening it nor harming the wine
inside. The current business plan is to license franchise
locations for the $150,000 machines, with portable models
a future possibility. You’ll never again wonder whether the
dusty bottle with the pretty French words on it contains a
precious vintage or just a bunch of vinegar. So charge your
glass, and don’t forget to volatize your esters.

KKiinneettiiccss  NNooiissee  CCoonnttrrooll  AAuuddiiooaassiiss  

What good is dream audio hardware if you can’t enjoy it?
Audioasis soundproofing can take the nightmare out of your
home theater. For about $70,000 and up, Kinetics Noise
Control can refit your screening room’s walls and ceiling
with its acoustic panels (other Kinetics room treatments
shown here). Heck, they’ll even isolate the floor from the
structure of your house with reinforced sound- and vibra-
tion-killing composites. Besides making you a better neigh-
bor in the real world when you’re visiting Marv in “Sin
City,” Audioasis can eliminate the reverb and echoes that
plague your playback. All that will remain is the crisp, clear
sound of Hollywood. The package even includes sheathing
to silence your HVAC vents. Cue up the WMV demo at
www.kineticsnoise.com/hometheater for more. 

NNiissssaann  PPiivvoo  

OK, so the cutesy anime mascot is nine kinds of wrong,
but let’s cut the jokes about the Pivo being a time-shifting
urinal. It is actually an electric concept car from Nissan
(www.nissan-global.com/EN), with a twist—literally. The
ability to drive in reverse, let alone parallel park, has long
been a shibboleth separating the drivers from the human
road hazards. But the drive-by-wire, three-seat Pivo’s cabin
rotates 360 degrees, so instead of backing up, you can sim-
ply spin the turret and go forward. And even though Pivo
could redefine “fishbowling” for the mellower segments of
society with its excellent visibility, its A-pillars actually sup-
port view screens of the outside world to further mitigate
its blind spots. Oh, and infrared sensors let you control
things by waving your fingers without loosing them from
the steering wheel. Why not.

These Gizmos
Don’t Sing It,
They Bring It
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I
don’t have to pitch you on the merits
of watercooling. You know that water
is more thermally efficient and can

remove more heat for better overclocking.
You know it is quieter than nearly all air-
based heatsink fans. You know nothing
screams geek like a slew of tubes snaking
through your rig.

Die-hard enthusiasts love to assemble
their own watercooling kits from scratch,
buying each piece individually on its own
merits. Others are too busy, lazy, inse-
cure, budget-minded, or aquaphobic 
to perform such feats. They prefer kits
wherein everything needed comes in one
box. Such kits have come a fair distance
recently as manufacturers search for ways
to push watercooling into the main-
stream. I contacted the big watercooler
vendors and said, “I want a kit that’s
compact and easy to install. Watcha got?”

I ended up with six units and one rude
awakening. I’d hoped watercooling had
become a 30-minute affair, slightly more
complicated than installing a heatsink.
Um, no. Good progress has been made,
but the average kit still isn’t for the timid.

To test, I used a P5ND2-SLI Deluxe
(nForce4 SLI Intel Edition) and 3GHz
Prescott CPU. I tested with a 14X multi-
plier, first at 800MHz (2.8GHz) and then
1,000MHz (3.5GHz), and used Intel’s
stock heatsink-fan as a reference. I took
temperature readings with Asus’ Probe II
utility and conducted load tests using
Sandra’s CPU Arithmetic burn-in module
cycling at 90% for 15 minutes, which was
plenty of time for the temps to plateau.

Cooler Master Aquagate Mini R120
Having experienced jigsaw puzzles like

Corsair’s Cool, the Aquagate Mini R120
looked to be a marvel of simplicity. The
kit is essentially four pieces—combina-
tion CPU waterblock and pump, radiator

Get Wet In A Hurry
Watercoolers: Great Performance Plus Easy Installation? 

(already connected to the filled reservoir),
120mm fan, and box of screws and such.

This was the first kit I tested, and I
thought planting a Cooler Master water-
cooling kit in my Cooler Master CM
Stacker 830 full tower would be a lay-up.
Not quite. Everything was smooth sailing
initially. I wasn’t thrilled with having to
install a retention module on the mother-
board’s back side, but that’s not unusual
with liquid cooling. It just meant some
weightlifting with the tower and an extra

10 minutes of screwdriver work. The
waterblock went on OK, but I made a
fortuitous choice with my Asus board.
I’ve seen other users get nailed by capaci-
tors or board components too close to the
CPU, so beware. 

The tubing was so short that it was dif-
ficult to rest the radiator somewhere safe
during installation, but some mother-
board foam padding goes a long way. The
real problem was installing the radiator
and 120mm fan, which was impossible to
do properly given my configuration. The
radiator needs to mount to the chassis’
back via four screw holes, which don’t
exist on the Stacker 830. The 830 is large-
ly tool-less, and the factory fan just snaps
in. Eventually, I gave up and started over
with an Antec P180. Total build time was
34:16 (minutes:seconds).

This kit’s positives are the straightfor-
ward, relatively quick installation; com-
pact size; zero hassling with crimps or
stringing tubes; and never having to touch
a bottle of liquid. The fan is very quiet,
and it’s almost impossible to hear fluid
moving. However, because this is a sealed
unit, what are you to do in 12 months
when liquid has evaporated from the sys-
tem? Also, because you can’t hear fluid
moving, you’re never really sure if the
cooling system is doing its job unless you
watch a temp readout.

The Aquagate Mini did gain me about
6 degrees Celsius over stock aircooling—
not quite as good as I’d hoped but still
respectable, plus it helped drop the overall
system noise a bit. For watercooling neo-
phytes this is a strong kit if only for the

sub-$90 street price and bragging rights
of running liquid. Serious overclockers
willing to invest more time and money
may want to keep looking. It should be
possible to design this kit with no need to
remove the motherboard, at least with
LGA775, for which there’s no required
back plate.

Essential Tips: Measure if Cooler
Master’s CPU block will fit on your
motherboard and in your case. The base
plate is 70 x 85mm. Those extra millime-
ters can make a difference, so rotating the
waterblock 90 degrees may save your sani-
ty. Also, check if there’s clearance for the
120mm radiator, which is overlarge with-
in the case. I didn’t connect the ATX12V
line before installing this part, which was
frustrating because the connector was lost
in the corner until I removed the radiator.

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

Aquagate Mini R120 
$129 
Cooler Master 
www.coolermaster-usa.com 
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Corsair Cool
Coming off the simplicity of the

Aquagate Mini, the Cool gave me chills.
The package is brimming with many
extras that go unused, but there are no
extra tiny washers and screws you do
need and that mysteriously go missing as
you are muscling your tower around on
the table. Corsair saves you some time
with such touches as preclamping hoses
to the CPU block. The “quick” refer-
ence documentation is worthless, but a
PDF manual on CD is good. Print this
for reference before starting.

The Cool is a light modification of a
design by Swiftech, a watercooling
founding father, and Swiftech’s expertise
is apparent. The kit includes two CPU
waterblocks, one flat and one with a
“step” cutaway. You get the usual 3/8-
inch tubing; bottle of green chemicals to
mix with distilled water; 120mm fan; var-
ious screws, crimps, washers, springs, and
retention modules; and a PCI slot shim
with cutouts for two tubes. A low-profile
pump is supposed to go on a case’s bot-
tom, but I had to tuck it in an unused
hard drive bay on my P180, which
worked well enough. 

Another clever addition is a low-profile
reservoir built to mount in a 5.25-inch
drive bay. There are two screw holes on
each side of the reservoir for case mount-
ing. Sliding rails are a huge plus if avail-
able because when adding fluid, you’ll
need to keep refilling the reservoir until
the tubes are full. The reservoir didn’t
drain well into the tubing until I tilted it
upright. Because I had to do this many
times, rails made life much easier.

The star here is an external fan
cage, called the Radiator Mounting
Kit, or RadBox. This frame apparatus
screws onto the case’s outside using
the 120mm fan holes. The fan screws
into the frame, and the radiator

screws onto the fan. The design adds
about 5 inches to PC’s backside. I like
this idea as a compromise between bulky
external radiators and internal radiator-
fan combos that crowd other compo-
nents. Corsair also includes some firm
plastic coil it calls Coolsleeves, which
you wrap around the tubing from the
radiator to the backplane shim to pre-
vent kinking. Finding this tedious to put
on, I rushed it and had unevenly spaced
coils that looked unseemly as a result. 

My first testing yielded an idle temp
of 50 degrees C. When the load test
raced to 94 degrees C, I lunged for the
power switch—I’d skipped an instruc-
tion and discovered the step in the cop-
per block was rotated the wrong way.
The step goes over the Socket T locking
arm. (I didn’t include the time to fix

this in my setup time.) If I had to redo
the setup, I would probably finish in
under an hour. As it was I clocked in at
1:52:17. Why so long? It’s the little
parts, pump priming, reservoir draining,
and many revisits to the manual

With the waterblock correctly orient-
ed, I was extremely impressed by the
Cool’s performance; it shaved another 7
degrees off the Aquagate Mini’s over-
clocked load score. Even idling at default

baseline clock rates, the Cool swooped in
5 degrees cooler than Intel’s stock cooling.

As for noise, the radiator fan’s con-
stant hum is about as loud as a standard
CPU heatsink fan. It’s not obnoxious,
but you will be able to hear it in a quiet
room. In addition, the water system qui-
etly gurgles like a little waterfall, even
after “burping” and topping off the reser-
voir several times. Because the Cool has
no activity reporting or monitoring, the
noise was reassuring and soothing. This is
a stellar performer and a must for hard-
ened overclockers seeking a compact kit,
but it’s probably for those with moderate
DIY skills.

Essential Tips: Use little cups to store
the kit’s many minuscule parts or risk los-
ing some. These weren’t essential, but
somewhere in my testing, I also lost one of
the four acorn nuts, which meant a trip to
the hardware store. The RadBox’s screw
holes weren’t always machined to perfec-
tion, and some required some force to get
a screw inserted. That said, I stripped one
hole, so don’t overdo it.

Corsair Nautilus 500
Now this is what we’re talking about—

8:14! The Nautilus is so new that there

was no retail packaging available for my
sample, and the only documentation was
a text-only Word file. It took a Corsair
engineer about two minutes to explain
the installation, and everything worked
perfectly the first time. 

At last, someone built a watercooling kit
that doesn’t require removing the mother-
board. Just take four black plastic posts
with squeeze clips at each end (like the
white kind we used to use for motherboard

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

Cool 
$199 
Corsair
www.corsair.com

Nautilus 500 
$159.99 
Corsair 

www.corsair.com
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standoffs), plant one in each
CPU heatsink hole, put a
shaped foam pad on top of
the waterblock, put an X-
shaped retention plate on the
foam, and jam the hole at
the end of each X arm onto a
post clip.

The external radiator and
pump is a largish, squat
thing that looks nothing
like a nautilus. There are no
lights, readouts, alarms,
probes, or anything else. You just jam the
two tubes from the waterblock into the
barbed ports on the Nautilus’ back, slap a
plastic crimp on each connecter, and fill
it up with the included green goo and
distilled water. I can’t think of a way to
make a watercooling upgrade any quicker
or easier.

Noise freaks be warned: During testing,
I found the Nautilus fairly loud and only
later discovered there's a two-position
speed switch in the back. You also hear the
faint gurgle of liquid rushing through the
radiator. Question the value here if you're
running at default speeds. Aircooling does
just as well and is quieter. For overclock-
ing, though, the Nautilus shows its worth,
although it’s no Cool or Apex.

Essential Tips: If you can’t push the
retention posts all the way through the
motherboard holes, just loosen the screw at
the motherboard’s nearest corner and pull
up gently. This gave me just enough clear-
ance and beat removing the whole board.

Koolance Aquian ICM-510 
With an install time
of just 30:44 (cour-

tesy of a special
converter kit

for the P180), the ICM-510 may seem
daunting but is actually quite straightfor-
ward to set up. There are only two major
components: the radiator/reservoir/
120mm fan and CPU waterblock. This is
an internal job, and the main unit makes a
hefty 7.1- x 6.7- x 5.4-inch (HxWxD)
footprint. Fortunately, Koolance mounts
the fan to the pump unit on a hinged
metal frame, so to get to your mobo once
you screw the fan to the chassis, you swing
the pump out of the case. Slick!

The package also includes a blue LED
temperature display that mounts in a
3.5-inch bay, complete with warning
alarm and temperature probe that tapes
down alongside the mirror-finish copper
plate on the waterblock. This comple-
ments the inner blue glow within the
pump unit. 

There are only two tubes, and they
install by running each tube end through
a screw clamp, jamming the tube onto
the waterblock’s or pump’s barb, and
tightening the screw clamp over the
barb. Koolance supplies a big pouch of
cooling fluid (more than enough to fill
the system), but a sealable bottle would
have been handier.

Once I figured out that the instruc-
tions were slightly wrong and the CPU
retention clip needed to rest at a tighter

setting within the rail frame,
I fired it up and watched
repeatedly as the tempera-
tures climbed into the 50s at
idle, triggering the unit’s
alarm. No kinks. Good flow.
Tight seal on the CPU. I was
stumped, and so was Kool-
ance, which admitted that
this was one of its lower-end
kits. Still, I shouldn’t have
seen such high numbers. I
rebuilt the waterblock twice,

but to no avail. I suspect I received a rare
lemon. This kit shows every sign of being
a great chiller; no doubt the next box
would’ve been.

Swiftech H20-Apex “Extreme”
Calling this kit “extreme” is an under-

statement. It’s a deluge of parts, including
a massive radiator spanning two 120mm
fans. I predicted that if I had to install the
Cool kit again, I could do it in an hour.
The Apex helped bolster my opinion.
Many parts here match the Cool, which
Swiftech also manufacturers, and the
learning curve I faced with Corsair’s
RadBox paid off with the RadBox here.
There are also many similarities with the
complex waterblock assembly.

Corsair’s manual is poor. Swiftech’s is
appalling. Little was useful beyond the
exploded diagrams, leaving me to guess
which hoses ran where. Fortunately, my
guesses worked. In addition, to install this
kit you’re supposed to drill hose holes in
the case’s back. Unwilling to sacrifice my
P180 unless necessary, I instead removed
the I/O shield and snaked the hoses
through the gap. This put a slight crimp
in the tubing, but I kept a close eye on it,
and an hour into use there was no observ-
able detriment. Still, to preserve the
pump’s longevity, I recommend drilling.

My kit came with a conventional rec-
tangular reservoir I had to stick on the
inside of a 5.25-inch drive cage with
adhesive Velcro. Had I been running a
full stack of drives, I would’ve had to
stick to the removable side panel. With
all the tubing, applying the Coolsleeves
took forever, contributing to my build
time of 1:24:35.
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Aquian ICM-510
$229.99
Koolance
www.koolance.com

H20-Apex “Extreme”
$259.95
Swiftech
www.swiftnets.com
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The payoff is the performance. Swif-
tech’s size and technical superiority blows
all competitors out of the water (as it
were), the industrial quality parts are
respectably hushed, and Swiftech also
includes plenty of extra tubing. Ex-
perienced users won’t want to settle for
less than this.

Essential Tips: Download Corsair’s
Cool manual for reference. Also, pack a
towel around the reservoir when filling it;
it is one of the smallest for the largest
amount of tube length I’ve seen. Because

the filling process drags on a while and
you’re looking for air gaps in the hosing,
it’s easy to lose concentration and spill.

Thermaltake Silent Water
With only a 22:48 build time, Ther-

maltake’s unit lands second behind the
Nautilus for having the most convenient

and simple setup process. I
did lose several minutes
installing a motherboard
backplane—an H-shaped
module made of three lay-
ers you stick together—and
while removing the P180’s
top exhaust fan to make
room for the internally
mounted Silent Water. 

Like the Aquagate Mini,
this is a two-piece, closed-
loop cooler. Just bolt the
smooth copper block to the
CPU, mount the radiator/
fan on an available 120mm
grille (Thermaltake pro-

vides many screw-hole options on the radi-
ator frame), and plug in the power leads.
That’s it. The unit’s only possible downfall
is its very noticeable fan noise. Sometimes
you can get away with not installing the

fan-speed controller. Believe me, you’ll
want it here.

Otherwise, the news here is all good.
Thermaltake’s trademark orange fans
match well with the copper pump and
CPU blocks. The tubing comes pre-
crimped, and you would really have to
try to kink the hoses. Coolant is already
installed, and the 12V pump did a fine
job even when I put the pump and radi-
ator at the same level. (The pump is
always supposed to rest at lowest point
of the system.) Cooling performance
was average for this group, which in
itself is impressive given the Silent
Water’s diminutive size. With a very
accessible price point, Thermaltake’s
solution makes for an excellent first 
liquid-cooling system.

Essential Tips: While not essential,
you’ll save time and do a better and/or
easier installation having a hex nut screw-
driver that can fit the little tubular screws
that secure the waterblock. Fingers
weren’t meant for this job. Also, my first
try with this kit yielded a fair amount of
wiggle in the water block, and I paid for it
with high temps. ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Vendor 2.8GHz idle 2.8GHz load 3.5GHz idle 3.5GHz load

Intel Stock air HSF 29 42 30 44

Cooler Master Aquagate Mini R120 27 36 29 38

Corsair Cool 24 31 25 31

Corsair Nautilus 29 36 31 36

Koolance Aquian ICM-510 50+ N/A N/A N/A

Swiftech H20-Apex "Extreme" 22 28 23 28

Thermaltake Silent Water 23 33 24 33

(Temps in degrees Celsius)

Silent Water
$119
Thermaltake
www.thermaltake.com

We went looking for watercooling kits that were supposed to make installation easier,
but would they also equate to cooler temps? Here’s what we found out. 
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W
hen I did my roundup of per-
formance digital cameras a
few months back (page 18 in

the June 2005 issue of  CPU) ,  the
emphasis then was on boundless func-
tionality and transitioning into the
world of sub-$1,000 digital SLRs. Now,
I’m back with the more holiday-friendly
follow-up: ultracompacts. 

Call them pocket or purse cameras if you
like; ultracompacts are high on the cute
scale and fairly low on complexity. In gen-
eral, I tried to keep the models I tested at 1
inch or less in thickness, even though I was
afraid this would mean some serious com-
promises in features. I was surprised, how-
ever, to find that compromises were few
and far between. The biggest downside to
ultracompacts is that they’re far more diffi-
cult to operate on the fly with one hand. 

But, within a few days of use, I found
myself carrying around an ultracompact in
my cargo pant pocket just like a cell phone.
I only brought out the full-sized Can-
on EOS Digital Rebel (300D) for special
events where quality would be paramount.
For everything else, the ultracompacts
delivered relatively good quality and some-
thing most SLRs can’t match: video record-
ing. In short, I expected the ultracompact
category to be filled with foofy, mediocre-
quality toys. What I got instead were every-
day wear devices slightly less mandatory
than, say, car keys or underwear.

To test, I created several indoor and
outdoor shooting scenarios and also shot
with the Canon Rebel, my favorite from
the previous camera roundup, for refer-
ence. Because ultracompacts do tend to
get used off the cuff primarily for point-
and-shoot situations rather than “serious

Ultracompact
Pocket Cameras 
More Power, Less Bulge

photography,” I conducted all primary
testing using each camera’s automatic
defaults. The exceptions were resolution
and image quality settings, which I maxed
out in each case.

Canon PowerShot SD30
Canon scores another huge hit with

this tiny (1.78 x 3.78 x 0.94 inches
[HxWxD]; 3.7 ounces) digicam. The
SD30 boasts a 1.8-inch LCD that does
very well in bright sunlight, has a 2.4X
optical zoom, and can capture in JPEG at

up to 5MP (2,592 x 1,944). Despite
room for a zoom rocker, Canon opted to
use up-down movement of the four-way
pad to control telephoto action, which I
found both unintuitive and difficult to
control precisely. Overall ergonomics are
fair. Canon uses an effective X-Y menu
system vaguely reminiscent of the PSP
that takes only a few minutes to master.

The camera’s nine-point auto focus sys-
tem made depth of field control within a
scene much easier than usual, although I
wish Canon let you use the directional pad
to change AF zones without recomposing

the scene. My main complaints centered
on an inability to focus within 8 inches,
subaverage frame rates at larger video reso-
lutions, higher than usual lens flaring from
the sun, and surprisingly poor tolerance for
dim-light tripod shooting without flash
assistance. That said, the SD30 gave out-
standing flash results at near to moderate
distances and proved better than average at
capturing detail and high contrast. Color
accuracy was top notch, and the histogram
in playback mode is a sweet perk. Overall,
this is an excellent casual-use shooter with
plenty of manual options, and you can
even pick from four body colors.

Casio Exilim EX-S500
Although one of the oldest of the ultra-

compacts I reviewed, I was nonetheless
taken with Casio’s 0.6-inch thick design,
super-fast response (less than two seconds
from power on to first shot), and clever
way of making the lanyard hole protrusion
both shield the zoom buttons and act as a

guide, so your thumbs can find them
instantly. The 2.2-inch LCD does re-
spectably well outdoors, and the action on
the 3X optical zoom is pleasingly smooth.
Unlike Canon, Casio doesn’t offer a pho-
to-stitching mode, but with the 30 Best
Shot modes, which are accessible from
Casio’s intuitive and friendly menu system,
newbies and more experienced hands alike
will find it a snap to pick an optimal
shooting mode on the run. Casio lacks the
depth of manual features found in some
competitors, but I was less concerned
about this in the ultracompact category.
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PowerShot SD30
$399.99

Canon
consumer.usa.canon.com

Exilim EX-S500
$349.99
Casio
www.casio.com
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The highly hyped Anti Shake DSP
functionality delivers sharp images even
when shooting freehand in nighttime arti-
ficial lighting. Moreover, I was stunned at
the VGA-resolution quality of this unit’s
MPEG-4 videos, which tend to run red in
low light but remain fluid at 30fps. In
practice, I found myself using the movie
mode more and more for everyday situa-
tions because it was that good. The Auto
Macro mode, which dynamically switches
from normal to macro modes, focused to
within 6 inches. Casio’s flash performed
well in small room settings but was odd-
ly underpowered in close-distance (3 
feet) tests. In general, the camera’s image
clarity was excellent, its ability to han-
dle broad contrast was fair, and the 
only thing that could really use help is 
its color depth and saturation, which 
look a bit washed out. 

HP Photosmart R817
At 1.17-inches thick, this is the bulki-

est of my ultracompacts but also the most
affordable. And, as I’ve noticed year after

year, HP cameras deliver unexpectedly
good results for their cost thanks to
reliance on effective image processing over
sheer optical strength. You can forgive the
5.1MP R817’s girth because the camera
has a 5X optical zoom and very comfort-
able right-handed operation. HP has
made some minor design tweaks over the
R717 I examined before, most of which
add up to a camera that’s solid, though
not sexy, and extremely easy to use. Basic
manual controls are here plus some wor-
thy extras, such as bracketing, photo
stitching, in-camera red-eye removal, and

HP’s impressive Adaptive Lighting func-
tion, which intelligently adjusts for diffi-
cult lighting situations. Note that I
obtained my remarkable low-light results
with Adaptive Lighting disabled.

As I saw with the R717, HP’s post-
processing applies just enough color
enhancement to make objects pop
vibrantly without seeming artificial. The
camera’s noise removal is not only effec-
tive but does its job while doing far bet-
ter than most at preserving original
image detail. (For example, many camera
DSPs sweep away the subtle sparkles in
metallic car paint, but not the R817.)
Noise removal starts to look more aver-
age when with high ISOs at night, but
come on, it’s a sub-$300 camera. The
R817 excels in low-light conditions
without a flash both near and distant, an
attribute I can’t praise highly enough.
The 1-inch macro focal distance is stel-
lar, and the 5X optical zoom pays divi-
dends when shooting telephoto. Pressing
the Image Info button in playback mode
reveals tips on how to improve your 

picture for a reshoot. With a commend-
able movie mode and superlative usabili-
ty, the R817’s value is unbeatable.

Konica Minolta DiMAGE X1
The X1 is hot; like eating a drippy

cheeseburger at a car wash hot. Its curva-
ceous form fits comfortably in your hand,
the 0.8-inch measurement is athletic rather
than fragile, and the all-over mirror finish
is a head turner. Spend a few hours in
action, though, and the X1’s luster starts
to tarnish. As with most mirror finish gad-
gets, the X1 is a magnet for fingerprints

and scratches. The 8MP spec looks hot, but
poorer optics and DSPs leave this camera
with output at or below its competitors. In
particular, the X1 is heavily biased toward
revealing darks and thus burns out broad
tracts of light details. Noise levels are fair.
Midrange colors are quite good. Flash
results are a bit stark and tend to ignore
background objects. 

The biggest problem here is the X1
focus system, which is slow at best, often
inaccurate as light decreases, and, unlike
many competitors, feels free to capture
shots when focus hasn’t been or can’t be
achieved. On the other hand, the X1
shares Casio’s excellent Anti-Shake system,
and the sub-3-inch macro is formidable. I
liked the ability to custom program the D-
pad’s up and down functions, which let
me virtually never have to resort to the
menus while shooting. But ISO sensitivity
is limited to 200 (160 in automatic
mode), which again causes problems in
low light. All in all, the X1 is long on
sparkle but needs more sizzle.

Nikon Coolpix S3
Nikon’s Coolpix S3 0.8-inch-thick body

is professional, not flashy, and very sensibly
laid out for right-handed-only operation.
Nikon’s menu navigation is similarly
straightforward. The 3X optical zoom and
6MP resolution are notable at this price
point. There isn’t an abundance of manual
functionality, but you’ll find hidden gems
such as interval timer shooting, time lapse
movies, internal red-eye fixing, and ISO
sensitivity from 50 to 400. Macro distances
get down to about 5 inches. (Nikon specs
1.6 inches.) The S3’s colors ring true.
Exposures are pretty good compared to
most in this category, with only a bit of loss
in the lights. (This was also true when we
tried using Nikon’s D-Lighting dark-image
enhancement.) Shadow noise was a bit
higher than normal, and flash falloff was a
little closer than I’d like.

Nikon swept the field on indoor low-
light shooting, showing remarkable detail
with low noise. White balance under these
conditions was an issue, though. In one
instance, I had orange M&M’s crumbs
vanish against their dark brown cookie
backdrop, only to reappear when we
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Photosmart R817
$299.99

HP
www.hp.com

DiMAGE X1
$399.99

Konica Minolta
konicaminolta.com
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changed from auto WB to incandescent.
This isn’t a mind-blowing success like
some Nikon’s we’ve seen, but it’s a great
workhorse suitable for any experience level.

Olympus Stylus 600
HP finally meets its match at the sub-

$300 level with the 3X optical zoom
Stylus 600. The two are close on image
quality, with Olympus capturing nearly
all of the same detail in its 6MP sensor,
but the 600 has better quality and a larg-
er (2.5-inch) LCD. I felt HP’s menus
were a pinch more user friendly, but the
600 definitely wins on feature depth. My
favorite feature was the guide button,
which can display either a 3 x 3 grid for
composing or a live histogram. The 600
is 1-inch thick (a shaving less than HP),
offers 26 shooting modes, and can stitch
up to 10 frames provided you use Olym-
pus’ special xD-Picture card.

As with Sony’s dogged Memory Stick
obsession, Olympus’ fixation on xD earns
few friends. The only other notable strike
here is the 15fps limit on all video shoot-
ing modes (up to 640 x 480). ISO ranges
run from 64 up to 400 actual and 1,600
equivalent at lower resolutions. Super
Macro Mode gets less than 2.5 inches with
remarkably good close-up power, and
Olympus does better than most with pre-
serving detail in colors. We saw the usual
burn out with high lights but commend-
ably low noise in shadows. There was a
pinch of red chromatic aberration along
high-contrast telephoto edges, but nothing
you’d probably see in a print. The 600 also
did well in low-light shooting, although
flash scenes sometimes need a little boost-
ing. When I compared the 600 to the
R817, the latter only wins by a hair on the
strength of color post-processing. When
compared to my RAW files, Olympus
actually produces the truer results.

Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T7
Unfortunately, the review T7 unit

Sony sent me arrived without a DC
adapter or the requisite “interface adapter”
that links the power brick to the camera.
(It also supplies the USB and video-out

ports.) We had just enough battery power
for eight shots without the flash. Needing
such proprietary doodads is a Sony staple
but bad news in my book, and I’d rather
have a thicker camera (0.57 inches) to
eliminate the need for add-ons. That said,
the T7 is second only to the X1 in good
looks, with a pull-down lens cover, internal
3X optical zoom lens, and 5.1MP sensor.
Oddly, Sony keeps the shutter release
under your right index finger but puts
most other controls on the left, thus nearly
requiring two-handed operation.

What I saw of Sony’s menus looked
pretty straightforward. Startup and shoot-
ing times are very quick, and colors are
rich and lifelike. Sony’s optics remain
habitually good, but this camera has a
problem with exposure in default modes.
Lights easily wash out, although details in
shadows stay clear and noise is minimal,
at least under daylight conditions.
However, despite being clear, the one
indoor night shot we took needed sub-
stantial exposure boosting. Overall, the
T7 is decent under most shooting condi-
tions but remains saddled with exposure
difficulties and an overinflated price. ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Stylus
600
$299

Olympus 
www.olympusamerica.com

Cyber-shot DSC-T7
$449.95

Sony
www.sonystyle.com

Coolpix S3
$379.95

Nikon
www.nikonusa.com

We begin with the 6.3MP
images taken with our

Canon Rebel SLR in RAW
format.

In evaluating the autumn
leaves, you'll immediately

notice how the RAW 
images look the most 

washed out of all. 

This house detail was 
captured at highest 

zoom from about three
houses distance.

That's a triple grande 
nonfat raspberry mocha 

for those who are curious. 
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Oh, What (A Lot Of) Money Can Buy

he fanatics at Voodoo PC just
pushed the luxury computer bar to a
new height. Forget anodized metal
and high-end automotive paint: The

gilded OMEN Elemental would feel at home 
in the Versailles palace. Thanks to some newly
installed precious metal plating baths, gold
rods, and a rather difficult electroforming
process, Voodoo PC can plate the OMEN
chassis inside and out with 24-karat gold. It can
also plate with nickel or copper, but if you
want to match that platinum wedding band,
you will have to wait, as Voodoo hasn’t yet
mastered its platinum-plating technique.

This sort of luxury rig doesn’t have any low-
end options: Hard drive capacities begin at
500GB for 7,200rpm drives, and only the fast-
est available video cards are included. Voo-
doo hasn’t launched this system yet, so our
review unit included two 400GB Hitachi
HGST 7,200rpm drives in a striped array and 
a 74GB, 10,000rpm Western Digital Raptor
WD740. Voodoo plans to offer faster cards
than our unit’s two 256MB Evga Nvidia
GeForce 7800 GTXs at launch. 

The OMEN Elemental has a modified cool-
ing system that boasts a fan-speed and flow-rate
monitoring device. The system also includes
Windows XP Media Center Edition, and
Voodoo will offer dual Hauppauge TV tuners.
Only OMEN Elemental certified technicians
build these luxury computers, and Rahul Sood,
Voodoo president and CTO, personally in-
spects and signs each rig before it ships. 

Of course, the OMEN Elemental includes a
first-rate service package. For starters, Voodoo
scrapped the cardboard shipping boxes for a
metal crate that includes multiple retractable
handles, wheels, and sturdy clasps. The thick
foam inside secures the system during transit.
When customers want to upgrade the rig, they
pay a flat labor rate (currently $80 total) and
wholesale component costs. The customer ships
the system to the maker (at Voodoo’s expense),
and Voodoo installs the new components so
that the system looks brand new. Not bad for
$15,000—the price of a car.  ▲

by Joshua Gulick

Attention to detail means everything
when you’re offering a $15,000 PC—even
the optical drive bezels are gold plated.

Photos by: Aaron Clark & Jason Codr
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Voodoo PC OMEN Elemental

Operating System Windows XP MCE

Processor 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ @ 2.72GHz

Motherboard Asus A8N32-SLI Deluxe

RAM 2GB Corsair XMS CMXP512-3200XL DDR400 (512MB x 4)

Hard Drive 74GB Western Digital Raptor WD740 10,000rpm; 400GB 
Hitachi HGST 7,200rpm (x2: RAID-0)

Optical Drive Lite-On SOHD-16P9S DVD-ROM; Pioneer DVR-110D 
DVD+RW Dual Layer

Connectivity Integrated Gigabit

Video Card 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2 SLI)

Accessories 24-karat gold plated; etched glass window; dual Hauppauge TV 
tuners (not included in review unit); three-year worldwide collect and
return warranty; premium upgrade assurance; Travel Condo

Price $15,000 

CPUs 4

Benchmarks
3DMark05 12330

PCMark05 6604

CPU 5415

Memory 4520

Graphics 7150

HDD 6634

Dr. DivX 8:00
(minutes:seconds)

WinRAR (min:sec) 3:27

WinRAR & Dr. DivX 8:32/4:35
(min:sec)

Doom 3 1,280 x 1,024 104fps

Doom 3 1,280 x 1,024, 99.8fps
High 4XAA

The mirror-finished plate that 

separates the case’s compartments

has a Voodoo logo vent, which lets

cool air pass over the motherboard.

We put white paper behind the

vent to highlight the logo.

Thanks to the custom watercooling

system, our unit’s 2.4GHz AMD

Athlon 64 X2 4800+ crunches data

at a brisk 2.72GHz. 

We expected Voodoo to plate only the

system’s exterior, but the company

dropped the entire case (minus the

motherboard tray) into the bath.

You’ll see gold everywhere you look.

A massive radiator sits inside 

of the front panel. Two 120mm

SilenX fans provide much-needed

cooling power.
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OMEN Elemental
$15,000

Voodoo PC
www.voodoopc.com 

It’s only fitting that a gold-plated
PC travel in style. This huge, wheeled

container keeps your rig safe and easily
stores a keyboard and mouse. 
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T
here’s no doubt that SLI is a niche
technology. But it’s oh so hot, espe-
cially in games such as F.E.A.R.,

which pushes graphics cards to their max.
SLI’s first generation—Nvidia’s rendition,
not 3dfx’s—was quite impressive. Sure, it
required two matching boards from the
same manufacturer and split one x16 PCI
Express pathway into two electrical x8 con-
nections. Resulting performance flew
through the roof, though, in titles Nvidia’s
driver team profiled.

Months later, ATI’s CrossFire looks like
an even better solution. Unfortunately, the
best CrossFire hardware you can buy (in
limited quantities, no less) is the older
X800-series stuff. Why pay for two of these
when you can get one GeForce 7800 GTX
or ATI Radeon X1800 XT? Enthusiasts call
that too little, too late. Given ATI’s execu-
tion track record of late, it’s pointless to
even speculate when X1800-class CrossFire
equipment might pop up on store shelves.

What ATI did succeed in doing was
kick-start Nvidia’s think tank into inno-
vating further. The second generation of
SLI core logic is consequently rolling out,
looking a lot like the high-end nForce
Professional chipset with its dual x16 con-
nections electrically wired to run at full
speed. Thanks to some significant driver
work, you can now use cards from differ-
ent makers if they sport the same core.
You can also enable SLI without reboot-
ing. And on certain mainstream cards, the
SLI bridge isn’t even necessary. Nvidia
deserves kudos for the refinement. 

Third-party motherboard makers also
deserve credit. They’re designing stable
platforms and selling them at palatable
prices. Asus is a model example. It already
services AMD and Intel enthusiasts with
the A8N-SLI Premium and P5ND2-SLI
boards, which both leverage older SLI 

SLI Is Reborn In
nForce4 SLI X16

silicon to cut an x16 pipeline into twin x8
connectors. Now, Asus is rocking with
AMD- and Intel-based nForce4 SLI X16
products, too.

The most obvious evolutionary change is
16 extra lanes of PCI-E connectivity. For
AMD enthusiasts this means no more 
single-chip nForce4 motherboard layout.
Asus’ A8N32-SLI Deluxe employs a SPP
(System Platform Processor) and MCP
(Media and Communications Processor) to
drum up 38 lanes. There’s less room on the
board compared to previous SLI offerings,
but Asus still includes dual GbE ports, a
FireWire controller, an extra SATA 3Gbps
chip, and heatpipe technology cooling the 
chipset components. 

Because Nvidia’s nForce4 SLI Intel
Edition includes a memory controller, it’s
already organized in a northbridge/south-
bridge arrangement. The nForce4 SLI X16
chipset apparently generates more heat,
though, seeing as Asus adds separate heat-
pipe arrays to each piece on the P5N32-SLI
Deluxe. You do

get most of the same specifications: dual
GbE, eSATA, FireWire, high-quality
audio, etc. Our only real layout gripe is a
tight installation when you connect a
SATA hard drive and plug in a second
GeForce 7800 GTX, as the two physically
rub against each other.

Given the price difference between Asus’
standard nForce4 SLI boards and these new
nForce4 SLI X16 offerings, you must be
wondering about real-world benefits. The
most readily identifiable is game perfor-
mance. Enabling two x16 PCI-E pipelines
helps boost speed, particularly in graphics-
limited games. Remember that you’ll only
see those gains with two cards installed.
Asus also claims major thermal improve-
ments due to its eight-phase power imple-
mentation. Indeed, both the A8N32-SLI
Deluxe and P5N32-SLI Deluxe get away
with completely passive cooling.

Overall, both boards are top-notch.
Gaming on an AMD platform is still more
attractive, hence the higher rating, but Asus
put much effort into the Intel offering, too.
Prices on the pair are pegged at about $250,
but for the gamer unwilling to compromise
performance, the boards deliver. ▲

by Chris Angelini

(Subscribers can see our related chart at
www.cpumag.com/cpujan06/asussli)
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A8N32-SLI Deluxe
$249
Asus

(510) 739-3777
usa.asus.com

P5N32-SLI Deluxe
$249
Asus

(510) 739-3777
usa.asus.com
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H ow often do you look fondly on
your memory modules and thank

them for improving your level load times
or speeding up the Windows XP boot
process? Probably never. Either you’re
“too cool” to converse with inanimate
objects or busy admiring your new
GeForce 7800. Yeah, graphics cards and
processors get all the adulation, while
memory is often a second-rate citizen.

Maybe it has something to do with
standardization. After all, how do you
choose one DDR400 kit over another if
they both offer 2-2-2-5 timings and cen-
ter on the same IC manufacturer’s silicon
under the hood? Some vendors use flashy
heat spreaders for attention. Others prefer
LED lighting. Lifetime warranties are
pretty much standard now, too. 

Most power users know memory per-
formance is determined partly by operat-
ing frequency and partly by timings.
What most folks don’t consider, though,
is that increasing capacity can also help
boost speed, just as too little will hurt
you. Memory capacity won’t speed
things up uniformly; it will only help in
those apps with memory-usage patterns
exceeding the hardware you’ve installed.
Alternatively, if you play games with
three Microsoft Word documents open,
15 browser windows, and a half-finished
Photoshop project, adding RAM may
help de-emphasize the memory foot-
prints of those idling apps.

Incidentally, games are getting more
demanding, not less so. And with Vista
on the horizon, you can expect system
requirements to begin a deliberate march
north. Memory vendors are seeing a
demand for larger kits. They’re testing the

2GB Memory 
Kit Roundup
Are They Really Any Faster?

latest games and realizing marked perfor-
mance improvements at the hands of
higher capacities.

Thus, it’s no surprise that makers are
singing the virtues of 2GB configura-
tions. But most motherboards have four
memory slots. Why not save money
today with a 1GB kit (2x 512MB, pre-
sumably) and snag a second gig when
prices are even lower a year from now?

Because such games as Battlefield 2
reportedly make use of the extra space
today. Moreover, while there used to be a
fat premium added to the large 2GB kits,
pricing has evened out some. In other
words, you’ll pay the same price for four
512MB modules or two 1GB sticks.

Memory vendors aren’t limiting them-
selves to one technology or speed to 
evangelize their “size matters” message.
Everything’s fair game—DDR, DDR2,
standardized speeds, and enthusiast parts.
We rounded up eight notable kits from
four highly respected makers and ran
them through real-world game tests,
around synthetic metrics, and over a few
overclocking hurdles. This isn’t all about

performance, though. Once you hit 2GB
of RAM, you’re talking serious cash. So
we also took value into account. 

DDR Contenders

Corsair TWINX2048-4400PRO 
Overclocking enthusiasts looking to

push their platforms often invest in high-
ly scalable memory kits. By simultane-
ously cranking up processor and memory
buses, consequently accelerating device
clock speeds, you can unleash gobs of
additional performance. That’s the pur-
pose behind Corsair’s TWINX2048-
4400PRO package. 

Officially capable of running at fre-
quencies as high as 550MHz, this kit
should be an especially big hit for those
with a Rev. E Athlon 64 because those
chips boast updated memory controllers

and tunable multipliers. However, Cor-
sair’s target audience really seems to 
be those users with Intel 875P platforms
because some of those motherboards are
renowned overclockers. 

Despite Corsair’s recommended Intel
platform, these 4400PRO modules help
the Athlon 64 tear through benchmarks,
too. By tweaking the Athlon 64 X2 4800+
down to a 9X multiplier and accelerating
the HyperTransport bus to 266MHz
while maintaining synchronous clocks, I
was able to significantly outperform the
respectable baseline Corsair TWINX-
1024-3200XL setup in Quake 4. Clearly,
the higher bus frequency can compensate
for relaxed latency settings.
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TWINX2048-4400PRO 
$360

Corsair 
(510) 657-8747

www.corsair.com

TWINX2048-3500LLPRO 
$300

Corsair 
(510) 657-8747

www.corsair.com
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The modules are enveloped in alu-
minum heat spreaders. An array of 18
LEDs indicate memory activity, which
makes for an interesting light show in 
windowed cases. The TWINX2048-
4400PRO kit is as attractive as it is potent.
Overclockers only on this one, though.

Corsair TWINX2048-3500LLPRO 
Risk-adverse enthusiasts tend to prefer

standardized memory speeds and ultra-
aggressive latencies, ideally yielding the
best combination of performance and sta-
bility. If I can coax you out of that shell
for a second, though, you will see why
Corsair’s TWINX2048-3500LLPRO is
such a hot kit. 

The Athlon 64 officially tops out at
DDR400, or PC3200. These DDR438
(PC3500) modules represent very modest
overclocking efforts. I was even able 
to drop the multiplier on my Athlon 
64 X2 4800+ and hit the 218MHz

HyperTransport speed while maintaining
a 2.4GHz processor clock. And yet, the
kit still boasts 2-3-2-6 timings—surpris-
ing because you’d expect a large-capacity
offering to run less aggressive latencies. 

“Given a similar memory cell design
and process technology, a larger density
device inherently performs slower than a
smaller capacity device simply due to its
larger physical size. It takes more time for
signals to propagate across the device, and
there will be additional loading and/or
additional circuit stages on performance-
critical internal circuitry,” says Martin
Mueller, Corsair director of engineering.
“In the case of the XMS-3500LL PRO, we
have carefully selected a specific RAM that

supports unique properties to give us a
good vehicle for low-latency performance.
We then go through a significant back-
end engineering work to develop a process
flow that allows us to introduce a part
that combines the best of both worlds.”

The result of extra frequency and tight
timings is best-in-class performance. And
you also get sharp looks thanks to the
large aluminum heat spreader and LED
activity array. 

Crucial CT2KIT12864Z40B 
Crucial has the clear value play here.

Its 2GB kit ships in an OEM-style card-
board box. Each module is wrapped
individually, devoid of heat spreaders or
fancy lighting. But then again, they also
run cool to the touch and on low-profile
PCBs, which are perfect for SFF boxes.

The focus here isn’t performance.
Even at standard DDR400 speeds, the
Crucial CT2KIT12864Z40B 2GB kit 

is set to CAS 3 latency—on the high
side. That doesn’t seem to hurt synthetic
throughput too badly, though. The kit

can even trade blows with Corsair’s laud-
ed TWINX1024-3200XL kit in Quake 4
and Battlefield 2.

Priced a full $50 lower than any other
DDR 2GB kit, Crucial has the market
cornered on low-cost memory capacity.
Serious power users won’t want to make
the performance trade-off, but this
remains an attractive kit for budget-con-
scious buyers.

Kingston HyperX KHX3200AK2/2G
If you’re not quite comfortable tweak-

ing voltages or clock speeds, Kingston
sells a particularly sexy DDR400 kit. The
KHX3200AK2/2G offers all the capacity
advantages of dual 1GB modules, perfor-
mance you’d expect from DDR400 mem-
ory, and excellent 2-3-2-6 timings (with a
1T command rate). As a result Kingston
turned in top scores in Battlefield 2, was
very competitive in Quake 4, and did in
the synthetic metrics, as well. 

In true Kingston style, each module is
adorned with an anodized blue aluminum
heat spreader. There are no LEDs or
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HyperX 
KHX3200AK2/2G

$400
Kingston Technology 

(877) 546-4786
www.kingston.com

OCZ4002048ELDCTE-K
$300

OCZ Technology 
(408) 733-8400

www.ocztechnology.com

CT2KIT12864Z40B
$250

Crucial 
(800) 336-8915

www.crucial.com

H O W  W E  T E S T E D
We benchmarked all DDR modules on Asus’ A8N32-SLI Deluxe mother-
board with an Athlon 64 X2 4800+ processor and GeForce 7800 GT graph-
ics card. We tested the DDR2 products on Asus’ P5N32 SLI-Deluxe with a
Pentium 840 Extreme Edition. We installed and operated each kit at its
maximum rated frequency and lowest possible timing. In cases where
tweaking the HyperTransport bus meant faster processor frequencies, we
reduced the multiplier to maintain a constant 2.4GHz throughout. We ran
Quake 4 at 1,024 x 768, Ultra quality. We ran Battlefield 2 at the same 
resolution with all graphics settings maximized. (Antialiasing was turned
off.) Oddly, SiSoft Sandra 2005 wouldn’t run on the DDR2 platform, leaving
PCMark05 and the two game tests. 
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fancy marquees, which actually might
come as a surprise given a steep $400
price tag. 

Overall, the kit is incredibly fast, looks
good, and is backed by a popular lifetime
warranty. Unfortunately, priced as it is,
you’d be advised to shop around before
committing. You can get comparable per-
formance at 75% of the cost.

OCZ Technology OCZ4002048ELDCTE-K 
Enthusiast powerhouse OCZ is known

for its flexible memory modules and
high-voltage guarantees. Following in
that tradition, this 2GB kit can uniquely
handle up to 3V as you push its over-
clocking ceiling. Should something go
awry as you are fiddling about, OCZ’s
PowerSwap warranty facilitates an ad-
vanced replacement as you ponder the
perils of tweaking.

Beyond the extraordinary voltage
handling and exchange program, OCZ

sets the OCZ4002048ELDCTE-K kit
apart by draping each module with a
mirrored copper heat spreader. Alum-
inum seems the unofficial industry
benchmark, but copper is more efficient
at transferring heat. 

In theory, stock performance should
be slightly ahead of Kingston’s HyperX
kit at 400MHz given the 2-3-2-5 mem-
ory timings. That isn’t the case, though,
as OCZ’s modules run noticeably slow-
er. Nevertheless, I’m still impressed with
the price tag affixed to this 2GB kit. It 
is also hard to ignore OCZ’s unprece-
dented warranty program, which really
looks after the power users buying high-
end memory. 

DDR2 Contenders

Corsair TWIN2X2048-6400PRO 
At first glance Corsair would seem to

have an advantage with its TWIN-
2X2048-6400PRO kit, clocking in at up
to 800MHz. The 5-5-5-12 timings aren’t
too worrisome; DDR2 incurs more laten-
cy than DDR, and at 800MHz, CAS 5
doesn’t seem too bad. Corsair even claims
1T command rates.

The benchmark results tell a different
tale, though. It turns out the kit won’t boot
at 1T on Asus’ P5N32-SLI, and the num-
bers aren’t so hot at 2T. You’d probably be
better off with the super low-latency
TWIN2X1024-5400UL kit instead.

Small value additions do improve
Corsair’s standing here. First up are the
Pro-series aluminum heat spreaders.
Then there’s Corsair’s lifetime warranty.
Finally, inlaid LEDs respond to memory
traffic. Each attribute is alluring, but the

combination of price and performance
just don’t add up.

Crucial CT2KIT12864AA667 
They look plain, but these 667MHz

DDR2 modules leverage plenty of capaci-
ty, enabling great performance in Battle-
field 2, Quake 4, and the synthetic
PCMark05 test. The default 667MHz fre-
quency syncs up well with the fastest plat-
forms currently available from Intel and
Nvidia, while 5-5-5-12 timings are pretty
much par for the course. 

The kit performs well, but price
remains the top selling point. The sub-
$300 tag is perfect for mainstream users
looking to go dual-core on a budget. 

Crucial doesn’t give you fancy cooling or
lighting or go out on a limb to support
nonstandard speeds and feeds. Yet, this kit
manages to outmaneuver a pair of higher-
end 2GB kits, which incidentally cost quite
a bit more. It comes as a bit of a surprise,
but Crucial’s latest and greatest emerges an
unlikely victor.  

Kingston HyperX KHX6400D2K2/2G
It’s hard to tell one Kingston HyperX

product from another just by looking at the
anodized blue heat spreaders on each mod-
ule. Luckily, benchmark results make it
easy to pick the KHX6400D2K2/2G set-
up out in a crowd. Running at 800MHz,
Kingston’s latest 2GB creation operates at
5-5-5-12 with 1T rates that work stably.
Those numbers yield great Quake 4 and
Battlefield 2 scores, both of which outpace
the 1GB comparison system. 

That speed comes at a substantial price,
though, nearly $400 for the 2GB kit. Is the

performance worth it? Hard to say. There’s
likely more tweaking headroom available
in the passively cooled modules compared
to, say, Crucial’s package. Although the
stock speed is admirable, it doesn’t neces-
sarily warrant over-spending. 

Kingston offers enthusiast-level clock
speeds, elevated voltages, and a lifetime
warranty. If it could just get the prices on
its new HyperX memory down a bit, it’d
have a real homerun. ▲

by Chris Angelini

(Subscribers can see our memory 
benchmark chart at 

www.cpumag.com/cpujan06/memory)  
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TWIN2X2048-6400PRO
$360

Corsair 
(510) 657-8747

www.corsair.com

CT2KIT12864AA667 
$260

Crucial 
(800) 336-8915
www.crucial.co

HyperX KHX6400D2K2/2G
$395

Kingston Technology
(877) 546-4786

www.kingston.com
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T he Z-5450 is Logitech’s
latest set of 5.1 speakers

and the first in the desktop PC
world to incorporate 2.4GHz
wireless rear satellites, which
are only wireless until you fig-
ure in the power cords. The
rationale is that power outlets are plenti-
ful, and it’s better to have a little power
line at the room’s edge than a long speak-
er wire snaking across it. In part, this is
true. Through careful distance calibration
in the audio drivers and reliance on the
satellites’ formidable power (two 38W
front, two 40W rear), you can get re-
spectable near-field performance from
midfield distances and not even need the
rears to be equidistant. 

During side-by-side testing against
Logitech’s Z-5500 5.1 set, the Z-5450
sounded too bright in the highs and

underpowered in the bass. However, this
was because my ears had grown used to
the 5500’s 10-inch 188W RMS sub.
With crossover and EQ optimization, I
was able to recoup some of the 5450’s
bass presence. Mids sounded satisfying if
slightly sterile, and you could refine treble
with EQ twiddling. With movies and
games, I didn’t have a problem with sharp
treble; music required more optimizing.

Logitech specs the rear wireless range
at 8.5 meters, and I tested at about 15
feet from my head. Clarity was sterling,
though, thanks to 38-channel, adaptive

frequency hopping and the use of two
input streams for redundancy. There was
no discernable latency. In short, I found
it impossible to tell the wireless rears
from wired. Kudos also goes to Logitech
for redesigning the upright control pod
to be flat for greater stability and for
adding more inputs to alleviate cable
switching among PCs, consoles, portable
players, and other devices.

Ultimately, even with less power, I
found the Z-5450 speakers superior to
the Z-5500s and only a pinch shy of the
legendary Z-680s. ▲

by William Van Winkle

Z-5450
$499.99
Logitech

(510) 795-8500
www.logitech.com

Specs: RMS power: Sub 116W, satellites 315W combined; Total peak power: 630W;
Maximum SPL: >103 dB; Hardware surround effects: Dolby Digital, DTS, DTS 96/24, Dolby
Pro Logic II (move and music), 6-channel direct, stereo, stereo x2 (rear cloned)
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Logitech Z-5450 

ADS Tech Instant HDTV

arguably better value because it’s actual-
ly two tuners in one.

The really cool part of this is burning
HD shows in HD (something you can’t do
under Windows MCE) to recordable DVD.
I burned an episode of “House,” threw it in
my laptop bag, and drew loads of admira-
tion from friends who I showed the episode.
All the HD clarity and detail—far better
even than DVD-Video—is retained. 

Instant HDTV is an excellent prod-
uct. ADS needs to put out a bundle
option with an HD antenna, and select-
ing SnapStream’s Firefly would’ve been 
a better remote choice than the bland
unit that’s included. ▲

by William Van Winkle

Instant HDTV 
$129

ADS Tech
(800) 888-5244 

www.adstech.comW e tend to have this preconceived
notion that HDTV is something

that happens in the living room and
requires a set-top box and hefty monthly
tab to your cable or satellite company.
Wrong on both counts.
HDTV—television broad-
casts with up to 1,080 lines
of resolution rather than
our usual 480 and Dolby
Digital surround sound
rather than stereo—broad-
casts now reach 93% of
U.S. households, 70% of
which receive eight or more
HD channels. These are free OTA broad-
casts. Just connect an HDTV tuner into
your home’s antenna, hit www.checkhd
.com to see the HD stations playing in
your ZIP code, and enjoy.

Enter ADS’ Instant HDTV, a PCI
HDTV tuner card that bundles with
SnapStream’s Beyond TV 3 Express 
and NeroVision Express. Sure, I wasn’t

thrilled about Express versions, as you
lose a lot of the advanced functionality
in both applications. But the purpose is
to let you easily use the bundled IR
remote and receiver to browse stations,

set up and manage record-
ings, and burn these record-
ings in HD to disc.

Setup is quick and pain-
less. Fortunately, I had an
OTA HDTV antenna on
hand from using ATI’s
HDTV Wonder. If you don’t
have such an antenna, you’ll
want one. (Try the Antenna

Guide at CheckHD for tips.) You can
also use the card’s second port to plug
into your cable/satellite feed for analog
tuning, but that defeats the point.
Beyond TV had no trouble seeing my
local HDTV stations—15 vs. only
seven on Comcast. I’m glad to report
that the Instant HDTV has similar
visual quality to ATI’s HD card and
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I n typical All-In-Wonder style, the
X1800 XL is every bit as potent in 3D

as the desktop board bearing the same
graphics chip. In other words it’s a 16-
pixel processor, 8 vertex shader, Shader
Model 3.0 card running at 500MHz and
complemented by 256MB of GDDR3
clocked synchronously. It even manages
to pack all of that functionality under a
single-slot cooler.

The card also exposes
one half of ATI’s Avivo
pipeline. Although it
includes a TV tuner, no
onboard Theater 550
Pro means you’ll need to
buy a TV Wonder Elite
or comparable product
to get full functionality.
Call it a growing pain
that probably won’t

Intel 2.8GHz Xeon DP Paxville

I t would be a nice change of pace for
Intel to launch a new processor family

that dropped into an existing desktop
motherboard. Instead, we have 875P-
based motherboards and Prescott core
incompatibilities, 925X to add LGA775,
925XE for an extra FSB setting, 955X
because none of the preceding platforms
support dual-core, and another upcom-
ing chipset said to accommodate dual
graphics card setups. 

It looks like the server market is
getting similar treatment now.
The first dual-core Xeon is
finally available, and
although it employs the
same 604-pin inter-
face as its predecessor,
power consumption is up (so
you’ll probably need a new mother-
board). What’s causing the jump? Intel

has not yet made the transition to 65nm
manufacturing, so this new Paxville
design consists of two Irwindale cores
etched at 90nm. The resulting monster
wields 4MB total of L2 cache and lever-
ages Hyper-Threading to operate on four
threads per socket. (That’s a total of eight
in a dual processor chassis.) Also, because
little changes architecturally, Paxville
works with the same E7520 chipset.

Intel didn’t originally intend to push
Paxville to the DP market; it was

supposed to debut in the
MP space. Thus, the

recent launch caught
most motherboard man-

ufacturers off guard. Asus
was an exception, showcasing

its PVL-D and even shipping
samples. The board centers on

established core logic, including

beefier power, plenty of PCI-X connectivi-
ty, an x8 PCI Express slot, and an option-
al SCSI controller. You’ll want to think
awhile before upgrading (the PVL-D costs
around $545, and the Xeon DP chip costs
more than $1,000), especially when you
hear what the near future holds in store. 

Intel concedes that the Paxville-based
Xeon DP is intended for early adopters,
and more promising is the 65nm Dempsey
core. It’ll curb those power consumption
numbers and boost clock speeds. The
Greencreek (workstation) and Blackford
(server) chipsets will further enhance Intel’s
position by contributing dual buses and a
new memory technology.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

affect the next generation of All-In-Wonder
cards, but does set this one back.

Fortunately, there’s plenty else to like
about the All-In-Wonder X1800 XL. Its
input and output support is staggering, to
begin. The PCI bracket features a DVI
output, FM input, cable input, and a pro-
prietary dongle that adds a VGA output
and two I/O box interfaces. You can
immediately connect any display device,

which the home theater
crowd should appreciate.

The package includes
a Remote Wonder Plus,
which matches up well to
the Multimedia Center’s
EazyLook 10-foot inter-
face. Indeed, channel
changes seem quicker
compared to the former
All-In-Wonder flagship.

And, of course, Microsoft Windows XP
Media Center Edition certification ensures
compatibility in that operating system,
along with an arguably better electronic
program guide. 

The All-In-Wonder X1800 XL does
not harness all of Avivo’s capabilities,
and it’s still limited to analog program-
ming. (Europeans have it better with
digital DVB-T tuning.) Consider, how-
ever, that it’s every bit as powerful as the
Radeon X1800 XL in games, comes
with a remote control, works with MCE
2005, and includes a better software
bundle of Adobe Premiere Elements and
Photoshop Elements.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

All-In-Wonder X1800 XL
$499

ATI
(905) 882-2600

www.ati.com

2.8GHz Xeon DP Paxville
$1,043

Intel 
(408) 765-8080
www.intel.com

Specs: Dual-core; 2MB of L2 cache per core; 800MHz shared FSB; Intel E7520 chipset
compatibility; Socket 604

Specs: ATI Radeon X1800 XL GPU (500MHz); 256MB GDDR3 memory (500MHz) ATI
Theater 200 analog video and stereo audio processor; PCI-E x16
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ATI All-In-Wonder X1800 XL
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R ight from the get-go, Maxtor’s
Shared Storage Plus drive sports the

same hardware as the Shared Storage
Drive released early in 2005. That’s 
good news, though, because Maxtor has
an eye for style, and this update still looks
great and fits in tight
spaces. Better still, the
Shared Storage Drive
Plus is priced identical-
ly to that of its predec-
essor ($299, $399, and
$499 for the 200GB,
300GB, and 500GB
models, respectively).

The news gets even
better, too: Anyone 
with a Shared Storage
Drive can download the
Shared Storage Plus soft-
ware free of charge on

T he whole graphics card performance
war is getting a little ridiculous. It’s

not that I can’t handle more speed and
quality, but $650 seems like a lot
of money for a cutting-edge
board. That’s what
Nvidia has come to,
though, in its tit-
for-tat exchange
with ATI. 

Now, if the GeForce
7800 GTX were indeed a
one-off of its 256MB predecessor,
perhaps I’d be even more critical of the
price. As it turns out, this is one model
name that doesn’t quite capture the gravi-
ty of what’s going on under the hood.

Nvidia’s original GeForce 7800 GTX
had a 430MHz core and 600MHz
memory clock. Several of the compa-
ny’s board partners took the liberty of

upping those speeds.
XFX, for example,

came out with a 7800
GTX running at

490MHz and 650MHz.
Now, after what Nvidia 

is calling a manufacturing
tweak plus PCB redesign plus

cooling augmentation, these new
512MB models are running stock 

at 550MHz and accompanied by
GDDR3 memory at 1.7GHz.

XFX is again taking liberties to further
juice the reference configuration, yielding
a 580MHz core clock speed and 1.73GHz
memory clock. The corresponding per-
formance numbers are compelling.
Playing the most demanding games, such
as Quake 4 and F.E.A.R., at 1,600 x
1,200 is cake. And whereas turning the
antialiasing and anisotropic filtering on in

that latter title absolutely destroys perfor-
mance at 1,600 x 1,200 with a 256MB
7800 GTX, the 512MB board pushes
frame rates up 55%. (Check out our
benchmark numbers at www.cpumag.com
/cpujan06/xfxnumber.com.)

However, at $649, you’re almost better
off with a pair of GeForce 7800 GTs. If
no-nonsense SLI is your aspiration, two
512MB cards would work, too. I dislike
the return to dual-slot cooling, but at
least there’s the older 7800 GTX on
which to fall back. Bottom line, this is a
major performance improvement from
the 256MB GeForce 7800 GTX, and it
stomps ATI’s X1800 XT.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

Maxtor’s Web site.
According to Maxtor repre-
sentatives, its hardware has
been available less than a
year, and customers deserve
ongoing support even as extras are added.

So what exactly can the Shared Storage
Plus drive do? The first addition is Max-

tor’s backup software, which
saves specified folders on
network computers to the
drive on a configurable
schedule. It isn’t as grace-
ful as Retrospect (in-
cluded with Maxtor’s
OneTouch line), but for
simple saves on home
machines, it does the job.

Another feature called
SimpleView offers in-depth

storage and backup status for all

users on the network to see. Finally, a
built-in media server applet adds UPnP
compatibility for streaming to any audio
or video player on your network. 

Of course you still get a pair of USB
ports on the drive’s backside to expand
storage and connect a network printer;
however, it’d really be nice to see Max-
tor add Gigabit Ethernet instead of
10/100Mbps speeds. Finally, be aware
that competing products enable RAID
1-like functionality, which is nice for
peace of mind. Beyond those minor
hardware limitations, Maxtor makes the
Shared Storage Plus drive easy to set up,
administer, and easy on the eyes.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

Shared Storage Plus Drive 300GB
$399

Maxtor 
(408) 894-5000

www.maxtor.com

Specs: Nvidia G70 GPU (110nm) at 580MHz; 512MB GDDR3 memory at 1.73GHz; 
dual-slot cooling; x16 PCI-E; Far Cry, X2, Moto GP software bundle

Specs: 300GB capacity (200GB and 500GB also available); 10/100Mbps connectivity; 
2 USB 2.0 ports; media server functionality; backup software included

GeForce 7800 GTX 512MB
$649
XFX

(909) 230-9800
www.xfxforce.com

XFX GeForce 7800 GTX 512MB
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Maxtor Shared Storage Plus Drive
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N vidia’s nForce4 Ultra platform has
dominated the Athlon 64 market

since its debut late in 2004 and it remains
a compelling solution for anyone disinter-
ested in taking the SLI route. Comprised
of a single chip, the nForce4 Ultra really
helps promote efficient board designs
laden with functionality.

Abit’s AN8 Ultra represents that phi-
losophy. It’s even able to pull off passive
chipset cooling through a single heatpipe
and copper fin array.  The onboard power
circuitry is topped by aluminum heat-
sinks, too. But despite the metal running
this way and that, you’ll have no problem
installing processors, memory, and large
graphics cards. There’s one caveat—the
four DDR memory slots are so close
together that Corsair’s XPERT-series
modules won’t fit side by side.

Onboard slots include a pair of PCI
Express x1 connectors, one PCI Express
x16 graphics slot, and a trio of standard

T he short answer: Yes, it lives up to the
hype—almost. The fifth-generation

Apple iPod with video successfully bolsters
the line’s quality, value, and versatility. The
new iPod fits a full music library, photos
galore, and now video clips. Other personal
media players can do the same, of course,
but Apple boasts the most portable form
factor around, at 4.8 ounces (30GB) and
less than half an inch thick. Music, audio
books, photos, contacts, calendar (Outlook
compatible), all in a package that really
does fit in a jacket pocket without a bulge.

The iPod interface remains brilliant and
fully customizable, so you can create your
own top-line menu structure. The click
wheel controller is more manageable and
responsive than the Mini’s, and to my ears,
the audio quality has improved. There’s
more volume and less distortion on the
high end. The Creative Zen line still
sounds brighter, and its equalizer/DSP

effects are more profound,
but the iPod is no longer
noticeably inferior.

But, on to the much dis-
cussed video. The 2.5-inch
screen is very watchable, a
lush LCD that’s as sharp and
saturated as the Sony PSP,
although video appears
grainier because of the tighter
viewing distance. The iPod 
is limited to H.264 and
MPEG-4 formats, a severe
drawback for some.

The winning iPod feature
is the software, a new iTunes
that includes some TV epi-
sodes and music videos at $1.99 and an
expanding library of video podcasts. After
a few weeks with my vi-pod, I’m con-
vinced that on-demand portable video has
a very big future. 

But I did say “almost” all
that. That screen worries me.
Apple should include better
protection from the scratches
that could ruin this experi-
ence. Worse, the otherwise
fine 12-hour-plus battery life
tanks miserably from decod-
ing video; under two hours in
my experience. 

Otherwise brilliant, the
power limitations make you

think twice before firing up another video
clip, and that’s not quite the way I envi-
sioned a portable media future.  ▲

by Steve Smith

PCI slots. The way Abit oriented every-
thing makes it easy to pull memory with-
out having to also yank the graphics card.
Similarly, installing SATA hard drives is a
piece of cake. But if you’re looking to
plug into the onboard USB headers,
longer boards, such as the GeForce 7800
GTX, will certainly get in the way. 

Because there’s a massive copper radiator
exhausting warm air out the back of Abit’s
AN8 Ultra, you won’t find many interfaces
on its back panel. The obligatory PS/2 key-
board and mouse connectors are there, as
are a handful of USB 2.0 ports, FireWire,
and a Gigabit Ethernet jack. Abit bundles a
7.1-channel AudioMAX card, complete
with optical output if you’re into integrated

sound. But don’t expect to find any legacy
serial or parallel ports, sorry.

Abit is most famous for its role in cre-
ating the jumperless motherboard, an
innovation that allowed enthusiasts to
tweak their Intel 440BX boards back in
the day through software rather than DIP
switches or jumpers. Abit follows its
enthusiast roots in the AN8’s BIOS,
exposing HyperTransport frequency set-
tings, variable CPU multipliers, voltage
control, fan speed control, and a multi-
tude of monitoring settings. 

The AN8 Ultra is a bit pricey compared
to the latest GeForce 6150/nForce 430
boards spilling onto the market. Neverthe-
less, it’s still a viable (albeit average) option
for enthusiasts shunning SLI.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

AN8 Ultra
$125
Abit 

(510) 623-0500
www.abit-usa.com

Specs: Nvidia nForce4 Ultra chipset; Socket 939 processor interface; 4 x 184-pin DDR memory
slots; 1 x PCIe x16; 2 x PCIe x1; 3 x PCI; SATA 3 Gbps; FireWire; GigE; 7.1-channel audio

iPod With Video
$299 (30GB); $399 (60GB)

Apple
(408) 996-1010
www.apple.com

Abit AN8 Ultra

Apple iPod With Video
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Intel’s First 65nm
Processors: Any Call
For Excitement?
II ntel’s 65nm processor is coming along very

well, it seems. The first 65nm single-core
Pentium 4 and dual-core Pentium D proces-
sors have been in the hands of Intel’s partners
for several weeks now, and they are running at
shipping clock speeds. But the real question is,
should you care?

Without a doubt, Intel’s 65nm Conroe,
Merom, and Woodcrest CPUs, all based on the
Pentium M architecture and due in the second
half of 2006, are very interesting processors.
Just imagine a Pentium M without as much of
a thermal constraint as we currently have in
notebooks, and you can see that there is poten-
tial for a true performance competitor to
AMD’s Athlon 64 in Intel’s cards. But we’re
not talking about Conroe, Merom, or Wood-
crest here, we’re talking about Intel’s first 65nm
processors: Cedar Mill and Presler. 

Cedar Mill is a 65nm version of Prescott,
Intel’s current single-core Pentium 4 processor.
Architecturally, there’s nothing largely different
about Cedar Mill. The move to 65nm guaran-
tees a cooler chip and higher clock speeds, but
despite that fact Intel will introduce the core at
3.2 to 3.6GHz, meaning Cedar Mill won’t
actually bring us any higher clock speeds. 

Presler, on the other hand, will give us a little
more (with emphasis on the word “little”).
Think of Presler as two Cedar Mills on a chip,
because that’s literally what it is. There are two
physically separate dies on the chip that make
up the “dual-core” 65nm Pentium D. The ben-
efit to Intel of using two separate dies instead of
a larger single die, as was the case in the first
Pentium D (90nm Smithfield), is that yields are
higher overall because you have a smaller surface
area per chip being manufactured. In effect, the
yield of a single Presler Pentium D should be
the same as a Cedar Mill Pentium 4 processor,
as you can test each core independently for
defects. The Presler approach to a multicore
design shouldn’t have any performance ramifi-
cations for Intel, given the way Smithfield

worked. (It was simply two Prescott dies “glued”
together.) With Presler, Intel will be launching
its first 3.4GHz Pentium D processor, so we get
a 200MHz speed bump there. 

Because Presler is two Cedar Mill cores on a
single chip, it now has two 2MB L2 caches, as
compared to the two 1MB L2 caches that were
on the first Pentium D. The extra cache sounds
nice, and in many cases it will improve perfor-
mance, but keep in mind that when Intel first
introduced its 2MB L2 cache with the P4 600
series, performance didn’t always improve. The
larger L2 caches means a much higher access
latency (I measured 17% higher access latency
over Intel’s 1MB Prescott cache), which trans-
lates into lower performance in latency-sensitive
apps. So with Presler we get a higher clock speed
and potentially more performance thanks to a
larger, but slower pair of L2 caches. 

The problem with both Cedar Mill and
Presler is that they are the last members of a
dying family of processors. Intel has canned
NetBurst and the Pentium 4 that implemented
the architecture, and the Pentium M team from
Israel has emerged with the winning design for
the next five years of Intel processors. Although
there is significant headroom with Intel’s 65nm
process (I’ve overclocked both Cedar Mill and
Presler up to 4.5GHz and 4.25GHz, respec-
tively), it’s very unlikely that we will see Intel
break or even hit the 4GHz barrier with either
of these processors, the reason being that the
company’s main focus for 2006 will be the suc-
cessful launch of its more impressive 65nm
processors, Conroe, Merom, and Woodcrest.

If you remember back to the launch of the
first Pentium 4, there were many cases where
Intel’s Pentium III actually outperformed the
processor. For Intel, that was nothing short of
an embarrassment, and although Conroe will
be a much stronger part at its launch than the
Pentium 4 was, Intel isn’t going to do any-
thing to even remotely jeopardize the impact
of that launch.  ▲

The problem

with both

Cedar Mill and

Presler is that

they are the

last members

of a dying

family of

processors.
Talk back to Anand@cpumag.com.

Anand Lal Shimpi has turned a
fledgling personal page on

GeoCities.com into one of the
world’s most visited and trusted

PC hardware sites. Anand start-
ed his site in 1997 at just 14

years old and has since been fea-
tured in USA Today, CBS’ 48
Hours and Fortune. His site—
www.anandtech.com—receives

more than 55  million page
views and is read by more than

2 million readers per month.

Anand’s Corner
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Xmas FPSes: Rack ‘em
TT his holiday season is, as expected, yet anoth-

er excellent period to take some time away
from all the hardware decisions and PC chop-
ping and changing. Instead it’s time to actually
sit down and reflect upon just why we do all of
this: We do this because we love graphics and
especially the sometimes exceptional games that
make full use of the hardware we spend so much
time and money on. Forget the Xbox 360; this
holiday season is all about playing a new wave of
first-person shooters on the PC.

First up has to be the scary F.E.A.R. (scary in
the same way Alien Vs. Predator was a few
years back). We haven’t heard much from
Monolith Productions (who developed the
game) in recent times, but it’s got a more-
than-sturdy pedigree with some classics
such as Shogo (I used to love that game) and No
One Lives Forever under its belt. The atmos-
phere is so dark, and scripted gameplay certainly
gives you more than a few jumpy moments.
The kind of moments you’ll remember for a few
years of gaming to
come thanks to some
of the best use of dark
lightning, shadows,
and particle effects
I’ve ever seen. It’s not perfect, and even though
the engine looks wondrous, one of its weakness-
es seems to be being able to cope with “out-
door” scenarios. This is probably why you
always seem to be in corridors, factories, and/or
other indoor facilities, but I think you’ll
likely forgive that fact. Even with indoor
scenes, the graphics engine is pure torture
on older-generation hardware, so make
sure you have a 7800 GTX set up. Buy this first,
play, and just finish it. Not since Half-Life 2
have I enjoyed my PC as much.

Other than turkey, your main course should
include a full dose of Quake 4, which I still
can’t believe is actually on shelves.
This one hasn’t been in the pipeline
as long as Duke Nukem Forever,
but I don’t think I had any gray hair
when it was announced either. I’m
so happy to report that the wait was
more than worth it, and I’m killing
brain cells playing multiplayer on-
line now that the single campaign is

over with. In fact, I’d go so far as to say that
the single-player experience is even better than
the multiplayer, which might confuse die-hard
Quake fans of old. It’s everything that Doom 3
tried and should have been, but this time
around with even slicker use of the Doom 3
engine coupled with a passable story. The
graphics are drop-dead gorgeous, as expected.
Newer/updated versions of id Software’s
weapons that we’ve grown to love over the
years do make a good appearance, too. You’ve
got your shotgun, rail gun, rocket launcher,

and so forth and the
added bonus of being
able to mess with some
vehicles, as well.

Finally, my other top
pick has to be the hard-nosed and gritty Call Of
Duty 2. I remember a couple of years ago being
absolutely rooted to my chair thanks to the best
WWII shooter this side of Medal Of Honor.
The original Call Of Duty was so gripping and

atmospheric that it’s good to see the sequel
(now with brushed-up graphics) follows the
same form. The story, which thankfully isn’t
as disjointed as the last go round, has been
improved. In the original you inexplicably

skipped from continent to continent into differ-
ent war theaters without much of an explana-
tion. The AI is even better than the last time
around, and you actually get a real sense of
being in a squad as opposed to “one guy” taking

on the entire
Wehrmacht 
single-handedly,
which most

WWII shooters of the past are guilty of. The
entire experience is very Private Ryan-esque,
which is a welcome change from zombies, space
monsters, and ogres. 

If you have enough time this holiday season
for anything else, I’d be very sur-
prised. If you do, then drop me a
line, and I’ll send you another list of
games to play and report back on.
It’s been a damn good year for
games on the PC and a long time
coming, too. That GeForce 7800
GTX SLI set up came in handy after
all, now didn’t it?  ▲

First up has to 

be the scary

F.E.A.R. (scary in

the same way

Alien Vs. Predator

was a few 

years back). 
Email me at sharky@cpumag.com

Disrupting Reuters’ newswire with
a cheery Christmas greeting at age
six, Alex “Sharky” Ross became an

avid computer user/abuser, eventu-
ally founding popular hardware

testing/review Web site
SharkyExtreme.com. Exposing

shoddy manufacturing practices
and rubbish-spouting marketing

weasels while championing innov-
ative products, illuminating new
technology, and pioneering real-
world testing methods was just a

front for playing with the best toys.
The site acquired, he left in 2001.

A London native and London
School of Economics graduate,
Alex currently overclocks/tunes

Porsche 996 Turbos with
www.sharkwerks.com when he’s

not tweaking PCs.

The Shark Tank
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900 & 39 Long Legs!
PP sst. Have you heard? You know, about

AMD’s new Socket M2? It’s all totally a
secret still, well, except for the pictures and
specifications that have been posted around
the Web. Seriously, this isn’t exactly a secret
that is being kept under lock and key. AMD
will be changing its main line of desktop
processors soon, and maybe not for the better,
at least at first. Now before you AMD fans get
all riled up, bear with me for a minute, and
keep in mind that I am currently running an
AMD Athlon X2 Dual-Core processor in my
own system.

AMD’s new Socket M2 will facilitate a
pin-out design for its new desktop proces-
sors. If we all remember, AMD started
building its memory controller on the
processor die instead of leaving that job to
motherboard chipset builders. So with the
current Athlon series processor, you have a
DDR “1” memory controller. Within what
we think will be early
2006 (AMD has sim-
ply stated the change
will take place some-
time in 2006), AMD
will launch its next-
generation processor,
which will have sup-
port for DDR2-667 memory. This will of
course require a new memory controller,
which is located on the processor, so the
processor has to be changed. And to make 
a long story short, we can’t be plugging a
processor with a DDR memory controller
into a motherboard with DDR2 support
and vice versa. Hence, we have the socket
change at hand.

In simple terms the new AMD Socket M2
will keep you from sticking the new proces-
sors into the wrong motherboard. The Sock-
et M2 has a 940-pin configuration. You
might be thinking to yourself, “Well doesn’t
the AMD Opteron have a 940-pin socket?”
And the answer would be yes, but even
though the processors share the same pin
count, the pin patterns are different, so they
are not interchangeable. 

Now that we have the basics down, and
we understand that the new Socket M2 is

basically there to facilitate AMD moving its
products to DDR2, what does this mean for
us, the enthusiasts? For the most part, it is
well understood that DDR2 at its current
clock speeds of 533MHz and 667MHz have
not really given us any performance bene-
fits. DDR2-533 was actually a step back-
ward, while DDR2-667 and DDR400 are
pretty much on a level playing field. The
faster DDR2 memory suffers from longer
latencies than DDR, so we get a product
that has a faster bus but longer waits. This 
is why I mentioned previously that the new
Socket M2 is not likely to bring any perfor-
mance benefits—at first. My crystal ball
tells me that M2 and 939-pin processors
will be a wash in terms of performance
when the new processors reach store shelves.
Now, as DDR2 speeds up and we see
DDR2-800 memory enter the picture, it 
is very likely that we will see DDR2-800-

enabled M2 proces-
sors start to really
shine. Obviously we
are going to see
processor clock
speeds increase as 
the AMD timeline
moves along, as well. 

One thing the crystal ball does not show
me is AMD discontinuing the AMD 939-
pin Athlon 64 series anytime soon. I think
that we will continue to see AMD scale the
Athlon 64 series in the Socket 939 configu-
ration for quite some time. DDR400 is get-
ting cheaper all the time and is still plenty
fast while bringing with it enthusiast over-
clocking wiggle room. Couple that with a
proven track record and a market full of
939-pin sockets, and there is really no reason
for AMD to move away from 939-pin
processors any time soon. 

If AMD’s continuance of Socket A and
Socket 754 processors is any indication of
how things will go with the Socket 939
parts, I think all of us who own Socket 939
motherboards are going to be OK for quite
some time. Or at least until we get a hanker-
ing for DDR2-800, which might be worth
the upgrade. ▲

My crystal ball

tells me that M2

and 939-pin

processors will be

a wash in terms

of performance

when the new

processors reach

store shelves.

You can talk with Kyle at kyle@cpumag.com.

Kyle Bennett is editor-in-chief of
HardOCP.com one of the largest

and most outspoken PC-
enthusiast sites on the Web.

HardOCP.com is geared toward
users with a passion for PCs and

those who want to get cutting-edge
performance from their systems.
Beware, though, Kyle is known

for his strong opinions and stating
them in a no-nonsense manner

while delivering some of the most
in-depth reviews and PC 

hardware news on the 'Net. 

Hard Talk
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

M
odding enthusiasts have a
penchant for the latest toys.
Fast processors, powerful

video cards, silent SFF enclosures, and rad-
ically lit motherboards are all fair game
when it comes to a modder’s creative
mind. Recognizing the appeal of uncon-
ventional customization, an entire industry
has emerged to support the community.

Mods & Ends

Asus Extreme N7800GT Dual 

Gamers looking for the ultimate video
card will be intrigued with the Extreme
N7800GT Dual. This monster sports two
20-pixel pipeline Nvidia GeForce 7800 
GT GPUs and 512MB of GDDR3 RAM

(256MB per GPU) on one PCB. The card
is essentially a virtual GeForce 7800 GT
SLI rig, but instead of linking two cards
across PCI-E slots, they’re built on one
board. The setup helps lower the latency of
inter-GPU communications, resulting in a
slight performance improvement vs. two
cards. Asus only plans to make 2,000 of the
cards available, with each being individually

numbered. Just start saving now, as Asus
plans to sell each for upward of $900.

Gigabyte i-RAM GC-RAMDISK

Most components in high-end PCs have
evolved at a rapid rate. Processors, memory,
video cards, and even sound cards have got-
ten faster and more powerful with each gen-
eration. Today’s hard drives, though, are
fundamentally similar to models decades
old. Platters have gotten more dense and
smaller, spindle speeds faster, and new inter-
faces introduced, but today’s fastest drives
still can’t sustain data-transfer rates fast
enough to saturate even the PCI bus.

The idea of super-fast, solid-state stor-
age that promises high-speed access with
no moving parts has been looming for a
while, but the cost of such devices has pro-
hibited them from being used on the desk-
top—until now. Gigabyte’s i-RAM GC-
RAMDISK (about $160) tops out at only
4GB, but it delivers performance superior
to nearly any single hard drive. The device
works with standard DDR memory mod-
ules, and you can install it in a standard
PCI slot. An OS recognizes the i-RAM as a
hard drive with a max capacity equal to the
amount of RAM the card has. The unit
also has a battery backup, so data remains
intact when the PC is off. One major
drawback is that the paltry 133MBps that

a PCI bus offers limits performance. Still,
the i-RAM can consistently transfer data at
those speeds with minimal access times,
making it much faster than any hard drive.

Koolance HD-55-L06 Hydra-Pak

Water/liquid-cooling users have had
many options when seeking the perfect
CPU, GPU, or chipset waterblock. Finding
a good product to liquid-cool hard drives
has been more difficult. Koolance’s HD-55-
L06 Hydra-Pak ($65) aims to change that.
The unit is double-sided, and you can use it
to dissipate heat that the spindle motors and
PCBs of up to two IDE, SCSI, or SATA
drives produce. The product uses Kool-
ance’s new Hydra-Pak soft cooler technolo-
gy, which significantly reduces the cooler’s
weight (3.7 ounces) while eliminating the
need to use the thermal encapsulates that
earlier liquid hard drive coolers required.

The HD-55-L06 is compatible with
most 3.5-inch hard drives and cases in
which drives mount in bays using screws
holes on either side of the drive. Because
the Hydra-Pak has a proprietary locking-
peg method to attach two drives, hard drive
trays that require using bottom mounting
screws aren’t compatible.

Fashionably Fresh Firmware

Canon EOS-1DS Mark II v1.1.4

This firmware fixes numerous bugs,
including a file enumeration error when
shooting bulb exposures and horizontal line
noise at high ISO settings.

www.canon.com

Plextor PX-716A v1.09

This firmware (also for PX-716SA/UF
models) enhances compatibility with new
media types and fixes a bug associated with
playback of CSS-protected discs. 

www.plextor.com

Sony PSP v2.50

This firmware adds many network- and
browser-related updates. Beware, however,
as firmware revisions from v2.0 up block
the use of homebrew code on the PSP.

www.us.playstation.com/PSP

by Marco Chiappetta

PC Modder
Tips & Tutorials

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

Two 20-pipe Nvidia GeForce 7800 GT 
GPUs power the Asus Extreme N7800GT
Dual PCI-E graphics card.

Gigabyte promises fast, solid-state storage
using standard DDR memory modules 
with the i-RAM GC-RAMDISK.
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full-length optical drive is positioned in
the way. It is best to measure and mark
the location for your blowhole before
modifying your case in any way.

We were lucky enough to have a case
on hand with a removable panel at the
top. Once we inspected the inside of the
system and found the proper location for
our blowhole, we marked the position and

W
e’re returning to our mod-
ding roots this month. Back
in the early days of case

modding, one of the most common mods
was adding case fans in an effort to 
bring down overall system temperatures.
Lowering temperatures allowed for higher
overlocks and resulted in better overall
system stability. It is no wonder that
adding case fans was so popular. Later on,
a few creative modders began making
holes in their cases and mounting addi-
tional fans in unique locations. Fans were
added to side panels, over add-in cards,
and basically anywhere they would fit.
But many users found one location par-
ticularly effective: Making a hole and
mounting a fan at the top of a case
proved an excellent way to bring down
system temperatures.

The area at the top of a case, typical-
ly above the PSU and behind the tradi-
tional location of the 5.25-inch drive
bays is usually devoid of any vents,
which can cause a build up of warm air.
Adding a fan at the case’s top exhausts
this warm air out of the system and 
creates a consistent updraft, which is

why it is such an effective modification.
Eventually, this mod affectionately
became known as a blowhole.

When done right a blowhole mod not
only is a practical means to lowering
temperatures, but it also adds some aes-
thetic flair. We took a generic, black
midtower case and with the use of a cus-
tom fan gril le, a l ighted fan, and a
power drill, we added a swank blowhole
that gave our nondescript case some
much needed personality.

Assess The Situation
Installing a blowhole into a case is a

fairly straightforward mod,
but there are some consid-
erations you need to make
before you start drilling
any holes into the case.
The first thing to do is
inspect the top of your case
to ensure that a fan will fit.
Depending on the case,
there may not be sufficient
room. Additionally, if the
top of the case is arched or
rounded, mounting a fan
will be more difficult.
There may also be prob-
lems with clearance if the
system’s power supply or a
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Thar She Blows!
Lower System Temps With A Blowhole Mod

Bits & Pieces
A ssuming that you already have

access to the required tools, you’ll
need to purchase a minimal number of
parts to complete a blowhole mod. We
only needed to get our hands on a fan
and a grille. Because this is such a simple
mod, we decided to spruce things up a bit
by opting for a lighted fan and custom
grille, but even these parts were cheap. 

If you want to incorporate a blowhole
into your case but don’t want to spend
extra money to enhance its aesthetic
appeal, look to your pile of spare parts for
the necessary components. You’ll proba-
bly be able to cannibalize a dead PSU for
a fan and grille.

• Logisys CCF80BL 80mm blue-lighted 
case fan: $4.49

• Black widow fan grille: $3.95
• Total cost: $8.44

Our case started out as a plain, nondescript black 
midtower devoid of any distinguishing features.

Make sure you have sufficient clearance for
the fan before modifying your case.

We used a ruler and its straight edge to find
the correct position for the fan grille.
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Complete The Mod
With the holes drilled, all we needed

to do was mount the fan and grille and
reinstall the panel back on the case. We
made sure that the fan was oriented
properly to blow air out of the system—
hence the term “blowhole”—and used
the included screws to hold the fan in
place. We then reinstalled the panel,
made the necessary electrical connections
for the lighted fan, and we were done.
When we were finished, we had an addi-
tional 32cfm of air being exhausted from
the case. In addition, the light and cus-
tom grille added some personality to an
otherwise plain system. That makes this
mod a success in our book.   

by Marco Chiappetta

removed the panel. Should your case not
have a removable top panel, you will want
to remove all the components inside
before performing this mod. Drilling the
required holes will shower the inside of
the system with metal filings, which could
damage your components. With the panel
removed, we used a ruler in conjunction
with our fan grille to mark the proper
location for our fan’s mounting holes. We
lined up the ruler along the edge of the
panel to ensure there was a perfect right
angle and used the ruler as a guide to
properly position the grille. With the grille
in the correct position, we taped the grille
in place and marked the exact positions of
the mounting holes at the four corners.

With the screw-hole positions marked,
we removed the grille and again used the
ruler as a straight edge to find a center
point. We marked the center point with a
large X to signify the location of where we
needed to drill the fan hole.

Make It Happen
Marking the positions of the mounting

holes and center point is crucial to the

success of a blowhole mod. Without
properly marking the locations, it may be
impossible to correctly mount the fan and
grille. As the old saying goes, “Measure
twice and cut (or in our case drill) once.”
You don’t want to end up drilling multi-
ple holes in your case that you won’t be
able to use later for anything.

As mentioned previously, the only
power tool that we needed for this mod
was a drill. We also used a center punch,
small bit to drill the pilot holes, and a 3-
inch hole saw with the drill. At the center
point of what would eventually be the
blowhole and at the four mounting hole
positions, we used the center punch to
make a divot in the metal. This prevented
the drill bit from sliding around on the
smooth metal when we initially drilled
the hole. With the divots in place, we
used the drill with the small bit to drill
the proper holes in the case panel. Once
the pilot holes were completed, we
mounted the 3-inch hole saw to the drill
and cut the large blow hole. When the
hole was cut, we used a file to remove the
metal burrs and dull the edge of the hole.
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Once we positioned the fan grille in the proper location, we marked the screw-hole layout and found the center point.

Before using the hole saw, we drilled small
pilot holes into our case cover to facilitate 
the drilling of larger holes later.

A 3-inch hole saw made short work of 
our case and created a perfect hole to 
install our 80mm fan in.

The lighted fan glows blue through the grille 
of our completed blowhole mod.

All you need to install a blowhole in your 
case is a fan, grille, and a few tools. 
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Get informed answers to your advanced technical

questions from CPU. Send your questions along with a

phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if 

necessary, to qq&&aa@@ccppuummaagg..ccoomm. Please include all

pertinent system information. 

. . . Asus has 

already developed 

a board based on a 

pair of GeForce 7800 

GT GPUs called the 

Extreme N7800 

GT Dual.

“

“

Each month we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an effort
to answer your most pressing technical questions. Want some advice
on your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost in your machine?
Are BSODs making your life miserable? CPU’s “Advanced Q&A
Corner” is here for you.

Kevin L. asked: I seem to be having a problem with a Gigabyte video
card I bought recently. Every time I power up my system, I get two very
annoying error messages. The first one says, hDevice=fffffff, and the only
option I have is to click OK. And the second error message pops up and
says, Could Not Start GPCIDrv Driver. Another thing I have also noticed is
that if I click the Gigabyte icon in my System Tray, I can’t access the utility
because it says another program is using it. I can’t figure out which pro-
gram is causing this problem and am getting very frustrated. I’m running
Windows XP (with Service Pack 2 installed), 1GB of RAM, and my video
card is an AGP Gigabyte GeForce 6600 GT with 128MB of RAM. What do
you think I can do to resolve these problems? I haven’t been
having any luck on my own and would
appreciate the help.

A: We did a little
snooping around on
the Web, Kevin, and
found that quite a few people with the
same Gigabyte GeForce 6600 GT card have
had similar problems. There are threads related to
these errors in multiple forums around the Internet.
But besides owning the same Gigabyte video card, another thing
all of these people have in common was that they all used the
original CD that shipped with their card to install its drivers and
some proprietary utilities, as well. A common problem with using
the CDs included with a product to install drivers, however, is
that by the time you get around to actually using a CD, the soft-
ware stored on the disc is a few generations old. We’re fairly cer-
tain this is the root cause of your problems.

The software and/or drivers that were included with your
Gigabyte GeForce 6600 GT card are either outdated or they’re
incompatible with something else that’s installed on your system.

The proprietary
software included
with the Gigabyte
GeForce 6600 GT
sometimes causes

errors when a 
system boots.
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If you ask us, though, the vast majority of the value-added utili-
ties bundled with most video cards are junk, so just get rid of
’em. There is a multitude of free utilities available anyway, such
as RivaTuner or NVTweak, and they’re probably better than
what was included with your card to begin with. And don’t use
the drivers that came with the card either. Instead, use the latest
reference drivers available on Nvidia’s Web site. You can install
them just fine on your GeForce card, and they will likely boost
your gaming performance and resolve some other bugs, as well.

To remove the software and/or drivers that came with
the GeForce 6600 card, click Start, select Settings, click
Control Panel, and double-click Add Or Remove
Programs. Next find the Gigabyte software and drivers
that are installed on your system and click to highlight
them. Finally click the Change/Remove button to
remove the software/drivers. If you’re asked to restart
the system, go ahead and do so. And don’t worry about
uninstalling the video drivers, the system will boot just
fine with the generic VGA drivers WinXP includes.
Once the Gigabyte software is gone, download and
install the latest set of ForceWare drivers available from
Nvidia at www.nzone.com. We’re fairly certain that doing this
will eradicate your problems. Good luck!

Maximus asked: I am a die-hard graphics card fan. I am forever
looking for the next greatest thing in 3D graphics for my PC and must
have the fastest card on the block when it’s available. Money is no
object. I’ve recently read about a Gigabyte graphics card that has a
pair of GeForce 6 series GPUs on the same card in a single-card SLI
setup. Do you think Gigabyte or any of Nvidia’s other board partners
can pull off a GeForce 7800 single card SLI design? Would it then be
technically feasible to pair a couple of these boards up in SLI PCI
Express slots for a quad-GPU configuration?

A: Max, if we told you “been there, done that, bought the T-
shirt,” would you believe us? It turns out Asus has already devel-
oped a board based on a pair of GeForce 7800 GT GPUs called
the Extreme N7800 GT Dual. 

We’ve even spent some time with this card in the HotHard
ware.com test lab, and it performs very well, actually coming
within very close striking distance of a pair of GeForce 7800
GTX cards in SLI. That’s a pair of 20-pixel-pipeline 7800 GT
GPUs on the Asus Extreme N7800 GT dual-card vs. a pair of
individual GeForce 7800 GTX cards with 24 pixel pipes. And,
although the Asus card has an 8-pipeline deficit overall, this new
board is still capable of coming within a few frames per second of
a full-fledged GeForce 7800 GTX SLI configuration. 

It seems the faster on-board multi-GPU connections with this
kind of setup vs. transferring the data over an SLI connector or a
separate PCI-E graphics slot, affords the GPUs better scalability
and efficiency in processing. This card can push 88fps at 1,600 x
1,200 resolution in Far Cry with 4X AA and 16X Aniso Filter-
ing turned on. Pricing you ask? Asus didn’t confirm pricing by
the time we went to press, but it’s rumored to be north of $800,
which is slightly more expensive than two standalone GeForce
7800 GT cards. However, the card also comes with its own
external plug-in power adapter, as well, which we feel is a great
addition. You won’t have to worry about stressing your PSU
with this setup, and if you don’t mind a little external cabling, 
it should also help with thermals because your PSU won’t be
nearly as loaded down. 

Now as to your question on whether you could run a pair of
these new Asus Dual 7800 GT cards in tandem for quad-pumped
SLI; let’s just say that remains to be seen. Technically the hardware
is there to support it, but Asus actually already requires a custom-
built driver to run this single card in a dual-GPU configuration.
Rumor has it that the company is working on getting quad SLI
working, but that’s no easy task and not something that Nvidia’s
publicly available drivers will support out of the box.

James M. asked: A friend of mine told me that if I bought one of
Creative’s new X-Fi sound cards, my games would perform faster and

The Asus Extreme N7800
GT dual-graphics card

employs a pair of GeForce
7800 GT GPUs in a single-board 

SLI multi-GPU setup for blistering 
gaming performance.
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Creative calls this feature its 24-bit Crystalizer, and although it cer-
tainly does have a dramatic affect on sound quality, the only thing

that will really make an MP3 sound better is recording it at a
higher bit rate.

Bradley B asked: I’ve got a Pentium 4 Extreme
Edition 3.73GHz setup that I am overclocking to insane
clock speeds, far beyond the processors specs in excess of

4.6GHz. I’m doing this with the help of a VapoChill case
with vapor phase-change refrigerant cooling. I’d like to push

my P4 even higher as the CPU, even under full load, still reports
a core temp of -5 degrees Celsius. However, in order to do this, I’m
guessing I’m going to have to bump the core voltage of the CPU up a
few notches. How far can I go without damaging the CPU?

A: We will always recommend that you tread lightly here with
that kind of investment on the line for one of Intel’s most
expensive CPUs that retails for more than $1,000 just for the
chip. In fact, unless you have money to burn, it might not be
worth risking taking that CPU too much further because you’re
already clipping along nicely at a clock speed faster than any
retail processor on the market. However, we’re sure, like many
enthusiasts, your thirst for speed is part performance and part
adrenaline driven, and we must admit, we’re of the same mind-
set as you, Brad.

The long and short of it is that you most likely can crank
the processor core voltage up almost as high as your mother-
board allows with help of a VapoChill if that buys you better
stability at a given clock speed. This, of course, should all be
done within reason. We’ve actually had a Pentium 4 North-
wood core up past 2V but wouldn’t recommend you try that
voltage level for the Prescott core in that 3.73GHz Extreme
Edition chip. The stock voltage range is 1.25 to 1.4V for your
CPU, so keep that in mind. However, you most likely will
reach a point of diminishing returns with respect to over-
voltage of your processor. There is generally a sweet spot that a
CPU will realize its top clock speed. The art of overclocking in
this extreme cooling setup you have is finding that sweet spot.
Try a voltage setting and then try taking your bus speeds up
notch by notch until you hit instability and then try another
tenth of a volt higher in the BIOS. Because the VapoChill’s
cooling capacity is so powerful, you most likely won’t have
issues with heat. At higher and higher clock speeds, however,
the cores do become more heat sensitive, so you have to keep
the CPU cooler the higher you go.

On the flip side, you should be extremely careful of false or
hot starts with your VapoChill. If that motherboard cycles up the
CPU and the compressor and cold plate haven’t reached their
proper cold state, you could run the risk of frying that processor.
As a matter of fact, we recall a few P4 Prescott launches back
when we did just that. Intel wasn’t too happy, but what are you
going do to? All in the name of science right? ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta, 
the experts over at HotHardware.com

Creative’s
new X-Fi line of

sound cards is more 
powerful than any onboard 

audio controller currently available.

my MP3s would sound better. Is he pulling my leg or what? Is it possible
for a sound card to do what he says? I thought only my video card and
processor had any affect on game performance and thought an MP3’s
bit rate is what determines its quality.

A: Actually, James, your friend is right on the money for the
most part. At the heart of Creative’s new line of sound cards is
its Sound Blaster X-Fi audio processor. The X-Fi audio proces-
sor is comprised of over 51 million transistors, more than 11
times the number found in Creative’s popular Audigy, making

it a relatively complex chip even by today’s standards. The
vast majority of the chip’s transistors are dedicated to logic
that’s meant to accelerate audio on the PC, which in turn
can make your games seemingly run faster. It’s not neces-
sarily the audio acceleration that makes the games faster,
however. The X-Fi offloads audio functions from the host
CPU, which frees up processor resources for other tasks
such as calculating physics. And it’s this freeing up of CPU
resources that make games perform better. It’s a funda-
mentally similar process to how GPUs function. GPUs are
dedicated processors for 3D acceleration, whereas the X-Fi
is a dedicated audio processor for audio acceleration.

The part about making your MP3’s sound better, however,
isn’t exactly true. Creative does make this claim on its Web
site and in promotional materials, and even goes so far as to
say the X-Fi makes MP3s sound better than the original

recording. But saying an MP3 sounds better when it’s played
back on a device with an X-Fi processor is a subjective matter.

What the X-Fi audio processor does do is that it puts the MP3
audio through a two-step quality enhancement process. First, the
audio is converted into 24-bit/96KHz quality. Next, it’s remas-
tered and selectively enhanced by analyzing and identifying parts of
the audio stream that have been restricted or damaged during the
MP3 compression stage. Finally, the end result is an MP3 that
sounds better than it would when it’s played back on another
device but not necessarily better than the original recording.
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the number of visible lines of detail and
pixels. SD video and analog TV have reso-
lutions of up to 480 visible lines. (Analog
TV consists of 525 lines, but only 480 are
actually visible.) HD video typically has
resolutions of 720 and 1,080 visible lines,
called 720p and 1080p/1080i, respectively.

The “p” and “i” refer to the type of
scanning system in use.

Interlaced. An interlaced format means
half of the screen’s lines are shown, fol-
lowed by the other half. Because this switch
often takes place 60 times per second, the
entire screen is refreshed at 30fps. The
human eye usually can’t detect this switch-
ing process, especially on smaller-sized
screens. But, as the size of a screen increas-
es, the interlaced format can cause the
screen to appear to flicker.

Progressive (noninterlaced). For a
device using the progressive format, each
line is shown at the same time at a speed of
up to 60fps. The picture remains smooth
to the human eye, regardless of screen size.
However, because the system must deal
with twice as much data, the bandwidth for
the system must be much higher. 

CCoommppuuttiinngg  IIssssuueess

An analog TV signal consists of a picture
resolution of about 300,000 to 350,000
pixels (640 x 480 or 720 x 480 ). An
HDTV signal consists of up to 2 million
pixels, at a 1080p or 1080i resolution.

Moving that amount of video data
through a computing system requires much
more processing power. For an uncom-
pressed 1080p HD video signal at 60fps,
the system has to process 120 million pixels
per second. For SD video that typically
runs at 30fps, the system must process
about 1 million pixels per second.

So one of the biggest problems comput-
er users face when working with and edit-
ing HD video is finding enough storage
space for the video data, which is often
stored in a raw, uncompressed format by
those who need to edit the HD video. Also,
the storage device must be able to move the
large chunks of data extremely fast.

MMiiccrroossoofftt’’ss  HHDD  SSuuggggeessttiioonnss  

Microsoft has several recommendations
for the ideal configuration for encoding
and playing a HD WMV file on a PC.

W
ith gasoline prices where they
are, purchasing a car with a
smaller engine probably seems

like a good idea. This choice would have
several benefits, but there’s a drawback: lack
of power. You might not notice it much at
first, but when you need some extra power
under the hood to pass another vehicle or
during a drive in the mountains, you’ll defi-
nitely notice your new car’s smaller engine.

In the world of video, the new “good
idea” is high-definition video. HD brings
unprecedented clarity and quality to video.
But to enjoy what HD video offers, you
need power. If you don’t have the PC
power, you’ll notice it fairly quickly.

MMoorree  DDeettaaiill,,  MMoorree  PPiixxeellss

The biggest difference between HD
video and SD (standard definition) video is

HD Content Processing On The PC
Pushing PCs To The Limit

Source: Apple

Ultra HDV
When do improvements to HD video become
too much of a good thing? Perhaps when it
involves UHDV (Ultra High-Definition Video). 

The Japanese national broadcasting compa-
ny, NHK, is working on UHDV, which has a res-
olution of up to 7,680 x 4,320 pixels at 60fps.
It’s essentially 16 times the resolution of HDTV
with about 32 million to 33 million pixels.

However, some individuals who viewed the
UHDV video weren’t pleased with the extremely
high resolution: Some got motion sickness. 

With HDV still in its infancy, UHDV is still
many years away. But the work is underway. ▲

Resolution For 
Video Formats 
Different video formats require different resolutions.
As these images illustrate, the amount of video data
full HD requires is more than SD.  ▲

Video Format Resolution (pixels)
3G mobile 176 x 144
SD 640 x 480
HD 720p 1,280 x 720 
Full HD1080i 1,920 x 1,080 
Full HD1080p 1,920 x 1,080 

Sources: Apple and Microsoft

H.264 video
compression
technology
can provide up
to four times
the resolution
of MPEG-4 Part 2 video 
compression technology without
sacrificing frame rates, data rates,
or image quality.

Full HD

HD

SD

3G
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Frame Reordering In H.264 

Using Video Compression

One area in which the H.264
standard differs the most
from past video compression
standards, such as MPEG-2,
is in its frame reordering, or
B-frame (bidirectional frame),
techniques. The B-frame
depends on the information
from surrounding frames,
called reference frames (I-
frame [intraframe] and P-
frame [predicted frame]), to
determine the data that
should be in the B-frame. The
standard then can eliminate

the data in the B-frame from
the video stream, which
allows for significant data
compression. During decom-
pression, the data from the
reference frames helps to
reconstruct the B-frame.

Past standards depended
only on the frames immediate-
ly before and after the B-
frame. H.264 requires any
frame in the video stream, 
and it can use more than two
frames. As a result of these
updates made to B-frame

techniques, H.264 compres-
sion requires less data than
past video compression 
formats.

H.264 can also use the B-
frame as a reference frame
(shown in blue). As you can
see from these diagrams, the
B-frames in H.264 aren’t solely
dependant on specific nearby
frames, as they are in the
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 diagram.
The B-frames in H.264 can pull
reference data from a variety
of frames.  ▲

Video Compression &
Redundancy
In video compression tech-
nologies, such as H.264 and
WMV HD, the algorithms
attempt to eliminate redundan-
cy in the video signal. (During
decompression, the items that
were removed are then
returned to the stream.) Four
types of redundancy exist.

Psychovisual. Portions of the
image that the human eye
cannot distinguish, such as
subtle differences in color

depth, are removed.

Spatial. The compression
technology removes any pixels
that are related to neighboring
pixels in color. For example, if
the image has a large back-
ground that’s the same color,
the compression technology
can remove many of the
redundant pixels without com-
promising image quality.

Statistical. When certain ele-
ments are common through-
out a video stream, the com-

pression technology repre-
sents those common ele-
ments with a less complex
version of the element, 
reducing the size of the 
video stream.

Temporal. Compression tech-
nology removes any pixels
that are redundant from frame
to frame such as for an object
that doesn’t move. Temporal
redundancy usually provides
the best opportunity to
remove pixels and compress
the video stream.  ▲

Encoding computer. Microsoft recom-
mends a dual-processor system using 3GHz
processors and multiple hard disks in a
RAID configuration with high-speed
access. Also you’ll need a dual PCI bus
motherboard (capture and SCSI card on
different buses) and tons of storage space.

Playback computer. Because of the large
numbers of pixels that HD video files must
render, much of the video processing spills
over from the GPU to the CPU. Microsoft
recommends a system with a high-end
processor, or even a dual-processor system,
to meet these processing needs. The sys-
tem’s video adapter also needs up-to-date
drivers and should be compliant with
DxVA, which helps provide more efficient
and faster decoding. 

VViiddeeoo  CCoommpprreessssiioonn

Even powerful PCs can’t always handle
the large amounts of display data that HD
video brings, so a key option is video com-
pression. First, video compression has to
identify redundancies in the video signal. It
then eliminates those redundancies, while
including instructions on how to recon-
struct the signal when it’s decompressed.

The MPEG-2 standard has worked well
in the consumer market, appearing in video
satellite TV receivers, cable TV boxes, and
DVD players use. But HD video, HD-
DVD, and HDTV require a new standard.
H.264 and WMV HD provide the neces-
sary video compression standard. Both
standards offer two to four times better
compression than other options. But, both
standards also require more power to run
because the algorithms they use are more
complex than previous standards.

PPoowweerr  UUpp

Like many worthwhile computing
innovations, running HD video on your
PC requires a tradeoff: You get an
improved user experience, but it may cost
the price of an upgrade here or there.
Check out our bonus list of HD-capable
configurations online at www.cpumag
.com/cpujan06/highdefconfig and make
sure your system has the mountain-climb-
ing horsepower it needs.  ▲

by Kyle Schurman

Source: Apple

Display TIme

MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Frame Dependencies H.264 Frame Dependencies

Sources: Apple and Microsoft
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This image is an example of spatial redundan-
cy. The compression algorithm determines the
4 x 4 pixel grid shown on the left side of the
arrow is represented by a 1 x 4 pixel grid (on

the right side of the arrow) because the pixels
in each row are essentially the same. The 1 x 4
grid will contain information on how to re-cre-
ate the 4 x 4 grid when decompression occurs.
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Intel’s Multi-Core 
Processors Move Forward
A Look At The Past, Present & Beyond

Minimizes problems. Chiefly, multi-
core processors let chipmakers increase
the performance of the chip while mini-
mizing problems associated with excessive
heat generation and power consumption.
The system can keep the unused cores
powered down, which then uses less
power and generates less heat. This lets a
multi-core processor be far more efficient
than a single-core processor.

Better balance. Obviously, most com-
puter users multitask, meaning they use
two or more pieces of software at the same
time. When using a multi-core processor,
multitasking runs far more smoothly than
it does on a single-core processor. 

NNeeww  CChhiippss,,  NNeeww  TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess

One of Intel’s dual-core chips, Monte-
cito, is scheduled for a mid-2006 release
and will contain 1.7 billion transistors,
making it the first Intel chip to top the bil-
lion mark. (The chip was scheduled for a
late 2005 release, but Intel announced a
delay in late October 2005 because of pro-
duction issues.) Intel expects to release 

several versions of the Montecito (both 
single-core and dual-core) during 2006. 

Also, Intel’s new dual-core chips will
have a lower maximum power output
than current Itanium chips. This power
efficiency savings makes use of two new
technologies in particular: DBS (demand-
based switching) and Foxton.

DBS slows the transistor’s clock speed
when the chip is not in use, letting it use
less power. Foxton, on the other hand,
does almost the opposite, boosting the
speed of the processor by about 200MHz
during peak processing loads, letting it
work more quickly. (See the “DBS” and
“Foxton” sidebars for more in-depth
information on these technologies.)

EEnntteerrttaaiinnmmeenntt  PPCCss

Early in 2006, Intel plans to release a
new brand for entertainment-based con-
sumers, called Viiv (pronounced “viv,”
which rhymes with “five”). Viiv will
include a dual-core processor (code-named
Yonah) running at 3.6GHz and higher, a
chipset, and a network controller. Intel

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

W
ithin the past several months,
Intel’s plans to introduce dual-
and multi-core processors have

become a reality. Intel released its first dual-
core processors (the Pentium 4 Extreme
Edition and the Pentium D) in mid-2005.

However, those releases are only the
beginning. By the end of 2006, nearly
every processor Intel offers will contain
two or more cores. Expect to hear plenty
about multi-core throughout 2006 as
Intel releases dozens of chips.

Intel’s chief rival, AMD, also is heavily
involved in multi-core chips and technolo-
gies, but we’ll focus on Intel’s offerings
this month. Look for information about
AMD’s multi-core plans coming soon.

MMuullttii--CCoorree  BBaassiiccss

Multi-core processors provide a variety
of benefits to manufacturers, as we dis-
cussed in the December 2004 issue of
CPU on page 42. Here’s a refresher on
two of the key benefits. 

Source: Intel

DBS
DBS (demand-based-switching) is a new Intel technol-
ogy that reduces the processor’s power consumption
during a typical computing session. Essentially, DBS
adjusts the power consumption and clock speed of the
processor to meet its workload. The clock speed can’t
dip below a minimum clock speed, which depends on
the processor model.

In most systems, a typical processor is always on and
consuming full power, even though it rarely works near
its peak performance level. By using DBS, however, the
OS can measure the utilization of the processor several
times per second. Then when appropriate, such as when
the processor is running a less intensive operation or is
idle, the OS can use DBS to downshift the processor,
making it run at a lower clock speed and use less power. 

For organizations running large groups of servers,
DBS can help decrease electrical costs and improve
the overall cooling efficiency for the processor and
the system.  ▲
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hopes that Viiv will give the company the
same brand-name recognition in the
entertainment PC market that the compa-
ny has enjoyed with its Centrino brand in
the mobile computing market.

Viiv’s strengths will be the ability to
run digital audio and digital video, and
the network controller will be able to
share large digital audio and video files

across a network. Intel also will empha-
size Viiv’s ability to simplify the con-
sumer experience; for example, Viiv will
be able to automatically code or trans-
late digital video files into a format that
a user’s PC could handle. Finally, Viiv
will include instant start-up features
similar to those found on a DVD player
or a TV.

NNeexxtt--GGeenn  PP44

Intel’s next generation of Pentium 4
chips will appear throughout 2006,
including chips code-named Presler and
Conroe. Although Intel sampled Presler
to its OEM customers late in 2005, the
chip isn’t scheduled to appear in large vol-
ume until the first half of 2006. 

The two chips won’t share similar
designs in cache memory. Presler will use
separate cache memory components, and
Conroe will offer a unified cache memo-
ry. Both chips, however, will be dual-core
offerings and should use an 800MHz bus.
Furthermore, look for EM64T technolo-
gy in the chipsets of both processors. 

EM64T makes 64-bit computing pos-
sible for desktop and server platforms, but
only when users use the proper support-
ing software and hardware. In the desktop
market, EM64T gives the processor access
to more memory, including extended vir-
tual and physical memory. This improves
the overall system performance by causing
less data caching to and from the hard
drive. So, by using EM64T, an Intel dual-
core processor could run Windows XP
Professional x64 Edition.

SSppeecciiaalliizzaattiioonn

One final note about multi-core
processors that should gain more atten-
tion this year involves specialization.
With a multi-core processor, a manufac-
turer can give each core specialized traits,

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

Source: CNET News, Intel

Source: Intel

During 2006 Intel plans on
introducing the next genera-
tion of Pentium M chips
code-named Yonah. These
dual-core chips will feature a
variety of models, varying
greatly in clock speed and
maximum power consump-
tion. The chips should feature
a 2MB cache and a 667MHz
bus, which will be an im-
provement over the current
Pentium M’s 533MHz bus.

Some concern exists over
the projected power con-
sumption of the mobile
Yonah chips; current Pentium
M chips (single-core) have a
maximum power consump-
tion of 27W (and 17W for
low-voltage chips). As power
consumption increases,
users can expect a shorter

notebook battery life. How-
ever, Intel says users will
rarely reach the maximum
power consumption under
Yonah thanks in part to the
dual-core technology.

The T family of Yonah
chips will be the general-use
models. Yonah’s L and U
families of chips will be 
low-voltage and ultra-low-
voltage chips, respectively.

(Initially,  the U chips will be
single-core chips.) Finally,
the E family of Yonah chips
will be aimed at the gaming
notebook market.

Here are the projected
dual-core Yonah proces-
sors that are expected to
become part of the Pentium
M line in 2006. (All of the
processor names listed
here are unofficial.)  ▲

Intel’s Dual-Core Mobile Chips

Processor Clock Speed Max Power
Consumption

T (unnamed) 2.33GHz 25 to 49W

T1600 2.16GHz 25 to 49W

T1500 2GHz 25 to 49W

T1400 1.83GHz 25 to 49W

T1300 1.66GHz 25 to 49W

L1400 1.66GHz 15 to 24W

L1300 1.3GHz 15 to 24W

E family Unknown 50-plus W

Foxton is an Intel technology that lets a proces-
sor adjust its core clock speed to improve the

performance of an application and conserve power. Foxton can
adjust the clock speed between the base speed and a maximum
speed, depending on the system’s needs. For example, a processor
using Foxton might run at 1.6GHz for a base speed and at 1.8GHz
for a maximum clock speed.

When implementing Foxton, a voltmeter and an ammeter located
on the die measure the amount of power the current operation is
drawing. The measurements occur every 8 microseconds and, as a
result the technology, adjust the processor. 

So when the operation is drawing less power than the proces-
sor’s maximum load, Foxton will steadily raise the clock speed until
it reaches the chip’s maximum power threshold or maximum clock
speed. This adjustment will then give the operation more power for
faster computing. 

Furthermore, the opposite is also true. If the operation is drawing
power at the processor’s maximum load, Foxton will steadily lower
the clock speed until it reaches workable power levels or the chip’s
base clock speed.

Foxton attempts
to maximize the per-
formance of the 
processor for each
operation per watt of
power used. As you
can see from this
diagram, the clock
speed and power
usage are inversely
l inked within the
chip’s limits. ▲

Foxton
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Although multi-core processors only recently became a reality, they’ve been
on the drawing board at Intel for nearly two decades.

1989 Intel makes public its plans for parallelism and multi-core processors
when several company architects publish a paper. Research on multi-
core processors preceded the paper, but the paper marked Intel’s first
public discussion of the idea of multi-core processors. (Visit
www.intel.com/research/silicon/ieee/circa2000.pdf to see a copy of the
original research paper.)

1994 Intel’s Pentium processor uses instruction-level parallelism. This fea-
ture lets the processor extract instructions from a single thread of
code, execute them in parallel, and then return them to their proper
position in the thread.

1995 One year after the debut of its first dual-processor server, Intel intro-
duces the first quad-processor server. (All four processors are
plugged into their own sockets on the board.)

2002 Intel introduces HT (hyper-threading) technology on the desktop,
which is the direct predecessor to multi-core setups. HT led to higher

degrees of parallelism by “tricking” OSes into thinking that the system
has two processors.

2005 Intel releases its first dual-core processors: the Pentium 4 Extreme
Edition and the Pentium D.

2006 By the end of the year, Intel expects that 85% of its processors for
servers and 70% of its processors for the desktop and mobile markets
will be at least dual-core processors.

2007 Intel expects that 100% of its processors for servers and 90% of its
processors for the desktop and mobile markets will be at least dual-
core processors by the end of the year.  ▲

Source: Intel

letting it more efficiently deal with a par-
ticular situation. A specialized core might
contain components that let it specifically
deal with tasks such as speech recognition
or HD video and graphics. 

Think of the evolution toward special-
ized cores like the specialization of football
players in the NFL. In the early days of
pro football, guys played both offense and
defense and then, as time passed, players
specialized on one side of the football.
Nowadays players specialize even more. A
defensive back might only play in particu-
lar down-and-distance situations, or a
defensive lineman might only enter the
game when it’s time for a strong pass rush.

Even though some fans don’t like the
specialization in the NFL, it has had one
tremendous benefit: It has made players
better at their respective skills, which has
improved the quality of the NFL as a
whole. Today’s NFL players are more pre-
cise and successful at what they do,
thanks in large part to specialization.
We’ll guess that the specialization in
Intel’s multi-core processors will follow a
similar path with similar results, provid-
ing levels of efficiency and precision sur-
passing what’s been available in the past.
It will give computer users plenty of rea-
sons to love the technology.  ▲

by Kyle Schurma

History & Future Of Multi-Core At Intel

When Intel introduced HT technology in
2002, the technology helped pave the way for
the development of multi-core processors. 

In diagrams A and B, you can see the
benefits of HT on a single-core processor,
which lets the processor handle two
threads at one time. In diagrams C and D,
the dual-core processor runs efficiently, but
its performance increases the use of HT
technology, which lets it handle four
threads almost as well as it handles two. 

When running multithreading on a sin-
gle-core processor, as shown in diagram E,
the threads must stop and start as interrup-
tions take place, such as when one thread
needs data from the other thread. Constant
interruptions mean the processor is run-
ning at less than peak efficiency, although
the multithreading does limit the proces-
sor’s idle time. 

With a multi-core processor, each thread
can run on its own core (diagram F). When
the two threads need data from each other,
they can easily receive the data without
causing an interrupt on the processor. 

Overall, even though HT technology
works well, a multi-core processor can run
more efficiently than HT alone on a single-
core CPU.  ▲

Measuring Multi-Core Benefits
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Source: Intel, Endian.net

(NOTE: The code names and release dates listed here are based on
the information that was available to us at time of print and may have
since changed or been updated.)

22000055  RReelleeaassee  DDaattee

Paxville A 90nm dual-core processor for Xeon processor MP-
based servers. Intel bumped Paxville’s release from first quarter
2006 to October 2005. At release it was called the Xeon 7000 series
MP and ran at up to 3GHz. 

Smithfield Code name for two new desktop processors, including
the dual-core Pentium Processor Extreme Edition, which supports
HT, and the dual-core Pentium D processor, which doesn’t support
HT. Intel released both processors in 2005.

22000066  RReelleeaassee  DDaattee

Cloverton Intel should release Cloverton, a four-core processor, in the
fourth quarter of 2006. Cloverton should consist of two Woodcrest dies.

Conroe This 65nm dual-core processor will be part of the desktop
Pentium 4 family and will appear after Presler in the second half of 2006. 

Dempsey Expected in the first quarter of 2006, Dempsey is a
dual-core processor based on the 65nm manufacturing process and
aimed at DP servers and workstations.

Dimona An Itanium family dual-core chip for DP-based servers
that’s expected to succeed Millington. 

Merom A 65nm multi-core processor aimed at the mobile market.
It will be similar to Conroe. 

Montecito A 90nm dual-core processor in the Itanium processor
family that will support four threads per processor. 

Montvale A 90nm dual-core processor in the Itanium processor
family that will be the next upgrade of Montecito. It will have both a
DP- and MP-based version and will appear in 2006 or 2007.

Presler A 65nm dual-core desktop processor that’s expected to
appear in the first half of 2006.

Tulsa A 65nm dual-core processor for Xeon processor MP-based
servers that should appear sometime in 2006. 

Yonah A dual-core 65nm processor for the mobile market that’s
expected in late in 2005 or in the first quarter of 2006. 

22000077  &&  BBeeyyoonndd  RReelleeaassee  DDaattee

Dunnington This multi-core processor was scheduled to succeed
Whitefield, but now may be on hold with Intel’s recent cancellation of
Whitefield. Rumors have placed anywhere from four to 32 cores on
Dunnington, which may be released in 2008.

Penryn A 45nm multi-core processor aimed at the mobile market
to replace Merom.

Poulson Based on Tukwila, it’s a processor in the Itanium family.
No projected release date yet.

Tigerton Intel has named Tigerton as the replacement for the
recently cancelled Whitefield multi-core processor. At time of press,
Intel hadn’t released any details about Tigerton.

Tukwila An Itanium family processor for MP-based servers that
will contain four or more cores and will be released in 2007 or 2008.
Originally called Tanglewood.

Woodcrest Similar to the Conroe chip, this version will be aimed
at the server market.  ▲

Intel Multi-Core Processors & Code Names
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insisted on dual-core CPUs. We focused on nongaming
performance and features. The more creative builders
cooked up some excellent home-office systems, while
others created all-play-and-no-work rigs. 

Midrange PCs. Building a home-use system that
won’t blow a reasonable budget is difficult. When
builders assemble review units, they often miss the
mark. They sometimes ignore family-friendly compo-
nents (such as modems) and instead pump up graphics
and CPU components knowing the reviewer (and cus-
tomer) might compare only benchmark scores. We
looked beyond the numbers, and if you’ll use your com-
puter for more than gaming, so should you. We asked
manufacturers to build us a family computer that can
also satisfy the family gamer for $1,501 to $3,000.

Dream PCs. If you weigh only a system’s price against
its performance when shopping, you’re not looking for a
dream PC. All the systems in this category are powerful,
but most also have tons of extras that drive up the price
without adding points to benchmark scores. Luxury sys-
tem builders pay special attention to aesthetics and look
beyond function. Rather than just tucking cables out of
the system’s airflow, for example, many builders carefully
hide extra wires and fold or tie them. Luxury systems
often have anodized metal cases or sport automotive paint.
We asked our contestants to send systems priced more
than $3,000 and that will make a gamer’s knees weak. 

Make Your List
Chances are your old system already has peripherals

(monitor, keyboard, speakers, etc.) that will comple-
ment your new PC, so we reviewed only the computers.
If you’re still using a CRT, however, now is as good a
time to upgrade to a flat-panel monitor as any. If you’re
buying a system that includes Windows XP Media
Center Edition, you’ll probably want to invest in an
LCD TV, which can handle computing and movies
with ease. To that end, we highlighted a few interesting
monitors on page 61.

oes your New Year’s
resolution involve buy-

ing a new computer? If
not, it will by the time you

finish reading this article. We
called some of the biggest names

in the computer-building biz (and a
few lesser-known contenders) and

asked them to show us how they plan to kick off 2006.
All the computers on these pages will be available as you
read this, so make your list and check it twice.

If you don’t devour computer news and reviews daily,
you may not recognize a few builders in this lineup. We
requested systems from mainstream vendors, such as
Dell, Gateway, and HP, plus popular boutique shops,
including Alienware, Falcon Northwest, and Voodoo
PC. To top things off, we gave some smaller builders a
chance to strut their stuff. As a result we happened across
Overdrive PC, which proved every bit as talented as the
established PC gurus.

Shop Smart
Rather than ask builders to trot out their favorite

review units, we set some ground rules that let us cover
three types of PC buyers: those who don’t want an
ounce more power than they need, middle-of-the-road
buyers, and crazed enthusiasts looking for an excuse to
blow their 401Ks. Keep in mind that we assign CPU
ratings based on how well each system performs for its
category. (For more on our ratings and benchmark test-
ing, see the How We Tested section on page 65.)

Budget PCs. You don’t need graphics muscle to shop
or pay bills online, nor do you need a particularly heavy-
duty rig to perform basic word processing and spread-
sheet tasks. That said, almost any PC will benefit from a
newer dual-core processor that can handle multiple
applications better than single-core counterparts. Dual-
core CPUs are too new to be cheap yet, so we placed the
upper price limit for our budget systems at $1,500 but

by Joshua Gulick

s p o t l i g h t
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Axcelerate Computers X2 AMD SLI
Don’t let the X2 fool you. Axcelerate’s new, super-cold rig has a
2.6GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-55 processor. We were a bit sur-
prised Axcelerate didn’t opt for the newer, faster AMD Athlon
64 FX-57, but we’re not complaining. Thanks to a VapoChill
LightSpeed unit, Axcelerate overclocked the CPU to a whopping
3.19GHz. If you absolutely must have the fastest AMD clock
speed on your block, you may be looking at your next PC.

The X2 also includes an Asus A8N-SLI Deluxe, 2GB of
Corsair PC4400 memory (four 512MB DIMMs), and two
300GB Maxtor 6B300S0 7,200rpm hard drives. Oddly, although
Axcelerate offers RAID-0 configurations for customers, it left our
drives in a JBOD setup. Two Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX
cards make up the system’s SLI offering, and a 500W Axcelerate
PSU powers the rig. Customers with speakers will enjoy the
Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS, but gamers who rely on
headsets will need to reach around to the back to plug in.

At $5,999.99 the X2 is certainly expensive, so we were disap-
pointed when the tube that extends from the VapoChill unit to the
CPU (through a hole in the system’s floor) created some condensa-
tion on the windowed side panel. Axcelerate, however, has a great
technical support policy; if you find condensation in your system
and Axcelerate deems it a threat to your system, it will send tech
support to your home to immediately remedy the situation. 

We were also surprised Axcelerate didn’t sheath most of the
cables and tuck many out of site. The interior isn’t a rat’s nest,
but the X2’s cable management doesn’t compare with other rigs
in the category. Another rough edge: The circular Axcelerate
case badge doesn’t quite cover the chassis’ square case badge
indentation, which gives the badge a slapped-on look. The X2
scored 12725 in 3DMark05 and 5184 in PCMark05, both great
scores for a system running an FX-55. But systems that carry
such heavy price tags must deliver more than horsepower.

s p o t l i g h t

Alienware Aurora ALX
Watercooling isn’t an overclocker-only treat anymore. Alienware
was among the first to brave the potential shipping catastrophes
with its ALX liquid-cooled rigs, which have the same gargantuan
alien-head case covers that Alienware’s aircooled systems wear.
Well, almost the same. Instead of a flat top, the case sports a small
temperature gauge, while a grille conceals and ventilates the large
radiator’s two 120mm fans. That is, it conceals the fans until you
power the system on; this isn’t a quiet rig.

The front panel boasts media and floppy readers and two NEC
ND-3540A dual-layer DVD+RW drives. There are also four front
USB 2.0 ports but no front-panel audio ports, thanks to a Creative
Labs Sound Blaster Audigy 4 add-on card. We liked the card’s per-
formance, but we wouldn’t mind having some front audio ports.

Alienware opted for a 2.8GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 and
clocked it to 2.94GHz, just under the 3GHz the Voodoo and
Overdrive rigs produced. Alienware also tossed in the SLI-friendly
Asus A8N-SLI Deluxe, 1GB of Corsair XMS4400 DDR550 RAM
(two 512MB DIMMs), and two 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce
7800 GTX video cards—not a bad lineup. We like the Asus SLI
boards, as they separate the two SLI slots, so enthusiasts can add
large cooling devices. Alienware used the space to attach its ALX
Active Liquid Cooling System to both cards. Small aluminum
heatsinks adorn the memory atop the backs of the video cards. 

A half-terabyte of drive space (two 250GB Hitachi DeskStar
HDS722525VLSA80 7,200rpm drives in a striped array) handles
your data storage, and a 600W PSU provides plenty of power.

The Aurora ALX beat the Falcon Northwest, Axcelerate PC, and
Monarch machines in 3DMark05 with a 12879 score, but it chart-
ed the lowest PCMark05 score in the Dream PC category with
5016. Even so, this is a solid gaming machine. The rig posted
101.7fps in Doom 3 and offered smooth, detailed graphics when
we took it for a spin. 

Aurora ALX
$5,662
Alienware
www.alienware.com
● ● ● ●

X2 AMD SLI
$5,999.99
Axcelerate Computers
www.axcelpc.com
● ● ● 

Specs: 2.8GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 @ 2.94GHz, Asus A8N-SLI
Deluxe, 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2 SLI), 1GB
Corsair XMS4400 DDR550 RAM, 250GB Hitachi DeskStar
HDS722525VLSA80 7,200rpm SATA (x2; RAID-0), NEC ND-
3540A DVD+RW Dual Layer, Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy
4, integrated Gigabit LAN, WinXP Pro

Specs: 2.6GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-55 @ 3.19GHz, Asus A8N-SLI
Deluxe, 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2 SLI), 2GB
Corsair PC4400 DDR RAM, 300GB Maxtor 6B300S0 7,200rpm
(x2; RAID-0) Lite-On SOHW-1633S DVD+RW Dual Layer,
Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS, integrated Gigabit
LAN, WinXP Pro

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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Falcon Northwest Mach V X2 4800+
Falcon prides itself for offering some of the most jaw-dropping
chassis paint jobs around, so it was surprising to see an unpainted
box breeze through our doors. But even without any Half-Life 2
scenes or automotive paint, the chrome chassis and its laser-cut
Falcon logo (with a backlit eye) are impressive.

A small door at the bottom of the front panel covers four USB
2.0 ports and one FireWire port. The upper door reveals six 5.25-
inch bays, three housing two optical drives and a media/floppy
reader. Falcon’s custom light sitting inside the door includes a
power switch. A third door opens for particularly intensive tasks. 

If you appreciate great cable management, you’ll wish the Mach
V had a side-panel window. Falcon used cable ties to bunch wires
together and tucked excess lines out of sight. Many builders are
turning to modular PSUs to remove unused cables, and Falcon is
no exception; a 600W Silverstone SST-ST60F provides power. 

Falcon opted for a 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ @
2.7GHz. The overclocked dual-core proc isn’t a surprise, but we did
a double-take when we saw the CPU’s cooling. Falcon finally traded
in the old heatsink-fan combo for a Sanyo-Denke watercooling sys-
tem; a radiator and 120mm fan sit just under the chassis’ roof.
Falcon says the system won’t need a coolant refill for seven years.

The Mach V’s guts include two 256MB BFG Nvidia GeForce
7800 GTX video cards and 1GB of Corsair PC3200 CL2 Pro
memory (two 512MB DIMMs) that plug into an Asus A8N-SLI
Premium mobo. For storage Falcon chose two 300GB Maxtor
DiamondMax 10 drives (RAID-0) that sit just behind a 120mm
fan. The drive cage can store another four drives. 

We didn’t expect the Mach V to take top honors in 3DMark05
(the dual-core processors couldn’t top the overclocked FX-57s in
other rigs), but we weren’t disappointed with the system’s 12209
score. The 4800+ really showed its punch in PCMark05, beating
out all other systems in the category with a 6471. 

Monarch Nemesis Custom Gaming Desktop With SLI
Monarch, creator of the screaming-fast SFF Hornet series, also
makes a mean gaming desktop. Our review unit had a bright-red
Fire Pearl custom paint job that turned heads as soon as we pulled it
out of the box. The ultra-sturdy front door, which has a single
(tasteful) blue light, opens to reveal five 5.25-inch bays and two 3.5-
inch bays. A media/floppy reader fills one 3.5-inch bay, while two
Plextor PX-716AL DVD+RW drives and a Creative Labs Sound
Blaster X-Fi Platinum front panel fill three of the larger bays.

The front panel lets you connect headphones, a mic, and a slew
of other audio connections (including SPDIF) without reaching
to the case’s back. The front panel also has a volume dial. The side
panel has a massive, custom grille that doubles as a window.

Inside you’ll find a 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ dual-
core CPU. This CPU isn’t as fast as the FX-57, but it can handle
multiple tasks at once, which makes the system more flexible.
Two 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800GTX cards and an Asus
A8N-SLI Premium make for some great gaming. Monarch
tossed two 400GB Western Digital Caviar SE WD4000KD
hard drives in a striped array and topped the storage fest off with
a 74GB Western Digital Raptor WD740GD that spins at a
whopping 10,000rpm. Other components include a 510W PC
Power & Cooling TC510 PSU and D-Link AirPremier DWL-
AG530 card that provides 802.11a/b/g wireless connectivity.

Monarch sheathed most of the cables and used cable ties to
keep them out of the way. Monarch also used cable ties to secure
the hard drive sleds, which otherwise might pop out of the drive
cage during transit. You can add two more hard drives to the
cage for more storage.

The Nemesis doesn’t just look pretty; it provided a solid
12571 in 3DMark05 and ceded the top PCMark05 spot only to
the Falcon Mach V with a score of 6237. The rig handled
graphics-intensive games without trouble.

s p o t l i g h t

Mach V X2 4800+
$5,495
Falcon Northwest
www.falcon-nw.com 
● ● ● ●

Nemesis Custom Gaming 
Desktop With SLI
$4,845
Monarch
www.monarchcomputer.com 
● ● ● ● 

Specs: 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ @ 2.7GHz, Asus A8N-SLI
Premium, 256MB BFG Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2 SLI) 1GB
Corsair TwinX-10240PRO PC3200 RAM, 300GB Maxtor Diamond-
Max 10 7,200rpm (x2; RAID-0), Lite-On DL-SHOW-1693S DVD-
RW Dual Layer, Sony DDU1615 DVD-ROM, Creative Labs Sound
Blaster X-Fi, integrated Gigabit LAN, WinXP Pro

Specs: 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+, Asus A8N-SLI Premium,
Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800GTX (x2 SLI), 2GB OCZ Dual Channel
Platinum DDR400, 74GB Western Digital Raptor WD740GD 10,000rpm,
400GB Western Digital Caviar SE WD4000KD 7,200rpm (x2; RAID-0),
Plextor PX-716AL DVD+RW Dual Layer (x2), Sound Blaster X-Fi
Platinum, integrated Gigabit, D-Link DWL-AG530, WinXP Pro

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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Overdrive PC Torque.SLI
If we had an award for tasteful bling, the Torque.SLI would be a
real contender. The black Lian-Li PC-6070 chassis side panel
sports two chrome grilles that cover bright blue, lighted 120mm
fans. The fans speak of the power inside the system, but they don’t
scream it—in fact, they’re almost silent. You won’t hear the
Torque.SLI unless you put your head next to the PC.

The front door opens to reveal an unusual but worthwhile fea-
ture: a removable hard drive cage. Just unlock the cage with the
included keys, yank the handle, and you’re holding the rig’s 500GB
Hitachi Deskstar SATA II hard drive. Overdrive says the handy cage
lets users quickly swap out a bad drive without sending the entire sys-
tem to the builder. We’ve seen more than our fair share of dead hard
drives, so we were glad to see this feature. The front panel also boasts
a Plextor PX-716A dual-layer DVD+RW and the Creative Labs
Sound Blaster X-Fi Fatal1ty sound card’s audio panel, which lets
gamers easily plug in headsets and other audio equipment.

Overdrive added some nice touches that make this a true luxury
PC. You’ll like the flashlight that sits inside the case, but you’ll love
the more subtle treats, such as rubber molding that protects you
from the PC-6070’s sharp edges and the rubber grommets around
each screw to dampen noise and protect the system from scratches.
The rig also has some of the best cable management we’ve seen.

The Torque.SLI includes 2GB of custom DDR500 memory
(two 1GB DIMMs) and an Asus A8N-SLI Premium mother-
board. Two 74GB Western Digital Raptor 10,000rpm hard drives
(RAID-0) sit in the removable drive cage. The striped array han-
dles the OS, while the Hitachi handles storage. Two 256MB XFX
Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX cards provide gaming muscle. 

The system trounced the benchmarks, easily taking the category’s
3DMark05 title with a 13770 score. It also fared reasonably well in
PCMark05 with 5455 and posted a frame rate of 114fps in Doom
3. Clearly, this is a gamer’s PC.

Voodoo PC OMEN
Voodoo PC’s luxury OMEN gaming machine features Voodoo’s
custom chassis, watercooling, and some truly powerful compo-
nents. The front panel has a built-in media reader, USB 2.0 and
FireWire ports, a Pioneer DVR-109 dual layer DVD+RW, and
two empty 5.25-inch bays. The side panel has a large glass window
that lets you see every section of the complex interior, and a lighted
Voodoo logo cutout at the top adds some extra ’tude. 

Inside there’s a 2.8GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 running at a
steaming 3GHz thanks to the OMEN Supercharged Intercooler,
Voodoo’s watercooling system. The rig also sports 1GB of Ballistix
PC3200 memory (two 512MB DIMMs) and two 74GB Western
Digital WD740GB drives in a striped array spinning at 10,000rpm.
Voodoo tops off the gaming muscle with two Evga Nvidia GeForce
7800 GTX video cards (which have custom memory heatsinks) and
a 600W Sintek WIN600XSPX-X PSU. A Sound Blaster Audigy 2
ZS handles audio needs but doesn’t provide any front-panel ports.

A large radiator and two SilenX 120mm fans sit directly behind
the OMEN’s front panel. Voodoo cut a logo-shaped grille into the
mirror-finished plate that separates the motherboard area from the
hard drives. As a result the top fan sends cool air into the mobo
area, while the lower blasts the drive cage. The cage, which can sup-
port two more hard drives, has small clips that lock the drives firmly
into place. When you want to remove a drive, just flip the clips and
slide it out. Voodoo attached watercooling blocks to the CPU, chip,
and the dual graphics cards. Each cord has just enough slack. The
PSU has its own compartment, complete with floor vents that let it
breathe without greatly affecting the other system components. 

The OMEN barreled into the benchmarks with guns blazing. 
It placed second in 3DMark05 with 13189 and third in PCMark05
with 5588. Even the PCMark05 score is remarkable; it was the
highest score among single-core CPU systems. In short, the OMEN
is as powerful as it looks.

s p o t l i g h t

Torque.SLI
$6,146
Overdrive PC
www.overdrivepc.com 
● ● ● ● ●

OMEN
$5,103
Voodoo PC
www.voodoopc.com 
● ● ● ● ●

Specs: 2.8GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 @ 3GHz, Asus A8N-SLI
Premium, 256MB XFX Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2; SLI), 2GB
Custom DDR500 RAM, 74GB Western Digital Raptor WD740GD
10,000rpm (x2; RAID-0), 500GB Hitachi Deskstar HDS72505-
0KLA360 7,200rpm, Creative Labs Sound Blaster X-Fi, integrated
Gigabit LAN, WinXP Pro

Specs: 2.8GHz AMD Athlon 64 FX-57 @ 3GHz, Asus A8N-SLI
Premium, 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX (x2 SLI), 1GB
Ballistix PC3200 DDR RAM, 74GB Western Digital Raptor WD740GD
(x2; RAID-0), Pioneer DVR-109 DVD+RW Dual Layer, Creative Labs
Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS, integrated Gigabit, WinXP Pro

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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HP Pavilion d4100e Desktop PC
We were surprised the price of HP’s
midrange offering was only $1,999.99 (after
a $150 mail-in rebate), as this category’s
limit was $3,000. Price doesn’t always equal
performance, but it certainly limited the
d4000. The rig didn’t have the lowest cate-
gory scores in 3DMark05 or PCMark-05
(2926 and 4620, respectively), but only
because the Maingear and Gateway rigs
failed to run the benchmarks successfully.

Scores alone don’t make a system, and
the d4000 has some noteworthy features.
The front panel has four 5.25-inch bays,
two free and two housing an HP 640c
DVD+RW and Samsung SD-616E DVD-
ROM. The panel also sports two 3.5-inch
bays, one with a media card reader. The
system has two front-panel USB 2.0 ports,
a FireWire port, and audio ports. 

Inside, there’s a 2.2GHz Athlon 64 X2
4200+ dual-core CPU, 1GB of DDR400
RAM (two 512MB DIMMs), and a whop-
ping 400GB Seagate Barracuda, with room
for two more drives in the tool-less drive
cage. We liked the rig’s expandability; you
can install a standard ATX mobo, for
example. The modem also makes sense, as
many midrange buyers still use dial-up. We
were disappointed that HP relied on inte-
grated sound, as an add-on card would
have fit within our budget. A TV tuner and
WinXP MCE wouldn’t have hurt, either.

s p o t l i g h t

XPS 400
$2,138
Dell
www.dell.com
● ● ● ●

FX400 X
$2,544
Gateway
www.gateway.com
● ● ● ●

Pavilion d4100e 
Desktop PC
$1,999.99
HP
www.hp.com
● ● ● 

Gateway FX400 X
If you’re looking for a system that can han-
dle everything your family throws at it but
you don’t want to venture into the world of
boutique builders, you’ll love the FX400 X. 

It isn’t perfect, however. Gateway sacri-
ficed expandability when it loaded up the
front panel; there isn’t a single empty bay.
There is a dual-layer LG GSA-4163B
DVD+RW and LG GDR-8163 DVD-
ROM, plus a media/floppy reader filling the
three 5.25-inch bays. Mic, headphone, USB
2.0, and FireWire ports make up (a little)
for the lack of extra bays. Large vents on the
front panel channel air through a plastic
funnel that cools the CPU and the video
card heatsink’s massive aluminum fins. The
Nvidia GeForce 6800 posted decent frame
rates in Doom 3 compared to other main-
stream rigs. Oddly, it refused to complete
3DMark05, but when we fired up some
games ourselves, including Doom 3, it han-
dled intense graphics like a pro.

The FX400 X bested the mainstream
builders in PCMark05, scoring 4952 thanks
in part to its 3GHz Pentium D 830. Gate-
way stocked our unit with two 250GB
Western Digital SATA hard drives, which
give it plenty of room for photos, songs,
videos, and games. The rig can game, but
Gateway didn’t ignore other family mem-
bers; audiophiles will love the Creative Labs
Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS’ sweet sounds. 

Dell XPS 400
The XPS is a different beast than the stan-
dard Dell PC. In fact, the XPS line has its
own tech support team. That said, you’ll
notice the difference long before you make a
tech call, thanks to the flashy, chrome-and-
charcoal chassis. The front panel lacks a
door but doesn’t need one; it’s plenty attrac-
tive on its own. There aren’t any free 5.25-
inch bays (optical drives fill both), but an
empty 3.5-inch bay sits just above the
media card reader. The front panel also has
a FireWire port, two USB 2.0 ports, and
mic and headphone ports. A huge front
vent lets a massive fan cool the 3.2GHz
Intel Pentium D 840’s heatsink fins.

The tool-less interior was much more
maintenance-friendly than we expected.
You can unlock external drives with one
sturdy lever and easily remove the two
250GB Western Digital Caviar WD2500
hard drives (RAID-0) thanks to drive sleds.
Unfortunately, you can’t add drives, as the
chassis lacks a drive cage. The plastic add-on
card support doesn’t hold the video card in
place as well as would a CardKeeper. 

The Nvidia GeForce 6800 makes the
XPS 400 the best gamer of the nonmain-
stream builders, but it can’t take on the
boutique builders on the video-game front.
The rig does have some great home-use 
features, including a Dell TV Tuner,
modem, and WinXP MCE. 

Specs: 3.2GHz Intel Pentium D 840, Dell
0YC523 motherboard, 256MB Nvidia
GeForce 6800, 1GB Samsung DDR2 533
RAM, 250GB Western Digital Caviar
WD2500 7,200rpm (x2; RAID-0), NEC
ND-3530A DVD+RW, Sony DDU1615
DVD-ROM, integrated sound and Gigabit
LAN, Dell TV Tuner, modem

Specs: 3GHz Intel Pentium D 830, Gateway
Intel 945G motherboard, 256MB Nvidia
GeForce 6800, 2GB DDR2-533 RAM, 250GB
Western Digital WD2500JS 7,200rpm (x2),
LG GSA-4163B DVD+RW Dual Layer, LG
GDR-8163B DVD-ROM, Creative Labs
Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS, integrated
Gigabit LAN, modem, WinXP Home

Specs: 2.2GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2
4200+, 256MB Asus Nvidia GeForce FX
6800, 1GB DDR400 RAM, 400GB
Seagate Barracuda ST3400832AS, HP
640c DVD+RW; Samsung SD-616E DVD-
ROM, integrated sound and LAN,
modem, WinXP Home

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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Prelude
$2,486
Maingear
www.maingear.com
● ● ● ●

Maingear Prelude
Maingear loves to overclock, so we weren’t
surprised to see the Prelude’s 2.4GHz
Athlon 64 X2 4000+ running at 2.73GHz.
The company also introduced us to its
256MB Maingear Viper Nvidia GeForce
7800 GTX card with custom cooling. The
GPU’s heatsink is large but won’t interfere
with an extra card if you take advantage of
the Asus A8N-SLI Premium’s other PCI-E
slot. Maingear installed a 120mm fan that
sits parallel to the side door to cool the  card.

The Prelude also has 1GB of Mushkin
DDR500 RAM (two 512MB DIMMs),
two 250GB Western Digital hard drives
(RAID-0), and a 600W Seasonic SLI S12-
600W PSU. We were glad Maingear chose
Sound Blaster X-Fi, but we’re surprised the
company didn’t opt for the X-Fi Platinum,
which includes a front-panel console. 

On the upside, the front panel has plenty
of expansion room thanks to three empty
5.25-inch bays and two empty 3.5-inch
bays; a media/floppy reader fills the third.
Maingear used the same faux carbon fiber
material that lines the case’s top and bottom
to attach its logo to the front—nice touch.

The Prelude put up excellent frame rates
in Doom 3 and handled gameplay well. It
also posted an impressive 8763 in 3DMark-
05 but had trouble with PCMark05, even
when clocked back to default settings. Still,
we can’t argue with its other scores.

Gemini.SLI
$3,000
Overdrive PC
www.overdrivepc.com
● ● ● ● ●

Poly 939N4SLI-4400
$2,650
Polywell
www.polywell.com
● ● ● ● ●

Overdrive PC Gemini.SLI
Now and again a system knocks our socks
off. The Gemini.SLI didn’t stop with just
us; it soundly pounded every system in its
category, posting 11974 in 3DMark05 and
109.5fps in Doom 3. The Polywell was tops
in PCMark05, but by only eight points. 

Overdrive won’t ship a system without
HyperClocking, its custom overclocking
solution, and the builder’s warranty covers
its overclocked systems. Our HyperClock-
ing review unit included a 2GHz Athlon 64
X2 3800+ running at 2.6GHz—with air-
cooling, no less. The rig also included two
256MB XFX GeForce 7800GTs and two
80GB Seagate Barracudas in a striped array.

The front panel has four 5.25-inch bays
(two filled) thanks to an optical drive and a
removable hard drive cage. Overdrive says
the drive cage lets users remove a bad hard
drive and return it for a new drive without
shipping the whole system. Although we
love this feature in Overdrive’s Torque.SLI
(which has a drive), we don’t see any reason
to expect a customer to finish what the
builder started. Use it or lose it, say we.

The front panel also includes two USB
2.0 ports and a media/floppy reader. Inside
the chassis Overdrive lined almost all of 
the Lian-Li PC-6070’s edges with molded
rubber, saving you from the time-honored
tradition of feeding a little blood to your
hungry rig during upgrades. 

Polywell Poly 939N4SLI-4400
The Poly 939N4SLI-4400’s chassis won’t
stop you in your tracks; it’s a small, black
case with a purple front panel. But what
the rig lacks in style, it certainly makes
up for in power and features. The system
didn’t quite top the Gemini.SLI’s 3D-
Mark05 score (the Polywell posted an
11490 there), and it barely topped the
Gemini.SLI’s PCMark05 score with a
6189, but this is a more well-rounded
family computer.

The 939N4SLI-4400’s front panel has a
Sony DW-Q28A DVD+RW dual-layer
drive and Sony CRX320E, plus two empty
5.25-inch drives. The media/floppy reader
leaves one 3.5-inch bay free.

Polywell pumped up the family friend-
liness factor by installing a Win-
Fast TV Tuner and adding gobs of hard
drive space via a 250GB Hitachi drive
and two 74GB Western Digital Raptors
(10,000rpm in a striped array). The sys-
tem also has two 256MB Evga Nvidia
GeForce 7800GTs. Unfortunately, Poly-
well opted for WinXP Pro; we were sur-
prised it didn’t install WinXP MCE,
however. We like the 600W Seasonic
PSU, but Polywell didn’t sheath the
PSU’s cables; it did use the occasional
cable tie for a reasonably open airflow,
but you’ll be glad the system doesn’t have
a window. 

Specs: 2.4GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 4000+
@ 2.73GHz, 256MB Maingear Viper
Nvidia GeForce 7800 GTX, 1GB Mushkin
XP4400 DDR500 RAM, 250GB Western
Digital WD250 (x2; RAID-0), NEC ND-
3540A DVD+RW Dual Layer, Creative
Labs Sound Blaster X-Fi, integrated
Gigabit LAN, WinXP Pro

Specs: 2GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 3800+
@ 2.6GHz, Asus A8N-SLI Premium,
256MB XFX Nvidia GeForce 7800GT (x2
SLI), 80GB Seagate Barracuda 7,200rpm
(x2; RAID-0), Sony DW-Q28A DVD+RW
Dual Layer, integrated sound and Gigabit
LAN, WinXP Pro

Specs: 2.2GHz Athlon 64 X2 4400+ @
2.42GHz, Poly939n4 SLI, 256MB Evga
GeForce 7800GT (x2 SLI), 1GB Super-
Talent D32PB12C25 DDR400, 250GB
Hitachi 14R9464SATA 7,200rpm, 74GB
Western Digital Raptor 10,000rpm (x2;
RAID-0), integrated sound and Gigabit
LAN, WinFast TV Tuner, WinXP Pro

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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Monitor Madness
Ready to toss out that clunky CRT? Flat panels are more than just technologically hip;
they’re space-saving wonders that’ll change your perspective on computing. Today,
they aren’t much more expensive than old-school CRTs. If you plan to put the computer
in your living room, consider LCD TVs. A standard TV won’t have much trouble with the
Media Center portion of WinXP MCE, but if you’ve never viewed the WinXP Desktop on
a TV, spare yourself the misery. LCD TVs handle the WinXP Desktop and Media Center
portion well, making them great companions for media center computers. Read on to
learn more about two monitors we’ve previously reviewed (Dell and WinBook) and two
we have our eyes on (BenQ and ViewSonic).  ▲

s p o t l i g h t

WinBook PowerSpec LC30D
www.winbook.com 
This HDTV-ready LCD TV costs a
mere $799 after a $100 mail-in
rebate. The 30-inch wide-screen dis-
play has a fairly slow 25ms response
time, but at less than $800 it’s a steal.
If you want more screen real estate,
check out the monitor’s big brother.
The LC32 has a 32-inch display. Both
monitors sport built-in speakers.

Dell UltraSharp 2405FPW
www.dell.com 
Sure, this monitor will set you back $1,199, but
this 24-inch LCD offers plenty of display real
estate, in a wide-screen format, no less. The
monitor has a slew of inputs, including compo-
nent, composite, and S-Video, and it also boasts
a media reader. Then again, if you buy one of
the systems from our roundup, you’ll probably
already have a media reader. 

ViewSonic VX922
www.viewsonic.com 

Everyone appreciates monitors that have low response
times, as the faster response times reduce ghosting and

other problems when you view moving graphics. Serious
gamers may want to check out ViewSonic’s brand-new $499

VX922, which features a 2ms response time on a 19-inch 
display, besting the $469 VX924’s response time by 1ms. 

BenQ FP202W
www.benq.us

We haven’t seen the FP202W up close and personal, but
we’d certainly like to. The 20-inch wide-screen display looks

like the sort of monitor that’ll handle movies and video
games without any trouble. The display boasts an 8ms

response time and supports the VESA (Video Electronics
Standards Association) wall-mounting standard.

Gamepro 4600+
$1,995
SYS
www.sys.com 
● ● ● ● 

SYS Gamepro 4600+
If you like tasteful bling, you’ll get a kick
out the Gamepro 4600+’s chassis. The front
door, which covers the entire front panel,
sports a lighted display that provides system
temps, fan speeds, and the date and time.
Instead of a window, the side panel has a
massive, circular vent that gives the case a
subwoofer look. You’ll find a FireWire port,
two USB 2.0 ports, and audio ports at the
top. The front panel has five 5.25-inch bays,
three housing two optical drives and a CPU
fan-speed controller. A media/floppy reader
fills one of the two 3.5-inch bays. 

Inside is a 2.4GHz Athlon 64 X2 4600+
dual-core CPU, 256MB Gigabyte Nvidia
GeForce GT video card, and two 250GB
Western Digital hard drives (RAID-0).

The 4600+ scores points for expand-
ability; the Gigabyte GA-K8N Pro-SLI
mobo provides a second x16 PCI-E slot to
let gamers add a second video card, and the
hard drive cage supports a third hard drive.
Unfortunately, you’ll need to slice some
cable ties before you can slide the drive in.
Speaking of cable ties, SYS used a couple to
tie the unused PSU cords in a huge knot
that hangs inside the case—resist the temp-
tation to put a window in that side panel.

The system’s benchmarks put it squarely
between the mainstream PCs and the other
boutiques: 5053 in 3DMark05, 5536 in
PCMark05, and a solid 66.2fps in Doom 3.

Specs: 2.47GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2
4600+, Gigabyte GA-K8N Pro-SLI, 256MB
Gigabyte GVNX68T25DH Nvidia 6800GT,
1GB PC4000 DDR RAM, 250GB Western
Digital WD2500JS 7,200rpm (x2; RAID-
0), Gigabyte GOW1623A DVD+RW Dual
Layer; Gigabyte GOB5232AB CD-RW,
integrated sound and LAN, WinXP Pro
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Gamer Ultra 8900
$1,499
CyberPower
www.cyberpower
system.com
● ● ● 

DX300 X
$1,259
Gateway
www.gateway.com
● ● ● ●

Media Center
m7260n
Photosmart PC
$1,169.99 (after
$50 mail-in rebate)
HP
www.hp.com
● ● ● ● ●

Gateway DX300 X
Gateway has always had a sense of style, but
its new chassis are its most stylish boxes yet.
The chrome-and-black case is squat and
doesn’t offer much room for upgradeability,
but Gateway milked the front panel for all it
was worth. Thanks to the media reader, two
USB 2.0 ports, two FireWire ports, and
headphone and mic ports, you can handle
all your media and peripheral needs without
reaching around to the system’s back. 

Upgrade options are slim, but you can
add another hard drive to the 250GB
Western Digital WD2500JS SATA and add
additional memory to give the rig more
muscle. We doubt you’ll need to beef it up
anytime soon, though, as the capacious hard
drive ought to handle even large families.
We liked the DX300 X’s 2.8GHz Pentium
D 820. The dual-core CPU will let you surf
the Web without much trouble while you’re
compressing files. The 128MB Nvidia
GeForce 6200 handles light gaming duties,
but it won’t wow hard-core gamers. But
we’re after a system that’ll please the entire
family, not just the gamer. The DX300 X
also scores with its integrated 10/100 LAN
port and a modem add-on card.

Gateway found a solid balance between
work and play. You can manage your
entertainment data, complete CPU-inten-
sive tasks, and game without throwing the
DX300 X for a loop. 

HP Media Center m7260n Photosmart PC
The first thing we noticed about the
m7260n was its TV tuner. The add-on
card and WinXP MCE let you listen to
radio shows and record TV directly to your
computer. We didn’t expect this in a bud-
get system that also features a dual-core
processor (a 3GHz Intel Pentium D 830).

The front panel did check our enthusi-
asm a little, as one 5.25-inch bay was
empty, supporting only HP’s Personal
Media Drive. If you buy the optional drive,
you can take your music and pictures with
you and access them from other computers.
But you can do that with other external 
drives, too. We don’t like when builders
waste space on optional components avail-
able only through them. That said, the
panel has other great features, including
component video ports and a media reader.

The ATI Radeon X300 SE isn’t a heavy-
duty card (it scored 1109 in 3DMark05),
but it will handle kids’ games. We wouldn’t
recommend the system to Doom 3 fans (the
game was choppy), but if you upgrade to a
better card down the road, you can reach
the card easily. The video card is about the
only component inside you can quickly
access, though. To swap out the 300GB
Seagate Barracuda hard drive, for example,
you must squeeze it past the Personal Media
Drive bay. The Pavilion also was last in
PCMark05 with a still-respectable 3406.

Specs: 2.2GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2
4200+, Asus A8N32-SLI Deluxe,
256MB XFX Nvidia GeForce 7800 GT
(x2, SLI), 1GB Corsair TwinXP PC3200
RAM, 200GB Maxtor 6L200S0
7,200rpm, integrated sound and
Gigabit LAN, 802.11g Foxconn Wi-Fi
card, WinXP Home

Specs: 2.8GHz Intel Pentium D 820,
Gateway Intel 945G motherboard,
128MB Nvidia GeForce 6200, 1GB
533MHz DDR2 RAM , 250GB Western
Digital WD2500JS 7,200rpm,
Integrated sound and LAN, modem,
WinXP Home

Specs: 3GHz Intel Pentium D 830,
128MB ATI Radeon X300 SE, 1GB 
PC2-3200 DDR2 RAM, 300GB Seagate
Barracuda 7,200rpm, Asus DVD-
E616P3H DVD-ROM, HP 840b
DVD+RW With LightScribe, integrated
sound and LAN, WinFast TV Tuner,
modem, WinXP MCE

CyberPower Gamer Ultra 8900
Our jaws dropped when we saw the flashy
Gamer Ultra 8900, which boasts some
serious muscle. CyberPower stuck to our
dual-core requirement with a 2.2GHz
AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+, but instead of
investing in other family-friendly compo-
nents, it sank the rest of its $1,500 budget
into powerful gaming gear. In particular,
CyberPower added two 256MB XFX
Nvidia GeForce 7800 GT video cards that
plug into an Asus A8N32-SLI Deluxe
mobo (dual x16 video card slots included)
in an SLI configuration.

CyberPower also selected a roomy
200GB Maxtor 6L200S0 drive, Pioneer
DVR-110 dual-layer DVD+RW, and a
whopping 535W Enermax Whisper II
EG565P-VE PSU. The system includes
an 802.11g wireless add-on card and inte-
grated Gigabit LAN, but it doesn’t have a
modem, so dial-up users will need to
install one.

Not surprisingly, the 8900 slaughtered
the competition in 3DMark05, scoring
10093—3549 points higher than iBuy-
power’s second-place offering. The 8900
also placed first in PCMark05 with a 5468
score. The system is a solid budget gamer,
but CyberPower completely missed the
mark on the home-use front. Those looking
for a living room computer will prefer the
HP Pavilion m7260n.

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
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Dream 2006
$1,495
iBuypower
www.ibuypower.com
● ● ● 

PowerSpec 9130
$1,289.99
WinBook
www.winbook.com
● ● ● ●

iBuypower Dream 2006
The Dream 2006 slid in just $5 under our
$1,500 limit due to its gaming gear and
speedy 3.2GHz Pentium D 840. iBuy-
power passed on some of its more flashy
cases in favor of a family-friendly black-
and-chrome chassis sporting a crystal-clear
side window. The front panel has a blue
backlit temperature gauge and door cover-
ing the two optical drives. We were disap-
pointed the 2006 had a floppy drive instead
of a media card reader. With digicams and
MP3 players floating around houses today,
most families need a media reader more
than a floppy drive. The front panel’s three
free 5.25-inch bays give you ample room to
add one, though, a luxury other systems in
this category lacked.

Inside, the system boasts a 256MB
Evga Nvidia GeForce 7800GT, which
played a huge role in the system’s whop-
ping 6544 3DMark05 score. If you have
gamers in the family, keep this system in
mind. The 250GB Maxtor hard drive
offers plenty of space, and you can add
up to three more hard drives via the
roomy drive cage.

Despite the rig’s power, we suspect kids
will like this system more than parents.
iBuypower leaned so heavily toward gam-
ing that it missed some opportunities
(media reader, modem, WinXP MCE,
and TV tuner) to round out the system.

WinBook PowerSpec 9130
This squat system is solid home-office 
computer, but parents will probably 
enjoy it more than their kids will. The
PowerSpec 9130’s front panel has TSST
TS-H552U DVD+RW and TSST SH-
D162C DVD-ROM drives, plus media
card reader, two USB 2.0 ports, and mic
and headphone ports. Unfortunately, the
front panel doesn’t have any empty bays.
(Don’t let the extra 3.5-inch bay panel fool
you; a hard drive sits behind it.)

The PowerSpec 9130 has a 3GHz Intel
Pentium D 830 processor, 1GB of Spec-
tek DDR2-533 memory (two 512MB
DIMMs), and two 200GB Western Dig-
ital Caviar hard drives. There is also an
Evga Nvidia GeForce 6600 video card that
can handle some light gaming; it posted 
a solid 4079 in PCMark05. We like the
modem and ample hard drive space. 

The system isn’t very expandable. You
can’t add additional drives, as the chassis
lacks a hard drive cage. We were surprised
to see one hard drive sits parallel to the
front panel. A plastic funnel (which
swings open when you need to perform
system maintenance) lets the Cooler
Master CPU heatsink fan suck air into
the system, while a 92mm fan at the back
expels warm air. Despite the fans the
PowerSpec 9130 is a little noisy; you
won’t want to place it near your TV.

Specs: 3.2GHz Intel Pentium D 840, MSI
945P Platinum, 256MB Evga Nvidia
GeForce 7800GT, 1GB Corsair Value-
Select PC5300 DDR2 RAM, 250GB
Maxtor 6B250S0 7,200rpm, Sony
DDU1615 DVD-ROM; Sony DW-Q28A
DVD-RW, integrated sound and Gigabit
LAN, WinXP Home

Specs: 3GHz Intel Pentium D 830, Biostar
I945G-M7, 256MB Evga Nvidia GeForce
6600, 1GB Spectek PD64M6416U26AD2F-
37E DDR2-533 RAM, 200GB Western
Digital Caviar 7,200rpm (x2), TSST TS-
H552U DVD+RW Dual Layer, TSST SH-
D162C DVD-ROM, integrated sound and
LAN, modem, WinXP Pro
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System Dell Gateway HP Pavilion Maingear Overdrive PC Polywell Poly SYS Game-
XPS 400 FX400 X d4100e Prelude Gemini.SLI 939N4SLI-4400 pro 4600+

3DMark05 3067 failed 2926 8763 11974 11490 5053

PCMark05 4822 4952 4620 Failed 6181 6189 5536

CPU 5248 4924 4433 Failed 5313 4887 5021

Memory 3941 3851 3891 Failed 4485 4450 3949

Graphics 3344 4410 3519 Failed 6819 5893 4346

HDD 6779 5252 4811 Failed 6539 7210 6817

Dr. DivX 8:59 9:22 11:01 9:16 8:17 8:56 9:06
(minutes:seconds)

WinRAR (min:sec) 5:24 5:13 5:40 3:21 3:44 3:33 4:14

WinRAR & Dr. DivX 10:02/6:52 9:52/6:35 10:10/6:26 10:31/4:26 8:37/4:50 9:09/4:40 9:34/5:35
(min:sec)

Doom 3 48.6 59 48.8 89.5 102.7 86.6 66.2
(1,280 x 1,024) (fps)

Doom 3 (1,280 x 28.7 49.3 30.4 74.3 109.5 66 48.2
1,024, High 4XAA)

Final Word A great home- Has muscle  Add to this  For a  For the A strong, Can handle  
use rig and a nice configuration gaming gamer who's  family- home-office  

sound card when design- enthusiast, been really,  friendly rig tasks and  
ing your own not an really good plenty of 
rig online entertain- this year gaming 

ment buff goodness

CPU Rating 4 4 3 3.5 4.5 4.5 3.5

We rated each system according to its features and performance for its
category, which means you’ll see some Budget PCs that have the same

CPU rating as the more powerful Midrange PCs and Dream PCs. The
following shows how each system performed in our benchmark tests. 

System Alienware Axcelerate PC Falcon NW Monarch Nemesis Overdrive PC Voodoo 
Aurora ALX X2 AMD SLI Mach V X2 4800+ Custom Gaming Torque.SLI OMEN

Desktop w/SLI

3DMark05 12879 12725 12209 12571 13770 13189

PCMark05 5016 5184 6471 6237 5455 5588

CPU 4146 4563 5493 4916 4336 4326

Memory 4327 4627 4397 4300 5327 4711

Graphics 6377 6536 6216 6856 7021 7842

HDD 6875 5588 7190 6998 9301 8399

Dr. DivX 9:13 8:32 8:04 8:48 8:32 8:44
(minutes:seconds)

WinRAR (min:sec) 3:31 3:12 3:41 3:36 3:04 3:13

WinRAR & Dr. DivX 12:17/12:55 10:59/11:53 8:42/6:06 9:04/4:37 11:12/11:36 11:21/11:46
(min:sec)

Doom 3 101.7 103.4 102.4 109.2 114 97.2
(1,280 x 1,024) (fps)

Doom 3 (1,280 x 94.1 104 69.6 107.3 104.5 97.6
1,024, High 4XAA)

Final Word A solid, luxury Plenty of   For the gamer  Offers real  This one and  Placing the 
gaming system muscle but  who likes to  bang for the  the Voodoo OMEN under 

not enough dabble with buck Omen sit atop a desk should 
luxury photos, music, our list of be a crime

and video gaming rigs

CPU Rating 4 3 4 4 4.5 4.5

Tested & Benched
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We kicked off each system’s test by running several bench-
marks, including Futuremark’s popular 3DMark05 and
PCMark05 benchmark applications. The former ran graphics
tests that let us compare the rig’s 3D performance with other
systems. The PC’s video cards play a large role in this bench-
mark, but other components can help or hinder the system
(particularly the CPU). PCMark05 tests a PC’s ability to handle
basic office tasks and offers individual scores for the CPU, hard
drive, memory, and video cards, as well as an overall score.

These benchmarks can only approximate the system’s
real-world performance, so we also encoded a video with a
real application (Dr. DivX) and compressed a folder with
500MB of assorted files in WinRAR. We also ran Doom 3’s
built-in demo. Finally, we used the systems. If the PC installed
programs particularly slowly or if games appeared choppy,
we included our observations in the review.

Each of our categories targets a different user type, so
although we ran the same benchmarks on every system, we
weighed the benchmarks (and the features) differently in
each category. We focused on gaming benchmarks and fea-
tures when we tested Dream PCs, for example, as the
builders target these at gamers.

Midrange PCs handle a variety of tasks, including email,
Web surfing, office applications, gaming, and (in some cases)
movies and movie editing, so we pay particular attention to
PCMark05 and our Dr. DivX and WinRAR tests.

We wrapped up each review by assigning a CPU rating.
Five CPUs indicate a perfect system, while 2.5 CPUs indicate
an average PC. Zero CPUs indicate a worthless system. Few
review units ever reach either end of the scale. ▲

How We Tested

System CyberPower Gateway HP Media Center iBuypower WinBook 
Gamer Ultra 8900 DX300 X m7260n Dream 2006 PowerSpec 9130

3DMark05 10093 1098 1109 6544 2070

PCMark05 5468 3486 3406 5274 4079

CPU 4503 4599 4768 5081 4781

Memory 3738 3693 3592 3973 3988

Graphics 6025 1358 1224 5219 2106

HDD 4954 5018 5027 4962 4490

Dr. DivX 
(minutes:seconds) 9:42 9:57 9:50 9:02 9:33

WinRAR (min:sec) 4:15 5:42 4:52 5:15 5:13

WinRAR & Dr. DivX 
(min:sec) 10:15/5:23 10:34/7:27 10:19/6:19 9:47/6:45 10:03/7:00

Doom 3 
(1,280 x 1,024) (fps) 73.8 8.3 8.8 64.7 30.2

Doom 3 (1,280 x 
1,024, High 4XAA) 76.6 1.3 4.6 55.1 14.2

Final Word For an inexpensive Low scores An excellent Not for the A solid home-
gamer, check but a capable, living room or office or living office system
this one out user-friendly rig home-office PC room for the 

gamer in the family

CPU Rating 3 4 4.5 3 4

s p o t l i g h t

Doom 3 includes a spectacular
graphics engine that makes the
confines of Mars City truly
creepy. The game includes a
demo that lets users test their
system’s performance.

3DMark05 runs the system
through several graphically
intense demos that resemble
games. (In fact, you’ll probably
wish that some demos were
games.) If you haven’t seen 
this benchmark before, down-
load the free version from
Futuremark, kick back, and
enjoy the ride.

Futuremark’s PCMark05 runs
individual tests that stress 
specific components. The HDD
(hard disk drive) benchmark,
for example, tests the system’s 
ability to quickly write files, load
applications, and start Windows
XP. You can download a free,
streamlined version at
www.futuremark.com. 
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on’t you just love
how quickly technol-

ogy advances? Stun-
ning games such as

F.E.A.R wouldn’t have
been possible with hard-

ware from two years ago. 
The 500GB, 3Gbps SATA hard 

drives out right now are twice the
size of 2003’s heavyweights. And the

progress just keeps marching on in the
form of parallel processors, more pixel
pipelines, denser memory, and power 
supplies beefy enough to dim the lights
when you flick them on.

But maybe you’re not that excited
about change. After all, PCI Express nixed
many an upgrade plan. So did Intel’s
move to the inside-out LGA775 socket
interface. Oh, and if you want full func-
tionality from one of those behemoth hard
drives, you’ll need a new motherboard
supporting all of the bells and whistles. 

Without the lowdown on today’s top
technologies, your next upgrade may very
well spark a deafening cash-drawer cho-
rus. It’s so much easier to just do a little
homework and buy the components with
some serious staying power.

Processors
Crunching numbers or lifelike AI, a beefy
processor will make your machine fly.
Physics and folding—media encoding, too;
the magic number for execution cores is two.

When it comes to buying for the
future, your best bet is to let go of clock
speed ambitions and hop on the dual-core
bandwagon. Yes, even you hardcore
gamers lusting after Athlon 64 FX proces-
sors. The fact of the matter is that today’s
most demanding single-threaded applica-
tions are games and the most stressful
titles tax graphics cards, not processors.

Moving forward, an increasing number
of games are expected to utilize the bene-
fits of multicore processors, complement-
ing the media encoding apps that already
run faster thanks to threading. For the
uninitiated, a multithreaded piece of soft-
ware is able to identify and utilize parallel
execution resources, be they physical in a
dual-core setup or logical in the case of
Intel’s Hyper-Threading technology. And
now that the hardware is in place, it’s only
a matter of time before software follows.
According to Dave Salvator, worldwide

Dual-core processors currently represent the cutting edge of technology,
but expect single-core models to persist for some time still.

Intel’s Pentium 4 adds value through extra features 
such as 64-bit processing, EIST (a power-saving feature),
Hyper-Threading, and SSE3. 
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pin-compatible with standard DDR) 
to realize faster clock speeds. DDR2 
sacrifices the aggressive latencies com-
mon to vanilla DDR, but with a ceiling
of 667MHz on Intel’s 955X chipset,
DDR2 memory enjoys a measurable
throughput advantage. 

Officially, Intel’s most advanced chipset
supports DDR2-667, while AMD tops
out with DDR400. However, both manu-
facturers accommodate slower memory
standards for tighter budgets, as well.
You’ll also find a number of motherboard
vendors boasting higher, nonstandard set-
tings added with enthusiasts in mind. As a
result, the memory market is awash with
speeds and feeds—not all of them regulat-
ed. Be wary while shopping for memory
upgrades. Compare specs to ensure inter-
operability. And as a general rule, 512MB
of capacity (2 x 256MB if you’re using a
dual-channel motherboard) should be
your minimum. Stepping up to 1GB is
highly suggested, and 2GB is gravy, baby.

Video Cards
When it comes time to play, performance is
king. Buy a cutting-edge graphics card for
frame rates that sing. But be on the lookout;
you’ll do more than game. You’ll also want
a board with video-quality fame.

You’ll wade through a lot of marketing
hogwash in the search for a perfect vid-
eo card. Some of the terms convey very
little about the technology in question.
What does CineFX or Avivo mean to 
the mainstream customer, anyway? Other 
specifications, such as vertex engines and
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client capabilities evangelist for Intel,
innovation will surface on several fronts.

“Intel has led the move toward desktop
multicore CPU designs. Recognizing the
inherent advantages of multicore designs,
both major next-generation game consoles
will also implement multicore architectures,
and threaded game engines will thrive in
these new environments. Completing the
circle, much of that threaded gaming good-
ness will also find its way into PC games
starting next year,” says Salvator.

You’ll want to look at a couple of other
important points before making that
upgrade decision. Both Intel and AMD
are throwing value-added extras at their
respective architectures: features such as
Cool’n’Quiet, SSE3, EIST, EM64T,
Enhanced Virus Protection, and so on.
Take a good look at those freebies before
committing; for example, weigh the heat
output benefits of EIST against the cost
savings of an older model without it. 

Are there any excuses left for buying
single-core processors? Cost is still a viable
out. So is platform preservation. Perhaps
you’re running a still-modern 875P moth-
erboard, GeForce 6800 Ultra graphics
card, and 2.53GHz Pentium 4. Dropping
a 3.4GHz chip into that system will cost
far less than buying a new motherboard,
processor, and high-end graphics card,
even if you do lose dual-core. 

Memory
When it comes to RAM, there’s no such thing
as enough. After all, it’s the high-speed stash
where your system temporarily stores stuff.

Buying memory is a little easier be-
cause standards stick around, even as
processor designs change. With that said,
AMD and Intel are still at odds when it

comes to the most efficient memory tech-
nology. What the two can agree on, how-
ever, is that more capacity is a good thing,
and lower memory timings rule.

System memory, the repository sitting in
between your smoking-fast processor and
ultra-large (but comparatively slower) hard
drive, holds programs and information 
that your PC currently uses. Naturally,
more memory lets you run more programs
(or more intensive programs, as the case
may be) while minimizing the impact on
performance. Timings loosely define how
efficient a given memory module operates.
Lower timing indicates faster performance,
but often at the expense of stability. So 
the key is to buy as much capacity as you 
can afford, balancing aggressive timing
against optimal reliability. 

Clock speed is the other variable weigh-
ing in on your memory performance. And
that’s where AMD and Intel diverge. You
see, AMD’s Athlon 64 features a built-in
DDR memory controller able to handle

speeds of up to 400MHz. The
processor architecture is opti-
mized for low latencies,
though, so although DDR isn’t
the fastest technology around,
it reportedly enables more real-
world throughput than DDR2.

Intel, on the other hand,
advocates the virtues of 
bandwidth. It leverages
DDR2 memory modules
(which, incidentally, aren’t 

When you’re buying memory, look for the fastest frequencies, lowest
latencies, and largest capacities you can afford.

Beyond 3D performance,
shop for a video card that
accommodates your display
devices. If you’re running
dual flat-panels, a pair of DVI
outputs is preferable.

Shopping for the right 3D accelerator can 
get confusing with so many models out
there. Do some homework, compare 
performance numbers, and buy within a 
set budget because there’s always a better
card available for just $49 more.
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pixel shading pipelines, do a slightly bet-
ter job suggesting the performance you
can expect from a card. But at the end of
the day, real-world benchmark numbers
are what matters. 

That’s not quite the whole story,
though. In addition to all of those speed-
oriented specifications, you must also
consider the flip side of the coin: image
quality. Both ATI and Nvidia walk a fine
line in optimizing their software drivers
for peak performance while maintaining a
good picture. Extra eye candy, such as
antialiasing and anisotropic filtering, fur-
ther improve the way games look. And so
the two most influential graphics hard-
ware companies balance their time be-
tween sharper images and raw speed.

There are two other important points to
consider during a graphics upgrade: video
playback and display output support.
Modern video cards increasingly dedicate
logic to offloading video tasks—good thing
too, since the H.264 codec HD-DVD 
and Blu-ray use eats up lots of processing
power. As they stand, ATI and Nvidia
both accelerate MPEG-2, WMV 9,
and WMV HD playback. ATI
also claims significant
H.264 offloading,
though its cur-
rent software does
not yet enable 
the feature. 

Finally, there’s the
issue of display output.
LCDs are quickly displacing old
CRTs. That extra desktop space frees

power users to add a second monitor (or
even third, Mr. Moneybags). It’s therefore
important to buy a card with the connec-
tions you need for your devices. If you own
a pair of digital flat panels, dual DVI out-
puts are a must. Many cards offer compo-
nent output, easily interfacing with hi-def
TVs in a home-theater environment. Or, if
you’re partial to the finer things in life and
own Apple’s 30-inch Cinema Display,
you’ll need a dual-link DVI output. 

Motherboards
True glamour favors processors, video cards,
and sound. Motherboards are where stabili-
ty and value are found.  

Before ever venturing out into the world
of CPUs and high-end 3D accelerators,
your motherboard will determine what you
can or can’t do. Much of that functionality
comes from the board’s nervous system, its
chipset. Upgrading to a dual-core Pentium
D? Make sure your chipset supports it first.
Want to run an SLI graphics configuration?
Not without compatible core logic.

Beyond dictating your processor and
memory options, chipsets also lay the
foundation for peripheral connectivity.
You could expect an Intel 875P-based
motherboard to support AGP graphics;
meanwhile, the 955X proffers PCI-E
exclusively. Step back in time three or four
years, and a chipset might have boasted 
a 10/100 Ethernet interface. Now you’ll
find integrated Gigabit, multichannel
Serial ATA with RAID, and high-defini-
tion audio, all built-in and ready to roll.
That’s the beauty of integration. 

A good motherboard is only partially
dependant on its hardware package. The
real enthusiast offerings add well-written
BIOS configuration routines, allowing
generous customization.Frequency and
voltage settings are both must-haves if
you’re into tinkering with performance.
Highly granular settings let you really
dial-in the best combination of ratios,
multipliers, and power. The caveat, of
course, is that by running a motherboard
and processor at nonstandard settings,
hardware manufacturers are at liberty to
invalidate your warranty. 

Storage
You need space for your creations. Hard
drives store that information. And don’t
forget backup; digital memories can’t
always be replaced if your magnetic reposi-
tory accidentally gets erased.

The storage world doesn’t move in leaps
and bounds. It prods along, maturing over
time. 120GB drives give way to 160GB,
which in turn morph into 200GB,
250GB, 300GB, and beyond. Things have
been moving faster as of late, though, and
buying the wrong hardware could prema-
turely put you behind the pack.

SATA technology, which started ship-
ping nearly three years ago, is on the last
leg of its second evolution. It debuted
with a peak signaling rate of 1.5Gbps (a
modest gain vs. the outbound parallel
interface) and a neater cabling scheme.
There was little else driving a shift to
SATA at the time. Today’s SATA infra-
structure is scattered with optional extras
and consequently much more interesting.
Slowly but surely, the relevant chipset and
hard drive manufacturers have updated
their hardware in kind. But not all prod-
ucts are created equal.

Perhaps the most visible capability is a
3Gbps signaling rate. Most modern chip-
sets recognize it (with the notable exception
of VIA, which still isn’t shipping its
VT8251 southbridge), and all of the drive
vendors do, too. Ironically, that seemingly
drastic speed increase is a tad deceiving.
You see, the mechanical limitations of
today’s drives keep them from transferring
more than 65 or 70MBps consistently. So
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A solid motherboard design combines an 
intuitive layout with flawless stability, good
performance, and a flexible BIOS.

Pay careful attention to the storage features
your motherboard and hard drive 

support. You’ll want a new drive
to come with 3Gbps 

support and NCQ, 
at least.
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taxing a 3Gbps connection would require
four or five attached drives operating at full
stride. Even with a RAID array, it’s doubt-
ful you’d ever see such intensive transfers.
Thus, the 3Gbps rate makes good market-
ing fodder more than anything.

Some of the other next-generation tech-
nologies include NCQ, hot plug, staggered
spin-up, and ClickConnect connectors.
But not all of these features are relevant 
to power users. Bear in mind, however,
that some hard drive manufacturers still
lack the important speed-enhancers. When
you’re shopping for a new SATA hard
drive, compare capacity, cache, additional
features (such as 3Gbps and NCQ), war-
ranty, acoustics, and platform compatibili-
ty. (Your motherboard must recognize
each SATA feature in order for it to work.)

Then there’s the issue of backup for your
massive data vault. Power and mainstream
users alike should protect their valuable files
on a daily basis, and the easiest way to
accommodate a massive 400GB or 500GB
drive is with a similarly large external hard
drive. Most existing products communicate
over USB or FireWire. Keep an eye out for

eSATA drives, though,
leveraging full SATA

transfer speeds in an external
form factor. 

Audio
High-quality sound is important today. It
really shines through in the games that 
you play. Music and movies are also affect-
ed; just wait until you experience seven
speakers connected.

Your stance on audio will probably
depend on your upgrade budget. With
Intel making high-quality HD Audio
available as an integrated feature, you can
technically get terrific sound for pennies.
But then again, that’s a software solution
powered by valuable CPU cycles. 

Surprisingly, Creative Labs is the only
game in town selling hardware-accelerat-
ed sound. Its newest creation, X-Fi, rep-
resents the uppermost echelon of audio
processing. And although few games are
currently utilizing the board’s potential,
Creative has a knack for drumming up
support amongst software developers. 

If you want to experience a game the
way its software developer intend-
ed, you’ll also need a quality play-
back device. Headphones work

well, as do stereo desktop speakers.
However, you’d be hard-pressed to beat
a true surround system. Creative sells
one of the best 7.1-channel multimedia
setups, while Logitech is a real winner at
the 5.1-channel level.

Buttoning Up
Planning a long-lasting upgrade is

tricky business, especially when you start
with aged equipment. Build a little elas-
ticity into your budget, though, and
you’ll soon be tearing through games,
video projects, and Photoshop creations. 

Unfortunately, there’s no foolproof way
to protect against processor interface
changes or major leaps in graphics tech-
nology. But by buying a dual-core CPU, a
DirectX 9.0c video card with Shader
Model 3.0 support, plenty of storage, and
a solid motherboard, you’re almost guar-
anteed to get awesome performance from
the software out now, in addition to what-
ever emerges in the next year or so.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

s p o t l i g h t

So you’ve tossed that old Athlon for a dual-core X2, simultaneously
ditching your GeForce 4 MX in favor of a 6800 GT. Not bad at all.
Believe it or not, though, you can go even faster without much extra
effort. Just bear in mind that tweaking hardware can be dangerous
and will likely void warranties throughout your PC.

The first place to turn for plenty of knobs and dials is your
motherboard’s BIOS. Each configuration utility is laid out differ-
ently, but the most highly regarded boards grant you access to
processor speeds, memory ratios, and bus settings. Adding a bit
of voltage often helps improve signal integrity, though it also gen-
erates more heat. Here’s a hint: If you plan on going hog wild with
your “adjustments,” invest in beefier cooling to compensate. 

By default, your motherboard will read programmed timing val-
ues from whichever memory modules you’ve installed. Those val-
ues may be overly conservative. Thus, it’s possible to procure even
more performance by tightening up those settings through the
BIOS. For example, Corsair’s TWIN2X1024A-5400UL DDR2 kit
rates at speeds of 675MHz and 3-3-2-8 timings. But for compati-
bility reasons, they default to 4-4-4-15. Tweak ’em up manually,
and you’ll see performance leap. 

Finally, do some homework on graphics card overclocking.
RivaTuner (www.guru3d.com/rivatuner/) and PowerStrip (www
.entechtaiwan.com) are both excellent Windows-based utilities for
playing with core and memory bus clock speeds.  ▲

Make Your Upgrade Fly

Most of
today’s sound cards
rely on host processing.
Creative Labs is the only company left
selling hardware acceleration for audio.

Picking the right set of
speakers will depend
on how much room

you have. If you can fit
it, a 5.1-channel setup

is great for gaming.
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S o you love the iPod hardware, but
iTunes (and its restrictions) leaves you

feeling cold? There are many alternative
ways to access your iPod and its library, of
course, but perhaps the most complete way
is YamiPod, now at a stable 0.84 beta.

YamiPod essentially removes all restric-
tions from working with your iPod. For
starters there are versions for Linux, Win-
dows, and Mac OS X, and they all work
identically. The versions don’t require 
an installation, and they can live on an
external hard drive, such as (dramatic
pause) . . . an iPod. You might as well
copy all three versions over just in case.

YamiPod looks similar to iTunes with
columns for Artist, Title, and Playlist run-
ning along the top of the screen. Songs that
match filter criteria are listed at the bottom.

What’s special, however, is that YamiPod
can directly copy music files on and off
your iPod, though it won’t decode iTunes
store-bought music to something without
DRM. YamiPod can also find lost music
files, find and remove duplicates, and gen-
erate industry-standard M3U playlists.

Unlike a lot of other iPod “openers,”
YamiPod can also play music directly on
your computer from the iPod without
copying music over to a local drive first.
The app can display song lyrics (if you’ve
linked a lyrics file to a song) and export
song lists to HTML and other formats. If
you have multiple iPods in the family,
YamiPod can handle them all with aplomb.

One thing YamiPod lacks is Apple’s sense
of user friendliness; commands and tools
require some tinkering with before they do

I s your primary complaint about your Web
browser that it only works in one direc-

tion? The folks at Flock, who include some
of the geniuses responsible for Firefox, think
that if this isn’t a complaint now, it will be
soon, and Flock is poised to be your browser
of choice for “Web 2.0.”

What’s Web 2.0? Opinions vary, but the
gist is that it involves two-way communica-
tion, or making connections with other peo-
ple and events online instead of passively
viewing Web pages and reading. There are
countless Firefox extensions that hook the
browser into various “social Webs,” but
Flock is basically a version of Firefox with
the best of the social extensions baked in. 

For example, instead of bookmarks,
Flock puts your favorite sites into your
del.icio.us account, so you can easily share
bookmarks with others. There’s also an

automatic link to your Flickr photo account
for quick blogging. And speaking of blog-
ging, Flock may be the best blogging tool
around if your blog service is compatible
with WordPress, Movable Type, TypePad,
and Blogger. To blog about something you
see in your browser, just highlight the con-
tent, right-click it, and click Blog This. A
WYSIWYG editor appears with the selected
text indented and ready to comment on.
Entries are automatically appended to your
blog as if you had logged in manually and
typed content yourself.

Flock is still early in the beta testing peri-
od, and it shows. Various features are only
partially active, and crashes still occasionally
occur. A bigger problem is that you need to
port most Firefox extensions before they
work in Flock, although some major ones
have already been converted.  ▲

what you want. Still, if you’re interested in
such a free tool, you’re probably a techie,
and you would’ve tinkered anyway.  ▲

Flock 0.49 Beta 

Official product name: Flock
Version # previewed: 0.49 Beta
Publisher: The Flock Project
Developer and URL: The Flock Project;
www.flock.com
ETA: Q2 2006
Why you should care: This could be the
portal into Web 2.0.

by Warren Ernst

l o a d i n g  z o n e

The Bleeding
Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

YamiPod 0.84 beta 

Official product name: YamiPod
Version # previewed: 0.84 beta
Publisher: The YamiPod Project
Developer and URL: The YamiPod Project;
www.yamipod.com
ETA: Q1 2006
Why you should care: Instant access to your
iPod, wherever you go.
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Firefox 1.5 Beta 2
Lurching toward a real 2.0 release, Firefox
1.5 Beta 2 improves auto updating and
accelerates site rendering, plus security
fixes abound.

Get it at: www.mozilla.org

Ml_iPod 1.30
This indispensable plug-in for Winamp
lets you access your iPod without iTunes.
The update supports the shuffle, playlists,
and two-way synching and transcodes
incompatible audio files for the iPod.

Get it at: www.mlipod.com

Netscape 8.0.4
Based on Firefox but until now lacking
some of Mozilla’s security fixes, this
Netscape version plugs the holes. Nine
security patches in all bring Netscape 
up-to-speed with Firefox 1.0.7. 

Get it at: www.netscape.com

Opera 9 Technology Preview
Now free to everyone, Opera’s new brows-
er gets the same open:config tool as Firefox
for managing preferences, an enhanced
pop-up blocker to catch more ad types,
reconfigured keyboard shortcuts to match
other browsers, enabled IMAP code, sup-
port for Web Forms 2.0, and much more.

Get it at: www.opera.com

PCMark05 Build 1.1.0
The benchmark tool gets fixes and patches
in this incremental upgrade. The build
squashes bugs and improves stability,
although benchmarks in this version aren’t
comparable with previous versions’ results.

Get it at: www.futuremark.com

Skype 1.4.0.84
Skype issues updates every couple of weeks.
Recent upgrades include such new features
as call forwarding, 21 new emoticons, a
RingToneManager, and API hooks for
more interoperability with other apps.

Get it at: www.skype.com

Skype for Linux 1.2.0.18
Bug fixes in Skype for Linux add to recent
upgrades in call quality, a new “Find in
chat” engine, and fixes for program crashes. 

Get it at: www.skype.com

Spy Sweeper 4.5
A major upgrade to Webroot’s spy killer
gets rootkit removal tools, protection
against drive-by spy installers using ActiveX
installers, a shield against BHO toolbar
installations, a more efficient automated
incremental download of new definitions,
and an interface overhaul.

Get it at: www.webroot.com

The Bat 3.62
The alternative email client now has
message list tabs and improved handling
of HTML message reply\forward func-
tions. The Bat also now sucks less of
your memory.

Get it at: www.ritlabs.com

A more powerful Winamp plug-in for iPods is among our favorite upgrades this
month, as is a major new Spy Sweeper version. ATI and Nvidia enter a dual-card duel
with new and enhanced Crossfire/SLI support in their respective drivers. 

DDrriivveerr  BBaayy
ATI Catalyst 5.10
The new Radeon suite supports Crossfire
and adds screen-rotation keystrokes and
Display control panel enhancements for
adjusting the picture to fit the display and
set HD resolutions. 

Get it at: www.ati.com

Intel Graphics Chipset 14.16.0.4384
The WHQL certified drivers update most
major Intel mobo-based video chipsets,
including the 915G, 855GM desktop, and
915GM and 910 mobile series.

Get it at: www.intel.com

K-Lite Codec Pack (Full) 2.59 Beta 3
These A/V codecs update the Media Player
Classic to the latest version and add several
obscure codecs, plus the latest  XviD, ffd-
show, AC3, and Ogg Vorbis codecs.

Get it at: www.codecguide.com

Nvidia GeForce Go 7800 GTX
ForceWare Release 80
Specifically for this mobile GPU/chipset for
notebooks from eight makers (including
Voodoo, Falcon Northwest, and ABS), the
new WHQL certified suite enhances perfor-
mance on dual-core CPUs, has MPEG-2
de-interlacing support, improves usability
with external HDTVs, and supports
DirectX 9.0c and OpenGL 2.0.

Get it at: www.nvidia.com

Nvidia ForceWare 81.85
The ForceWare driver supports GeForce
models 6600 VE, 6150, and 6100 and lets
you mix and match different vendor cards
for an SLI configuration. Performance under
dual-core CPUs and TV-out/HD-out sup-
port for SLI is included, and there are
MPEG-2 de-interlacing and improved 
connections to HDTV.

Get it at: www.nvidia.com

VIA Hyperion Pro 5.04A
These drivers for VIA chipsets for Win-
dows XP includes the latest versions of
the INF, AGP, IDE, and RAID drivers.

Get it at: www.viaarena.com

by Steve Smith
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The upcoming Opera 9 sports great shrink-to-fit
Web page scaling and enhanced pop-up protection.
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Video-Screen Capturing Programs
Helping Visual Learners

T ry learning how to use a computer
without knowing a thing about it
and without looking at the screen

and then you might understand the sense
of the frustration some people experience
when they attempt to learn how to use a
PC from a book. Ideally these individuals
might prefer someone showing them
what to do. However, because it’s impos-
sible to have an expert around at all
times, experts can do the next best thing
and capture a video of screen activity
using programs called screen cams to
help these visual learners discover how
easy it is to use a computer.

The Video Camera’s Cousin
Screen-cam software acts like a video

camera as it records mouse movements,
keystrokes, and program activity on a
computer screen. So, for example, if you
wanted to show your friend how to cal-
culate 30-year mortgage payments in
Microsoft Excel, the screen-cam pro-
gram would record your mouse move-
ments and keystrokes to demonstrate
what numbers, formulas, and program
commands to use.

Capturing screen images, however, is
the easy part of working with screen-cam
software. Unfortunately, though, captur-
ing flaws is even easier. For instance, you
may click the wrong menu or misspell a
word and need to press the BACKSPACE
key to correct it. Luckily, screen-cam pro-
grams let you edit screen images you cap-
ture to delete unwanted images or add
new images to correct or supplement any
existing ones. You can also display pop-up
windows, called Callouts or AutoText
Captions, which explain what’s happen-
ing on-screen. Also, you can incorporate
video and audio files to enhance your
screen-cam movie. Audio includes back-
ground music or narration, while video
includes a movie of a narrator talking.

Once you finish editing your screen
images, you can save them as a Flash, AVI,
or QuickTime file. (Or some other kind
of file, depending on what program you’re
using; see the “Save Your Screen-Cam
Movie As . . .” sidebar for more info.)

Two Screen-Cam Programs
At the simplest level, screen-cam pro-

grams can capture screen images, edit
them, and package them for distribution
to others. On a more complicated level,
screen-cam programs can create an inter-
active display that poses test questions for
users to answer or displays different
screens based on the user’s choices. Two
popular screen-cam programs on the mar-
ket today are TechSmith’s Camtasia
Studio and Macromedia’s Captivate.

Camtasia Studio 3.0. Camtasia Studio
captures everything exactly as it occurs
on-screen. While you record screen activi-
ty, Camtasia Studio can also capture
video via a Web cam and record audio
through a microphone, so you can

describe what’s happening on-screen.
When you play back your movie, users
can see the screen activity and, in a small-
er window, see the Web cam video play-
ing and hear your narration.

Unfortunately, trying to record screen
activity and talk while keeping your face
in front of a Web cam’s lens can be diffi-
cult. However, Camtasia Studio lets you
record and save screen activity and then
add narration and/or video later so that
you can focus on one task at a time.

Camtasia Studio records all screen
activity as a single movie, so to delete any

r e v i e w s   | s o f t w a r e

Camtasia Studio 3.0
$299 (30-day trial available)
TechSmith
www.techsmith.com

Camtasia Studio stores a movie as a timeline
and displays program commands on the 
left side for one-click access.
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mistakes you’ve made in the film, you
have to split the movie where the mistake
occurs, delete the portion of the clip you
don’t want, and splice the two halves of
the movie together again. Also, you can
speed up portions of your movie, so
rather than making users wait a long time
for a program to load, the sped up por-
tion of the movie makes the program
appear to load right away.

You can also split a movie into parts
and insert transitions or titles. Titles dis-
play text in different sizes, fonts, and
colors, while transitions make the last
image of a screen-cam movie fade into
the beginning of another part of the
movie. To create and format titles,
Camtasia Studio displays a simple text
editor, which includes the ability to add
a background image to your titles. 

Although you can add callouts to direct
a viewer’s attention to a certain part of the
screen in your movie, Camtasia Studio
also offers a unique Zoom-N-Pan feature.
By using these features, you can zoom in
part of the screen, so viewers can see
exactly what you want them to see and
then zoom out to show the whole screen.

If you capture a movie on a desktop but
want to edit it on a laptop, Camtasia

Studio offers an export feature that stores
all of the files that make up a movie (video,
audio, photographs, etc.) in a single com-
pressed ZIP file. When it’s time to edit a
movie stored in a ZIP file, Camtasia Studio
can access the files directly without having
to extract the files from the ZIP file first.
When you’re done editing a movie, you
can save it as a Flash, AVI, QuickTime, or
Windows Media (streaming video) file, or
even as an animated GIF file. (These files
won’t play any sound.)

If you’re familiar with digital video-
editing programs, such as Apple’s iMovie
or Windows MovieMaker, editing screen
movies in Camtasia Studio will seem
familiar because your movie clips are
arranged in a timeline that shows you
their position and running time. Even if
you’re not familiar with video-editing
programs, Camtasia Studio takes a mini-
mal amount of time to learn and use.
You’ll find the hardest part is capturing
your screen activity as perfect as possible
until you get it right.

Macromedia Captivate 1.0. Because
you’ll probably spend less time capturing
a movie and more time editing it ,
Captivate captures your screen activity as
multiple s l ides in which each sl ide
defines a specific activity such as moving
the mouse to open a menu or clicking
choices in a dialog box. 

By dividing a movie into slides, Cap-
tivate makes it easy to delete unnecessary
scenes from a movie. If a program loads
too slowly or you accidentally click the
wrong button or menu, just delete that
particular slide. As an alternative, you can
temporarily hide a slide so it doesn’t play
but still remains part of your movie. If
you later decide you need that particular
slide, you can unhide it and make it reap-
pear in your movie.

As you record your screen activity,
Captivate automatically adds AutoText
Captions that appear wherever you click
the mouse. Although these captions
often contain generic explanations, such
as Click The OK Button, you can
always edit them later.

Besides using captions, you can also
highlight rectangular areas with shading,
which is similar to highlighting text in a
book. For more interactivity, you can also
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Captivate automatically divides a movie
into multiple slides, which appear on the
left side for easy editing.

Captivate 1.0
$499 (30-day trial available)
Macromedia
www.macromedia.com

Because not everyone may know how
to view these different video file 

formats, screen-cam programs can also
bundle your screen movies as self-
running EXE files. The table below 
shows the different file formats that 
two screen-cam programs, Camtasia
Studio and Captivate, can save a 
screen-cam movie as.

Save Your Screen-
Cam Movie As . . .

Camtasia Studio Captivate
Flash (SWF and FLV) Flash (SWF)
QuickTime (MOV) Breeze
AVI EXE (Windows, 

Mac OS X, and Linux)
Windows Media 
(WMV streaming video) HTML
Animated GIF Microsoft Word
EXE (Windows) PocketPC
RealMedia (RM)
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create rollover areas on-screen that cause
text or images to pop-up when the user
moves the mouse over the rollover area.
Such rollover areas give users a chance to
explore a screen image within the guid-
ance of your Captivate movie.

One problem with capturing screen
activity is capturing the movement of the
mouse. Rather than capture the precise
movement of the mouse, Captivate re-
cords the starting and ending point of the
mouse and automatically animates the
mouse pointer to move in either a straight
line or a slightly curved line. By doing this,
Captivate avoids recording irregular mouse
movements that could be distracting such
as the mouse jerking in one direction
before moving in the correct direction. 

By automatically dividing a movie
into slides, creating captions, and dis-
playing smooth mouse movements,
Captivate makes it easy to create pol-
ished screen movies. However, all this
automation comes at a price. For in-
stance, sometimes Captivate displays
captions before the screen image appears.
So when playing back a Captivate movie,
the mouse pointer might move to the
middle of the screen and a caption might
appear that says, Click The OK Button,
even if the OK button doesn’t appear.
Fixing this problem is trivial, but this
type of inaccuracy between the actual
screen activity and the captions Cap-
tivate automatically adds will likely
appear in every movie you capture.

To avoid misspellings in your captions,
Captivate can spell check your captions.
In case you want to capture a single movie
but distribute it in multiple languages,
Captivate can export all of your caption
text and store it in a Microsoft Word doc-
ument. Now you can translate the caption
text individually and import it back into
your movie, essentially creating multilin-
gual versions of a movie without having
to capture the same movie all over again. 

When it’s time to present your movie,
Captivate can save your movie as a SWF
file or as a standalone EXE file that runs on
Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux. To create
handouts from your movie, Captivate can
print your slides in a Microsoft Word doc-
ument. Unfortunately, Captivate won’t

save your movies in other popular video file
formats such as QuickTime or AVI.

Like many programs these days, you
must activate your copy of Captivate either
via the Internet or by phone, which lets
you install the software on two computers
such as a desktop and a laptop. Although
activation is simple, it can still be annoying
because it ties the software to a specific
computer. Furthermore, if you update
your computer, you’ll have to transfer your
license to your new computer.

However, despite these problems, Cap-
tivate makes screen capturing, editing, and
distribution fast and simple. Captivate’s
ability to create multilingual versions of a
movie can be especially handy along with
its ability to create self-running executable
files for Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux.
If these are the type of features you need,
Captivate is the program for you.

Which One Should You Choose?
If you look at price alone, Camtasia

Studio is nearly half the cost of Captivate,
and unlike Captivate, Camtasia Studio
doesn’t require the user to register his
programs via the Internet, which ties the
program to a specific computer. 

Camtasia Studio can also create video
file formats (QuickTime, steaming Win-
dows Media, or AVI), but Captivate of-
fers more EXE file formats (Windows,
Mac OS X, and Linux). 

The biggest difference between the two
programs is the way they capture a movie.
Camtasia Studio records everything exact-
ly as it appears on-screen, but then you
have to splice, edit, and rearrange your
movie manually. Captivate captures
movies less accurately, but simplifies edit-
ing by automatically dividing a movie
into multiple slides. 

If you need to create a screen movie
quickly and easily, Captivate does much
of the work for you. If you want more
control and power when you capture
movies and don’t mind spending a little
extra time cutting a movie up and piecing
it back together, then Camtasia Studio is
the better choice. 

Captivate’s chief strengths are its ability
to create multilingual versions of the same
movie, spell check all captions text, and
create self-running EXE files for Windows,
Mac OS X, and Linux. Camtasia Studio’s
main strengths are its much lower price,
ability to zoom in and out of a screen
image, and ability to export a movie to a
wide variety of video file formats. 

Both programs have 30-day trial ver-
sions, so give them both a try if you’re
not sure which program is best for you.
Both programs are excellent, but Cap-
tivate gets the nod with its slightly bet-
ter set of features.  ▲

by Wallace Wang

r e v i e w s   | s o f t w a r e

M any individuals probably won’t
need screen-cam programs, but

businesses may find them useful. For
example, Microsoft uses Camtasia Studio
to demonstrate the newest features of its
Visual Basic Express 2005 programming
language. Also, the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas uses Captivate to create inter-
active tests to train students. 

Although creating software demon-
strations is the most obvious use for
screen-cam programs, salespeople can
also use screen-cam software to create
interactive demonstrations (such as self-
running PowerPoint presentations),
teachers can create online tests and 

tutorials, and organizations can create
employee training tutorials. If you can
display it on a computer screen, you can
turn it into a screen-cam movie.

Furthermore, screen-cam software 
has lead to the development of screen-
casting, which is like combining your 
text blog, podcast audio, and video.
Screencasting lets you “say it, show it
and share it, and your readers can hear
it, watch it and experience it.” And who
knows? With the right screen-cam pro-
gram, you can make your business more
productive today while entertaining 
and attracting a loyal audience through
screencasting tomorrow.  ▲

How Are Screen-Cam Programs Useful?
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Symantec Norton Ghost 10.0

I magine a backup program that automat-
ically takes snapshots of your system,

saving them incrementally in the back-
ground. When disaster strikes or you want
to restore an old file, you jump back to
one of the backups and let the app stitch
together a restored system. Presto, you’re
back in business. If you’re thinking this
describes Norton GoBack, you’re right.

But it also describes the latest incarnation of the
venerable Norton Ghost, now at version 10.0.

Ghost 10.0 seems nothing like earlier versions.
This version (for Windows 2000/XP) makes cre-
ating whole-system backups painless and easy,
not to mention almost totally automatic. This is
as close to a RAID 1 (mirrored drive) emergency
backup system as you can get in software.

GoBack is essentially a way to roll your sys-
tem back to a known good configuration should
you encounter computer problems, such as a
virus or spyware. Ghost can do this, too, but
Ghost can also take those images and store them

on external or secondary hard drives, network
storage, or burnable DVDs or CDs, allowing for
a recovery from a bad hard drive. The recovery
takes longer than with the DOS-based Ghost
2003 (included in the box for Windows 98/Me
machines), but the Windows recovery console-
based bootable recovery CD can connect to
USB 2.0, FireWire, and network drives much
more reliably. The recovery disc can restore
older Ghost images, too.

Whereas Ghost 2003 had an interface only a
techie could love, Ghost 10.0 shuns technical
terms and employs wizards throughout. Want to
schedule automatic backups at night with the files
encrypted and stored on the LAN? Child’s play.

As before, Ghost isn’t suitable for just backing
up folders, and the new architecture makes
deploying the same disk image across many iden-
tical machines slow. Still, those abilities make the
app accessible to anyone.  ▲

by Warren Ernst

S ageTV 4.0, the latest TV/photo/video/
music application, has several notable

draws but perhaps not enough to woo users
from rival media centers.

SageTV provides free on-screen program-
ming guides, but you can run channel previews
in the top-right corner or in fullscreen with the
guide and menus applied as an opaque overlay.
(This is disabled until you turn on 3D accelera-
tion.) Recording options and ease of scheduling
are comparable to MCE. SageTV records files
into MPEG-2, although MPEG-4 and DivX
are available if you have one of three Plextor or
ProVideo tuners. Whereas MCE now tops out
at support for four tuners, SageTV can handle
as many as your system resources can handle.
Like MCE, SageTV now accommodates over-
the-air (ATSC) HDTV recording. Sage’s com-
mercial skipping feature is a plus, although it’s
not intelligent like SnapStream’s SmartSkip.

The key breakout here is SageTV’s Meedio-
like plug-in support and open SDK, called
SageTV Studio. This is a life-saver because only
here can you get a Web interface for remote

scheduling and program management enabled.
Studio allows for extensive customization of the
UI and supports everything from RSS feeds to
IMDb data. And there’s a more intelligent com-
mercial skipping plug-in, too. Unfortunately,
you have to dig for such enhancements and
sometimes tolerate beta-ware glitches.

The SageTV Client ($30) lets you stream TV
and recordings across your LAN. An Intelligent
Recording feature is also cool; it analyzes your
usage habits and sets up recordings automatical-
ly. However, it learns preferences through trial
and error, and there are many errors initially. I
crashed SageTV 4.0 a few times initially while
channel surfing but couldn’t replicate this later.

Out of the box, SageTV 4.0 lags behind the
SnapStream Beyond TV/Media bundle, despite
the $20 savings. I greatly missed SnapStream’s
automatic transcoding features, and SageTV’s UI
is considerably less intuitive. SageTV earns its
keep only if you’re a plug-in fan. Otherwise,
MCE and others still lead overall.  ▲

by William Van Winkle

SageTV Media Center 4.0

Norton Ghost 10.0
$69.99
Symantec
www.symantec.com

Media Center 4.0
$79.95
SageTV
www.sagetv.com
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Paragon Software Partition Manager 7.0 

P artition Manager 7.0 lets you copy, merge,
undelete, and nondestructively resize disk

partitions, plus perform simpler tasks such as
boot between multiple OSes. Users with lots of
hard drives (removable or fixed), will find a lot to
make use of. This version adds several features,
including support for removable flash drives and
the ability to defragment NTFS system data on a
partition. The app also has features that free tools
in this space don’t have, such as the ability to
defragment NTFS volume data or “downgrade”
a partition to an earlier version of NTFS for
backward compatibility.

Partition Manager presents you with a list of
your system’s available drives and partitions with
details about each. A graph shows free and used
space for a selected partition. The app’s opera-
tions are pretty intuitive; to resize a partition, just
grab the outer edge of the free space with the
mouse pointer and drag. To create a new parti-
tion, right-click in a drive’s unallocated space.

The larger the disk, the longer a given opera-
tion takes, but most simple resize/split operations

are pretty fast. I split a 15GB partition into two
equal partitions in about 3:30 (minutes:seconds).
Some resize operations don’t even require a
reboot. A built-in Partition Explorer tool lets you
browse any supported partition type as if it were
a mounted drive—handy for retrieving files from
a partition that isn’t even mounted. One minor
complaint is that it’s evident some prompts were
translated from another language (German), but
this never made the program unusable.

The program also keeps data safety in mind.
No changes are made to a drive until you com-
mit them. Whether it’s one action or 10, you can
review them all before setting them into motion.
The app also runs more mundane surface and
integrity tests before data-movement operations
to make doubly sure nothing gets mangled.

Paragon claims the program won’t cause any
data loss even if there’s a power failure. I tried
yanking the plug during a partition resize opera-
tion and didn’t experience a problem, but always
have a backup before using an application like
this anyway. ▲

T he number of top-notch free or
low-cost utilities out there means

it’s that much harder to sell a com-
mercial utility package unless it does
something really special. WinCleaner
Complete PC Care organizes a series
of staple tools—Registry cleaner, anti-

spyware, etc.—into a common UI. Unfortun-
ately, many tools that don’t cost anything already
cover a good deal of what WinCleaner does. The
program’s biggest selling points are the central-
ization and automation of functions and the
highly user-friendly interface it gives all the tools.
It’s up to you if that’s worth $69.

OneClick Cleanup echoes many functions in
the free CCleaner, including removing dead
shortcuts, erasing temp directories, getting rid of
Internet cache files, and more. WinCleaner’s
Registry cleaner found many more items than
CCleaner’s, however. Likewise, Startup Opti-
mizer is a close cousin to the free Autoruns, 
letting you select what apps load automatically at
Windows startup. WinCleaner simplifies its job

through customizable profiles. You can enable
only required items, for example, or disable
everything, which I liked. Registry Optimizer,
which compacts the Registry’s physical files, is
more or less the same as the free NTREGOPT,
which is no harder to use.

Most of WinCleaner’s tools just don’t raise
the value of the package that much. The built-in
spyware scanner has only one or two features not
covered by free tools such as Ad-Aware or Spybot
Search & Destroy. My biggest objection is with
the Memory Optimizer tool; it reclaims physical
RAM for applications, but this sort of thing best
worked back when Windows’ memory manager
wasn’t all that great to begin with. Today, under
Windows XP, it’s simply redundant.

There are a few gems in the package, however.
WinSmart Mover is one of the most worthwhile
tools in the whole kit. It relocates an application
to another drive or directory and fixes all associa-
tions to that program, including Registry refer-
ences. Too bad there aren’t more tools like this
in WinCleaner. ▲

Enteractive WinCleaner Complete PC Care

Partition Manager 7.0
$49.95
Paragon Software Group
www.partition-manager.com

WinCleaner Complete PC
Care
$69
Enteractive 
www.enteractive.com
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Technology Really, Really,
Really Sucks
YY ou know what’s ironic about conver-

gence? The very companies that claim to
be bringing it directly to you are, in fact, hin-
dering convergence from happening in the
first place. It’s not about creating a single busi-
ness model to trump all others. It’s not even
about a specific device or service. Instead, it’s
about the interoperability of everything (no
questions asked). So, the next time you hear
public relations or marketing flacks state that
they’re enabling some kind of market conver-
gence, they’re lying through their digital teeth. 

Geeks can easily work their way around
these issues with slight-of-hand tricks and ran-
dom hackery, but what about Joe and Judy
Consumer? They can’t (and don’t want to) fix
something that shouldn’t be broken in the
first place. How many hours of my life have
been sucked away in conversations de-explain-
ing the technologies that are holding us back
instead of propelling us forward? Allow me to
walk you through an average week in the
Pirillo home with my fiancée, Ponzi. 

Monday: Ponzi wants to buy a video iPod.
She loves how it looks, feels, and works. She
can’t wait to upload her Napster subscription to
it after br . . . wait a second. You can’t do that. 

Tuesday: Ponzi needs a new cell phone
because her old one isn’t working very well
(despite having paid $600 for it—an Audio-
vox XV6600 PDA phone from Verizon
Wireless). We venture down to the store and
take a look at the inventory. One model in
particular catches her eye, and she wants it.
She can’t wait to take it home and have her
calendar and contacts automatically sync with
. . . oh no. You can’t do that.

Wednesday: Ponzi sets the Media Center
PC to record her favorite food show (hosted
by Alton Brown). She wants to transfer and
watch the recording on an upstairs television,
which already has a DVR attached to it. In 
a snap we transfer the DVR-MS file across 
th . . . no we didn’t. You can’t do that.

Thursday: Ponzi is out and about, running
errands and taking pictures of our beautiful
city of Seattle. Her SD card runs out of space,

but she doesn’t want to remove any of the
photos on it. She reaches into her purse and
pulls out her PSP, removes the memo . . .
nuts. You can’t do that.

Friday: Ponzi doesn’t like the way Verizon
is treating us, so we want to move to Cingular.
Despite its heavy set of problems, she wants to
keep her current PDA phone. She needs
something that’ll work well with her Outlook
data, as noted on Tuesday’s adventure. Instead
of buying a new phone to make wireless calls,
she could use her current Pocket PC on
another network to be . . . never mind. You
can’t do that.

No wonder people hate technology. If I 
wasn’t a geek, I’d probably hate it, too. “You
can’t do that” is a phrase that every hardware
and software manufacturer needs to erase 
from her memory banks, be it Secure Digital,
CompactFlash, Mini SD, MMC, SmartMedia,
Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO, Memory
Stick Duo, Memory Stick Pro Duo, Micro-
drive, or xD Card memory banks.

I suppose it is simple enough to understand:
Everything works with nothing else. Once you
grok that concept, you’re good to go (so to
speak). However, as a consumer this situation 
is aggravating to no end. There are times I’ll sac-
rifice general functionality in a product or ser-
vice for the sake of convenience. When there’s
enough inertia behind a brand, it becomes a
standard. If your media doodad doesn’t interop-
erate somehow with the iPod, it’s no good. The
iPod is proprietary, and it’s expensive, and it’s
overhyped, but it’s ruling the roost.

When was the last time you explained to
someone how to turn on a radio? There’s usu-
ally a clearly visible power button and/or knob
in front; it’s a self-explanatory and easily dis-
coverable process. There’s nothing about the
geek’s world that’s anywhere near self-any-
thing, and until that changes it’s going to hold
our lifestyles hostage instead of freeing them.
The promise of convergence is a bold-faced,
italicized, proprietary, complicated lie.

If food worked the same way as technology
does, we’d all starve to death.  ▲

If food worked

the same way as

technology

does, we’d all

starve to death.

You can dialogue with Chris at chris@cpumag.com.

Chris is the founder and publish-
er of Lockergnome.com, a tech-

nology Web site and content
publishing company with more
than 1 million subscribers. He

also holds the annual tech 
convention Gnomedex.com, and

he has also launched the
TheChrisPirilloShow.com audio

broadcast for enthusiasts.
Produced independently from

those who rule your radio dial,
the show includes live and 

prerecorded caller questions,
interviews with people who 

matter, killer new software finds,
productivity tips and tricks,

thoughts from a female novice’s
perspective, mini-conferences
with two-minute guests, and

more. Take a listen today.

Dialogue Box
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How Long Before
Longhorn Ships?
TT ime. The fourth dimension. Does it unroll

uniformly, each measured moment equal
and interchangeable with the next? Or can time
contract and expand to meet the needs of a mys-
terious universe? I posit that the sheer gravita-
tional force of untold millions of lines of code
that comprise Microsoft’s Windows distorts the
very fabric of the cosmos and literally bends
time itself. How else to explain Longhorn’s
never-ending saga?

Microsoft customers are already preparing 
for the release of Vista, heralded this summer as
the name of the long-awaited Windows upgrade
codenamed “Longhorn.” Vista has the hype 
factory and punditsphere working overtime
already, even though the desktop version won’t
be ready for at least a year.

It seemed to me that Longhorn must be
many years late already. As a software review
editor at Byte Magazine (1996 to 1998), part of
my job was meeting with Microsoft marketeers
on their Boston stops, seemingly every few
weeks. They’d do PowerPoint presentations
about amazing new, but still prealpha, products.
I recall hearing “Longhorn” as codename for
some future Windows version back then. In any
case, MS has been “real close now” to shipping
it for years. But just how many has it been?

Googling for early Longhorn references, I
found a 2001 interview (“Coming Next: Black-
comb, Longhorn and Yukon”; Computerworld;
Nov. 19, 2001) in which Microsoft VP Cliff
Reeves said: “Longhorn is just a cute name 
for . . . interim release.” Back then, we were 
told to expect Longhorn in 2003.

But that was then. Longhorn morphed from
a minor to major release and its ETA has stag-
gered from 2003 to late 2004 to 2005 to early
2006. Now we’re told Vista will be ready to
rock and roll onto the desktop by Christmas
2006, with the server edition following in 2007.

Last summer’s Longhorn hype got me think-
ing about Vista: Longhorn to be named Vista;
MS to spend $100 million on Vista rollout; MS
ships Vista Beta 1; Vista to ship in seven flavors;
Vista as big of upgrade as Windows 95, maybe
biggest ever; new hardware “recommendations”

mean improved hardware sales. But most prom-
ising was talk that upgrade-weary IT managers
could make 2006 the year of Linux to avoid
being locked into another upgrade cycle.

As happened 10 years ago with Win95, and
five years later with WinXP, MS continues to
promise the world with its latest release only 
to backpedal at the last minute on some of its
more extravagant new features. The long-await-
ed WinFS, a new kind of file system that puts
more intelligence into the file structure, will
continue to be awaited, perhaps until Vista SP1.

WinFS will eventually bind users into Win-
dows even more securely than ever because apps
will have to read, write, and update data files in
line with MS’ “smart” but proprietary file for-
mats. Anyone who antes up for Vista can almost
certainly expect to stick with it until the first 
service pack—in other words, locked into Win-
dows until 2008 or maybe beyond, waiting for a
feature promised years ago.

Then, there’s the hardware commitment.
According to MS’ Vista page, “The new graph-
ics capabilities in Windows Vista will require
support for Windows Vista Display Driver
Model. . . .” In other words, get ready to buy a
new graphics card. At least 512MB of system
RAM will be required, as will a “modern” CPU,
but for best results, start pricing out PCs with
64-bit CPUs and at least a gig of RAM.

And did you hear about Vista’s seven ver-
sions? Choosing from reported titles like Home
Basic Edition, Premium/Media Center Edition,
Professional Edition, Small Business Edition,
and Mobility/Tablet PC Edition may be no
more complicated than choosing a Linux distro,
but it suggests Microsoft may be trying to give
the appearance of “freedom of choice.”

One  day, the CPS (certainty of pain and suf-
fering) that comes with any major Windows
upgrade is going to outweigh the FUD (fear,
uncertainty, and doubt) that MS spreads in the
market before every new Windows release. All
signs point to 2006 as being the year that for
some, Windows becomes more trouble than it’s
worth and Linux will hit the big time.

It is about time.  ▲
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You can get saucy with Pete at pete@cpumag.com.

Pete Loshin, former technical
editor of software reviews for

Byte Magazine (print version),
consults and writes about com-

puting and the Internet. He also
runs www.linuxcookbook.com.

He owns shares of both
Microsoft and Red Hat and

believes that Windows isn't for
everyone, but neither is Linux

Open Sauce
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T ech heads and Internet trivia fans
recall the salad days of Web media
enthusiasm, when infamous at-

tempts to turn the early Internet into a new
kind of cable TV gave us doomed ventures
such as TheDen and PseudoTV. The idea
of generating endemic Web entertainment
seemed to go by the boards after the great
crash of 2001. In fact, like most good
things about the Internet, artistry did flour-
ish, quietly, without much funding, and
among the grass roots of independent cre-
atives. In its first decade of widespread
commercial life, the Internet has in fact
generated its own coterie of unique fiction-
al series and strong followings: animated
series, digital comic strips, and even soap
operas that are into 300 and 400 episodes.
Now in 2006, broadband is the rage, and
every major media brand is pouring new
content onto the Web. But before we get
overwhelmed by big media, we should give
props to some of the under-appreciated and
unsung stars who worked in this medium
when big media couldn’t be bothered.

Now That’s Real Webertainment
The under-reported fact of Web enter-

tainment is that the ratings are good. An-
imated characters such as the “Ninjai”
help Macromedia’s AtomFilms subsidiary
attract more than 5 million users per
month. Like DVD and theatrical films,
AtomFilms has a regular release cycle: new
Webertainment every Tuesday. The
TopWebComics.com portal to Web-only
comic strips gets more than 30,000 people
a day, according to co-owner Ryan Virtue,
also a co-creator of Web comic “Dun-
geons and Dorks.” Also, some daily cre-
ations such as Penny Arcade and PVP
have moved into print syndication. 

Meanwhile, one of the oldest mass
media serialized drama forms, the soap
opera, has quietly maintained a long life
online. Text- and image-based series such
as “Wonderland” (2000) and “Footprints”
(1997) have clocked hundreds of episodes
and tracked fictional families and friends
for generations, according to Kira Lerner,
editor, EpiGuide. The oldest Web serial
may be CrimeScene.com (1995), a highly
interactive detective series where visitors
comb through multimedia evidence to
point to a killer each week. 

In fact, more than a quaint haven for
indies, the Web has generated real break-
away hits. Aardman Animation’s (creators
of Wallace and Gromit) Angry Kid has

become a signature property for Atom-
Films. Launched in 2000, the miniadven-
tures of a crass, rude, and creepy-looking
British kid boasts 52 episodes thus far that
have been played 20 million times. The
Kid is now available on DVD, as are other
AtomFilms successes such as Joe Cartoon,
who blazed a trail back in the late ’90s with
his “Frog Bender 2000” (an interactive frog
in a blender). The real breakthrough came
in the 2004 election when the “This Land”
political spoof animation from JibJab broke
all Web records and garnered more than 70
million views. AtomFilms’ traffic doubled
in a year, and clip-of-the-day features began
appearing on most of the major portals. 

A Medium Of Their Own
Scott Roesch, general manger of Atom-

Films, says the company never aspired to
mimick or repurpose offline media forms
but instead wants to cultivate unique
expression that fits the Web. And so
minute-long clips of the Angry Kid mak-
ing rude comments accrues over dozens of
micro-episodes to express a unique charac-
ter and an attitude you would never see on
TV. In some cases successful studios such
as Aardman use the Web to release materi-
al that isn’t suitable for other medias, but
this medium also allows for unique ven-
tures such as “Ninjai: The Little Ninja,” a
highly polished 12-episode hit made by a
virtual studio.

Virtue says that Web comics started by
mimicking the four-panel, static format of
newspapers but now embrace Web technol-
ogy and formats to use the whole page and
add interactivity. At JoeCartoon.com, a
typical one-panel comic gag comes to life
and invites you to manipulate objects in the
frame. Virtue says Webertainment has a

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

Long before there was CSI, there was
CrimeScene.com, the longest-running Web
series, which still gets 20,000 daily visitors.

Angry Kid may be the most successful Web-only
fictional creation since that dancing baby.

That’s 
Webertainment 

The Fearless Energy Of Internet Programming
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doing.” Or if they do it will only be after
the ideas are tested by indies like him on
the Web. One of the good things about
edgy imaginations is that they always stay
a few steps ahead of the big boys and in
fact become a source for Hollywood.  

by Steve Smith

broader range of social commentary with-
out censorship and gives artistically chal-
lenged creators tools to make good strips.

The Internet has also empowered more
amateurs to develop one of the hottest cate-
gories of Webertainment, Machinima,
making films using existing game engines.
The most famous Machinima, “Red vs.
Blue,” uses the Halo engine and is ap-
proaching its 60th episode.

It’s this level of independent creativity
that will ensure Webertainment’s survival
even as the big media flood broadband
with new TV and movie assets. “We think
we’re in a defensible position,” says
Roesch. Joe Cartoon and Angry Kid are
“not something ESPN is going to start

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

The man who put frogs in an interactive
blender, Joe Cartoon, now lets us fulfill the
ultimate cubicle-dweller fantasy: tossing the
contents of our desk at the boss.

The artful pacing, characterization, and 
high-production values of “Ninjai” are 
blurring the line between Webertainment
and polished TV animation.

K aya Special
Optics has

designed a digital
camera lens that
can penetrate solid surfaces and clothing.
Kaya’s Infrared See-Through Filter PF lens
blocks out the ultraviolet and visible rays of
light, letting in only the long-wavelength
infrared light rays that can pass through
clothes and other materials. The camera’s
light-sensitive CCD then changes the invisi-
ble infrared image into a visible one. The
possible applications have perverts and
paranoids salivating in unison.  ▲

X-Ray Vision Lens

Must-See Webertainment

S ome of the core entertainment 
portals online are AtomFilms.com,

TopWebComics.com, and EpiGuide.com,
where you can find veterans of the Web
indie scene.

Angry Kid (wwwwww..aannggrryykkiidd..ccoomm).
From the creators of Wallace and Gromit,
the classic rude Web series about a
creepy, bratty lad. 

Star Wars Film Fan Awards
(wwwwww..aattoommffiillmmss..ccoomm). Judged annually
by George Lucas himself, the repository
of off-beat send-ups of the geekdomn’s
Rosetta Stone.

“Ninjai: The Little Ninja”
(wwwwww..nniinnjjaaii..ccoomm). Disney-like produc-
tion values and an impish hero meet
John Woo violence.

Penny Arcade 
(wwwwww..ppeennnnyy--aarrccaaddee..ccoomm). Video-game
comic strip almost a decade old that now
appears in print magazines. 

PVP (wwwwww..ppvvppoonnlliinnee..ccoomm). Scott
Kurtz’s daily comic strip send-up of
slackers, office banter, and dweeby 
pop-culture fanaticism is way cooler 
than Dilbert ever was.

Crime Scene Evidence Files
(wwwwww..ccrriimmeesscceennee..ccoomm). Solving crimes
since 1995, long before CSI, the site lets
users play detective with evidence files,
images, and witness interviews, to solve a
weekly crime.

Source: w
w

w
.sm

arthouse.com
.au/Entertainm

ent/Digital_Cam
eras/?article=/Entertainm

ent/Digital%
20Cam

eras/New
s/F2W

6W
7H5

Y es, Spielberg hopefuls, there’s still
room at the top of Web entertain-

ment. General Manager of AtomFilms
Scott Roesch says the company actively
scouts and evaluates new talent.

CPU: Is there money to be made for 
the ordinary indie?
Roesch: With all the filmmakers, we

pay them royalties based on advertising,
and that can be significant. Our business
has been profitable for two and a half
years, and it’s scaling nicely.

CPU: What’s the process of submitting 
and evaluating films?
Roesch: Filmmakers send a digital film

via email, upload, or mail, and we have an
acquisitions staff that reviews content and
in most cases rejects content. We get a few
hundred submissions a month.

CPU: What are you looking for in 
Web-based entertainment?

Roesch: The content that works best is
animation, comedy, and music, but we
feel it would be a mistake to focus solely
on those genres. We’re looking for film-
makers who have a vision and the ability
to get a complete creative thought out in a
small amount of time. The only hard and
fast rule is no content over 30 minutes
long. We are focused on a run time of five
minutes or under. 

CPU: Feed our fantasy. Is it possible
for small, indie creators to break out
via the Web? 

Roesch: JibJab is a small company
working outside of the system, just a
couple of brothers. ”This Land” drove 
75 million plays in six months, resetting
everyone’s expectations about what 
was possible. Now they’re making TV
pilots and cutting big deals to make
advertising shorts.  ▲

Q&A Scott Roesch: How To Become A Web Movie Mogul
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voices.txt
BB eing online is a lot like the real world.

Some people stay isolated, and others
come together. There is power pooled into
certain places and jealousy held by those
who feel they have no power. And just like
in the real world, those without influence
want to influence each other, but perhaps
more importantly, to influence those with
real control: the politicians and the cor-
porations. Perhaps to a lesser degree even 
the Webmasters.

All of this goes back to the earliest days of
the Internet. It’s not surprising that after file
transfer and email, Usenet is one of the old-
est protocols still in use on the ’Net. People
love to communicate. They love to debate,
discuss, and share. These communities grew
to number in the thousands, and many
thrive yet today. Browsing the alt.* tree of
any Usenet server shows you how diverse the
Internet really is.

Today, of course, the Web is the driving
force behind the Internet. And with its
rise, it gobbled up many
of the protocols that
came before it: Now
Web, file transfer, and
even discussion occur via HTTP. And,
the tools that we use continue to improve,
from HTML to Java to today’s modern 
Ajax applications. The communities of old
become faster and mobilized by instant mes-
saging and online discussion forums.

A real tragedy of the Internet age is the
online poll or petition. There are a number
of sites that create these things, and most are
highly subject to gaming. It’s easy to create a
petition to say anything, and getting a hun-
dred or a thousand or a million people to do
anything online isn’t inconceivable. But it’s
far too easy for an individual to think, “I
voted in a petition,” and so thinks he has
acted, when that is so far from the truth.

In the past few years the blog has become
the hip thing, but it really is nothing new. 
If anything, it decentralizes what has been
happening all along. Once upon a time, the
expert in a subject matter would post his
words alt.esoteric.subject-matter, and debate
would ensue. All the blog does is separate

the forum from the opinion. It’s like TV
without channels. Your shows are still there,
but how do you find them without NBC or
CBS to broadcast them? Inevitably we will
move to that point; the concept of a TV sta-
tion will change as it moves toward down-
load-based broadcasting. But the network’s
roll as content aggregator will likely contin-
ue for many years.

Today the mainstream cable news outlets
highlight the best of the blogs, sharing the
opinions of individuals with wider audi-
ences. And with each additional listener, the
power of the individual blogger grows, but
there is a ceiling.

But who is listening? The problem is that
far too often the people with the power to
affect the change, the bloggers, the forum
posters, and the petition signers, aren’t lis-
tening. So my suggestion to you is to make
your voice heard. And no I’m not saying
podcasting is the answer. What I’m saying 

is to contact individuals directly. Use
email if available, but in the 

case of Congress or
business, make a
phone call. Find a

blog or forum and contact 
the people who can affect change and make
them aware of it.

It is very likely that Webmasters read
their own site, so perhaps email is enough to
contact them. But how many CEOs and
senators do you think read their own email?
How many do you think read email unfil-
tered, directly from their constituents? They
all have secretaries. Call them and read to
them a blog entry that you think is relevant.
Direct them to the sites that you think are
important. Corporate and legislative respon-
sibility are critical issues constantly debated
online, but do you really think those with
the real power are actually listening?

There are many issues today, ranging
from copyright to security to separation of
church and state in our education system.
Signing an online petition means nothing.
Make a phone call. Write a letter. The old
guard has all the power, and they aren’t yet
savvy enough to play in the digital realm.  ▲

With each 

additional 

listener, the

power of the

individual 

blogger grows,

but there is 

a ceiling.
Email me at malda@cpumag.com; and, yes, I read my own mail.

Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda is the
creator and director of the pop-
ular News for Nerds Web site

Slashdot.org. He spends his
time fiddling with electronic
gizmos, wandering the ’Net,

watching anime, and trying to
think of clever lies to put in his
bio so that he seems cooler than

he actually is.

The Department Of Stuff
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by Jen Edwards

D I G I T A L  L I V I N G

PPaallmm  UUnnvveeiillss  
TTwwoo  NNeeww  HHaannddhheellddss

P alm has released two new handhelds, includ-
ing the Z22, which is aimed at users who have

little to no experience previously using a PDA. At
just $99 the Z22 is seen as an entry-level device 
for those who want an organizer, to track contacts 
and tasks, and view photos. The Z22 has 32MB of
memory, a 160 x 160 color screen, an ARM-based
200MHz processor, and Palm OS 5.4 onboard.
The device lacks a memory expansion slot.

Palm’s other release is the TX, which has
128MB of memory, a 320 x 480 color screen, and
312MHz processor. The screen can operate in
portrait or landscape modes, and an MMC/
SD/SDIO memory slot is included. With Wi-Fi

and Bluetooth onboard, the TX can send and receive email, browse the Web,
and send SMS messages. The $299 handheld also includes Pocket Tunes for 
listening to MP3s and Documents To Go for productivity tasks. ▲

AAppppllee  RRoollllss  OOuutt  ““MMaaddee  ffoorr  iiPPoodd””

O ften, the latest generation of electronic devices isn’t compatible with
accessories made for previous generations. This is true of recent iPods,

including the nano and 30GB and 60GB video iPods, which don’t have an
accessory port near the headphone jack. This design change limits the func-
tionality of certain accessories, such as Logitech’s Wireless Headphones for
iPod, or renders the accessories nonfunctional, such as with Griffin’s iTrip FM
transmitter. Both companies have stated they will update their products to be
fully compatible with the newest iPods.

Apple’s new “Made for iPod” program should alleviate this problem in the
future but at a price. Apple has pledged future players will use the same dock
connector design, and size differences among devices won’t be an issue if acces-
sory manufacturers create a universal device holder, as Apple will supply neces-
sary adapters. Apple is now requiring accessory manufacturers to pay a royalty
(reportedly as much as 10%) to Apple, for the privilege, which has many com-
panies grumbling. ▲

NNiinntteennddoo  &&  MMccDDoonnaallddss  
OOffffeerr  FFrreeee  WWiirreelleessss  GGaammiinngg

W i-Fi service is already freely available at many McDonald’s locations, but
the fast food giant recently teamed with Nintendo to offer Wi-Fi service

to Nintendo DS users. Wayport, which already provides Wi-Fi service to
McDonald’s, will provide the wireless gaming service in exchange for payment
from Nintendo. The service will be compatible with at least four Nintendo DS
games by year’s end: Animal Crossing: Wild World, Mario Kart DS, Metroid
Prime Hunters, and Tony Hawk’s American SK8Land. ▲

TThhee  SSiimmss  GGoo  WWiirreelleessss

T he Sims will soon be available on your
mobile phone, although without some fea-

tures from the PS2 and Xbox versions. Devel-
opers do promise that character’s skill, mood,
aspiration, and need simula-
tions are integrated in the
mobile edition, and a full
character creator is included
for choosing facial features
and clothing.

Instead of a traditional
story mode or free roaming,
The Sims 2 Mobile will fea-
ture short goal-based game-
play lasting three to five 
minutes. Users can customize
the game for a deeper game-
play experience and save game
progress. The game will come
in three versions specifically
geared to low-end, midrange,
and high-end phones. Midrange and high-end
phone users will be able to download precreated
Sims characters and connect and trade items with
other players. Pricing hadn’t been announced at
press time, although Verizon has already commit-
ted to offering the game to subscribers. ▲

ZZii  LLiicceennsseess  HHaannddwwrriittiinngg--
RReeccooggnniittiioonn  SSooffttwwaarree  FFoorr
NNiinntteennddoo  DDSS

Z i announced in late October that it has
licensed its Decuma handwriting-recognition

software to Nintendo for the Nintendo DS. Since
the DS’ introduction, analysts and gamers have
suggested it could offer productivity functionality
through a software upgrade, and handwriting
recognition would be a necessary first step.

Zi has also launched the Predictive Text Suite
for Nokia Series 60 phones. The suite includes
eZiTap and eZiText, which include word-
completion and next-word prediction features.
The package ($19.95) is available from Handango
with French, German, Spanish, and Swedish lan-
guage add-ons going for $9.95 each. ▲

Sims 2 Mobile has 
a surprising number
of features for game-
play on the go. 

Palm TX
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D I G I T A L  L I V I N G

R IM announced in early November the
release of its first BlackBerry device run-

ning on an Intel chip. The BlackBerry 8700c,
also known as Electron, was to
go on sale exclusively through
Cingular Wireless Nov. 21 for
$299 with a two-year contract.
The Electron will run on EDGE networks
but not 3G networks.

Paired with the Intel chip, RIM says the
8700c will run Internet apps notably faster
than previous BlackBerrys. The Intel proces-
sor, code-named Hermon, uses XScale archi-
tecture. The 8700c also comes with 64MB
of flash memory and 16MB of SRAM. The
device’s 320 x 240 LCD supports more
than 65,000 colors and uses active-matrix
transmissive technology. In addition, the
8700c’s QWERTY keyboard is backlit.
Expect other 8700 series devices to be
released in the coming months. 

Nokia also created some buzz in early November with the
release of three new phones—the N71, N80, and N92—that
focus heavily on multimedia. The phones are expected for
release throughout mid-2006, although prices hadn’t been
announced at press time. Nokia CEO Jorma Ollila said in a
release that he expects the smartphone market to double in

2006 to around 100 million units. He
also announced new Nokia phones
will support 3G technology in 2006. 
In conjunction with the clam-

shaped N71, Nokia announced a new
MiniMap feature for enhanced Web
viewing on small displays and RSS sup-
port. The N71 also features a five-
band graphic equalizer, a USB 2.0
port, a customizable keypad, and
2GB of storage via a memory expan-
sion slot. The N80 has a 3MP cam-
era (with flash) and is Nokia’s first
phone with UPnP. The N92 is
designed specifically for TV viewing
and is the first mobile device with a built-in
DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcast-Handheld) receiver. The
device also features a 2.8-inch screen, buttons for flipping

channels, a 2MP camera, and 2GB of
storage (1,500 songs) via an expansion
slot. Like the N80, the N92 can run on
Wi-Fi or any cellular network. ▲

SSaammssuunngg
IInnttrroodduucceess  1199--iinncchh  WWiiddeessccrreeeenn  LLaappttoopp  &&
PPhhoonnee  WWiitthh  33GGBB  HHaarrdd  DDrriivvee

T he smaller some devices get, the larger others seem to become. Case in point:
Samsung’s recently announced M70 laptop has a 19-inch display (1,680 x 1,050). The

notebook is expected only to be available in Korea, however, due to a noncompete agree-
ment with Dell. Elsewhere, LG Philips has reportedly developed a 20-inch widescreen 

display. Industry analysis group IDC estimates of the 73.6
million notebooks expected to ship by the end of 2006, 38.5
million (about 52%) will be widescreens.

Samsung also recently announced the SPH-V7900, a
mobile phone with a 3GB hard drive that can store three full-
length movies or about 700 songs. The phone has a TFT
color screen (262,000 colors at 240 x 320) and a 2MP camera that can take still photos or video clips.
The phone also has dual speakers for polyphonic stereo sound and a Harmonic Color feature that pro-
vides a music visualizer. The SPH-V7900 is now selling in South Korea for about $700. ▲

Samsung’s new M70 laptop features a
huge 19-inch widescreen display.

RIM’s new 8700c BlackBerry is the company’s
first BlackBerry to use an Intel processor.

Nokia released three new smartphones in 
early November that focus on multimedia chores 

for mobile use, including music and digital TV 
capabilities. From left are the N92, N71, and N80. 

RRIIMM  &&  NNookkiiaa
RReelleeaassee  NNeeww  DDeevviicceess
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SSttaarr  WWaarrss  EEppiissooddee  IIIIII::  RReevveennggee  OOff  TThhee  SSiitthh
Aside from another irksome reference to midi-chlorians, there’s quite a bit to like about
“Revenge Of The Sith,” and the DVD is pretty good, too. You get all the audiovisual
bells and whistles you’d expect, plus a second disc packed with bonus material, including
several deleted scenes that shed new light on certain portions of the story as it was origi-
nally conceived. The making-of featurettes are maybe even a little too exhaustive, delving
so deep at one point as to recount the details of how Lucasfilm production assistants kept

the cast and crew on a tight schedule during filming. (Wheee!) Long
story short, this DVD completes your “Star Wars” collection nicely—
until the next edition comes out on Blu-ray/HD DVD. ▲

CChhaarrlliiee  AAnndd  TThhee  CChhooccoollaattee  FFaaccttoorryy  ((22--DDiisscc  SSppeecciiaall  EEddiittiioonn))
Admit it, if you didn’t see this movie in the theater, you were at least curious as to
how it compared to its 1971 counterpart starring Gene Wilder. The answer, as is
often the case with modern remakes, is that it is both better and worse. Yes, the
world Charlie and Willy Wonka live in is considerably more interesting this time,
thanks to director Tim Burton’s singular sense of vision, but in the end, its produc-
tion values and flash upstage the sense of wonder that made “Willy Wonka” such a
classic. Still, there’s fun to be had here, and the DVD serves up a fair amount
of extra content that makes this at the very least a worthwhile rental. ▲

NNeeiill  DDiiaammoonndd  ——““1122  SSoonnggss””
Save your snickering. CPU hasn’t turned into your mom’s mag, but let’s give Neil some
props, people. The Sequined One’s career includes around 35 albums, millions upon mil-
lions of records sold, well over $200 million in tour earnings since 1990, and women
crawling out of the woodwork. (So what if most of them are grandmas?) Truth be told,
“12 Songs” caught our eye because producer extraordinaire Rick Rubin (Johnny Cash,
Tom Petty, System of a Down, Run-DMC, Red Hot Chili Peppers) took the project out
of a lifelong love of Diamond’s music. The verdict: Neil may be cheesy, but sometimes

cheese tastes oh, so good. ▲

At Your

Leisure The entertainment world, at least where it pertains to technology, morphs,
twists, turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But that’s exactly why we
love it. For the lowdown on the latest and most interesting releases in PC
entertainment, consoles, DVDs, CDs, and just leisure and lifestyle stuff we (for
most part) love and recommend, read on. 

AA uu dd ii oo VV ii dd ee oo CC oo rr nn ee rr DVD
Byte

Dec. 20
Battlestar Galactica:
Season 2.0

Cry Wolf

Serenity

Dec. 27
Dark Water
(Unrated
Widescreen
Edition)

Into The Blue

Toy Story 2
(2-Disc

Special Edition)

Jan. 3
The Cave

Final Fantasy VII:
Advent Children

Wedding Crashers

Jan. 10
The Constant
Gardener

Red Eye

Transporter 2

See the full reviews from A/V Corner at www.cpumag.com/cpujan06/AYL.

$15
Sony Records
www.neildiamond.com

DVDs by Chris Trumble, 
CDs by Blaine A. Flamig

$19.95
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment
www.foxhome.com

D i g i t a l L i v i n g
Games 

Gear 

Movies 

Music

$22.95
Warner Home Video
www.warnervideo.com

TThhee  MMaarrss  VVoollttaa  ——““SSccaabb  DDaatteess  [[LLiivvee]]””  
“Scab Dates” borders on all kinds of futuristic self-indulgence, but so what? Culled
from three years’ worth of  shows, “Scab Dates” at times feels bloated on excessiveness
(the closer “Cicatriz” clocks in at around 38 minutes alone), but it also explodes on
the scorching, exploratory guitar work of Mars Volta visionary Omar Rodriguez-
Lopez and the vocals of lyricist/singer Cedric Bixler-Zavala, who just may have the
best voice in rock. Parts prog, jazz, heavy metal, avant-garde, and futuristic classic
rock, Mars Volta is a free-flowing alternative to much of today’s cookie-cutter fare,
and “Scab Dates” provides a clear window into what it offers. ▲

$15
Universal Music Group
www.themarsvolta.com
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P C  G A M E S

T his is one of id’s two most popular franchises,
and a great deal of hype followed the game to its

release. Let’s see how it holds up. Quake 4 takes place
immediately after Quake II. The marine from the pre-
quel has killed the enemy leader, and you (Matthew
Kane) and your team of marines have been assigned
to wipe up the remaining Strogg. As plot lines go, the
latest Quake compares very favorably with its prede-
cessors, which isn’t to stay this game has an extraordi-
nary storyline. It is, however, quite satisfactory.

There are a few interesting twists to the storyline,
but the biggest one id pretty much demonstrated
long before the game came out. There’s much joy to
be found in Quake’s firepower and intense run-and-
gun gameplay. Nothing groundbreaking other than
the graphics, but a good time all the same. 

The big deal here is the introduction of id’s Doom
3 graphics engine, which looks fantastic. And appar-
ently, it’s not limited to dark rooms and smallish
groups of enemies. The single-player game isn’t Halo
or Half-Life 2, but it’s fun and gets you ready for some
solid deathmatch and CTF mayhem. We were also
delighted to find we could shoot and use our flash-
light simultaneously. What will they think of next? ▲

FFiinnaallllyy,,  AA  FFllaasshhlliigghhtt TThhee  OOnnee--MMoorree--TTuurrnn  SSyynnddrroommee

$49.99  • ESRB: (M)ature • Activision • www.quake4game.com

T he original Civilization was released in 1991, took up less than 3MB,
and played quite happily in DOS. Every iteration since has introduced

gamers to an unhealthy number of sleepless nights, as our brains forced 
us to play “just one more turn.” Civ has always been a turn-based, world-
conquest strategy game with an intriguing base in world history. You focus
your attention on leading your civilization to global domination over the
other competing civs. Take the ideology of Risk and factor in such aspects as
technology research, influence, religion, reputation, resources, politics, mili-
tary growth, and much more. Then take AI for civilization’s most famous
leaders and blend that into the mix. That’s Civilization in a nutshell. 

CivIV, part of the Games for Windows holiday lineup, is a gem in the PC
gaming crown. As you may well imagine, a game with so many strategic
nuances has a lot of information to present to the player; CivIV does this

exceptionally well. This is the
most player-friendly Civ yet.

Sure, the game is addictive
but for the first time plays out
in full, exquisite 3D. The
music and audio effects are
excellent. (The Leonard
Nimoy provides voiceovers.)
CivIV features online multi-
player gaming out of the box
and some accelerated game
modes to help you make the
most of your waking hours. A
great value for many months
of solid gameplay. ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (E)veryone

2K Games

www.civ4.com

BBaattttlleeffiieelldd  22::
SSppeecciiaall  FFoorrcceess
EExxppaannssiioonn  PPaacckk
This expansion is going
to be a no brainer for
those of you living the
hot and heavy BF2 sub-

culture. Expect new weapons, gadgets
(hello, night vision), vehicles, maps, and
teams (six special ops teams to be exact).
And naturally, you can enjoy 64 players
of multiplayer gaming goodness. ▲

PPrriinnccee  OOff  PPeerrssiiaa  33::
TTwwoo  TThhrroonneess
The Two Thrones contin-
ues in the vein of last
year’s PoP: The Warrior
Within, but with several
fine-tuned improvements.

In addition to controlling both the standard
Prince and his evil new Dark Prince persona,
the game introduces stealth kills, chariot rac-
ing, and an impressive new weapon called the
daggertail. It’s not an all-out classic like The
Sands Of Time, but fun all the same. ▲

XX33::  RReeuunniioonn
Epic space sims in the
vein of Elite, Privateer,
and Freelancer are tough
to come by these days,
so we’ve been anticipat-
ing this release for some

time. The new 3D graphics are breath-
taking but that’s no excuse for noticeable
performance hits on top-end PCs. X3’s
steep learning curve is a detriment, but
stick with it, and we think you’ll find the
time well spent. ▲

$29.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Electronic Arts

www.eagames.com/official/battlefield/specialforces/us

$49.99 • ESRB: (M)ature

Ubisoft

www.princeofpersiagame.com

$39.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Enlight Interactive

www.x3-reunion.com
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X B O X  G A M E S

AA  SSeennssee  OOff  EEppiicc  GGrreeaattnneessss

The original Star Wars Battlefront was a family-
friendly game that had very little to offer the sin-

gle-player gamer. The sequel improves on that quite
substantially, but not so much that you’d want to do
more than rent this game. The buy option is recom-
mended to fans of the original’s multiplayer options.

One of the coolest new features comes in the way
of the space battles, which are incredibly entertain-
ing. Imagine flying onto a capital ship with your
friends (insert space battle here), disembarking onto
said capital ship, and carrying the good fight onto it.
What Battlefront II manages to do very well is convey

the very epic feel of Star Wars in nearly every aspect
of the gameplay. (Warning: Old-time fans will
remember games like X-Wing and TIE Fighter, which
took the simulation approach to fantasy spaceships.
That isn’t the flight model you will find here. Flying
an X-Wing or TIE Fighter in Battlefield II is much
more of a flight-lite arcade experience.)

At the end of the day, Battlefront II improves
nearly every aspect of the original, and if you loved
that game, you’d be remiss to not rush out and pick
this up. If you find the 32-player online game unap-
pealing or the previous release of Star Wars
Battlefront dull, then this will not change your
mind. Battlefront II is better in nearly every way but

is very much an evolutionary upgrade to
its predecessor. This is the game the orig-
inal should have been. ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

LucasArts

www.lucasarts.com/games/swbattlefrontii

$39.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Bethesda Softworks/2K Games

www.callofcthulhu.com

Y ou step into the role of former detective Jack
Walters; he’s witnessed one too many horrors

on the job and can now be described as mentally
unsound. This game hinges on its detailed storyline
and characters, so to tell you any more would give
away too much. Call Of Cthulu: Dark Corners Of
The Earth is an FPS game but is an adventure game
at its heart. 

Cthulu’s interface is seamless to the user.
You will not see the typical health or weapons
meters on the screen. What you see is what
Jack sees through his eyes, and this design
decision goes a long way toward immersing
you in this very unsettling game by suspend-
ing your disbelief. 

The game’s mar-
keting has been lack-
luster, the textures

are somewhat poor, the voice acting can sometimes
be tiresome, and the interface isn’t quite as tight as it
should be. However, these negatives can all be set
aside because taking the time to play the game and
following the story will lead you to one of the most
frightening electronic games around. This game will
appeal strongly to H.P. Lovecraft, adventure and hor-
ror gamers; it’s high-
ly recommended
but not for the faint
of heart. You’ve
been warned. ▲

LLoovveeccrraaffttiiaann  HHoorrrroorr
DDooeess  NNoott  DDiissaappppooiinntt

BBaattttlleeffiieelldd  22::  MMooddeerrnn
CCoommbbaatt
Those of you looking
to replicate the
superb PC game
experience on Xbox
will want to look 

elsewhere. The arcradey feel of
BF2:MC doesn’t hold a candle to
the PC version. However, this ver-
sion does feature an entertaining
single-player game with some limit-
ed multiplayer options. ▲

$49.95 • ESRB: (T)een

Electronic Arts

www.battlefield.ea.com/BF2MC

PPrroojjeecctt  GGootthhaamm  RRaacciinngg  33
PGR3 is exclusive to
Xbox 360 and was
available on launch.
It almost certainly
will be one of the
360’s best sellers.
The cars are distract-

ing in their beauty, and the environ-
ments will be familiar to anyone that
has spent time in the game’s environs.
Ultimately PGR3 is an arcade racer
with licensed cars that makes you
think you’re driving a simulator. ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (E)veryone 

Microsoft

www.xbox.com/projectgothamracing3

PPeerrffeecctt  DDaarrkk  ZZeerroo
We fell in love with
Joanna Dark way
back in 2000 when
she showed up on
the Nintendo 64.
Developer Rare 

has only released the lackluster
Grabbed By Ghoulies since Micro-
soft acquired it in 2002, but PDZ
looks to be a return to form with
excellent graphics and a strong
multiplayer campaign. ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (M)ature 

Microsoft

www.xbox.com/en-US/perfectdarkzero
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SShhiinniinngg  FFoorrccee  NNeeoo
Sega’s Shining
Force series is back,
once again in the
form of an action
RPG that com-
bines fast-paced,
real-time combat

with the character races and look of
the Shining Force universe. As your
characters earn experience in combat,
you’ll be able to decide how best to
develop each one, and anime fans will
enjoy the game’s visual style. ▲

$39.99

ESRB: (M)ature

Capcom

www.residentevil.com

You may recall from our review of RE4 on the GameCube
in the March 2005 issue that we loved pretty much every-

thing about it; that’s pretty much the verdict we reached after
playing the PS2 version, as well. The game looks and sounds as good as most
anything that we’ve played on PS2, and it compares quite favorably with its pre-
decessor, which many people assumed would remain vastly better looking.

But wait, there’s more. Not only do PS2 owners not need to worry that they’re
getting shortchanged on graphics, but they get some exclusive new content, too,
including an extra mission starring the sultry but annoying Ada, new unlockable
costumes, and new unlockable weapons. And the best part? You get to play
using the PS2 controller, which we’ve always liked better than the GameCube’s.

If you own a PS2 and missed out on the first go-round of RE4, you owe
it to yourself to give this game a try. It’s as much fun as anything ship-
ping this holiday season (more fun than most anything on PS2), and it
costs less than $40. ▲

AA  GGaammiinngg  MMiilleessttoonnee  GGooeess  MMaaiinnssttrreeaamm

Namco’s been in the fighting game busi-
ness for a long, long time, and although

its marquee franchise is still the Tekken series,
Soul Calibur is a very close runner-up. It has
everything a good fighter should have: plenty
of diverse characters with a variety of fighting
styles, some depth for those who want it, and

accessibility for players who just want to kick
back (no pun intended) and have a good time
with some friends.

The third SC installment (or fourth if you
include Soul Edge) adds three new characters
to the mix, including Zasalamel, Tira, and
Setsuka. They bring the total number of
playable characters to just about 30, half or so
of which aren’t available until you unlock them.
SCIII also offers most the standard game modes,
although Arcade Mode is conspicuously absent,
and adds a new one or two. Most of its game
modes are fun to mess around with, but the
game’s real meat and potatoes is its Vs. Mode,
where social players will spend most of their
time once they’ve unlocked all the characters.

With the possible exception of Dead Or
Alive 4 for Xbox 360, Soul Calibur is the best
new fighting game in stores today. ▲

AAnnootthheerr  UUnnbblloocckkaabbllee
CCoommbboo  FFrroomm  NNaammccoo

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Sega Of America

www.sega.com

DDrraaggoonn  QQuueesstt  VVIIIIII::  JJoouurrnneeyy
OOff  TThhee  CCuurrsseedd  KKiinngg

The Dragon Quest
series is an old
favorite of console
RPG fans that rivals
the popularity of
Square Enix’s other
big franchise, Final

Fantasy. DQVIII is a traditional RPG
in every sense, with its turn-based com-
bat and its quest-to-defeat-ultimate-evil
plot. It is, however, the first title in the
series with 3D graphics. ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Square Enix

www.square-enix.com/na 

SSuuiikkooddeenn  TTaaccttiiccss
If you liked Shining
Force for the
Genesis or Final
Fantasy Tactics on
PlayStation, you’ll
likely dig Suikoden
Tactics. As its name

suggests, it’s a strategy RPG set in the
world of Suikoden, which means
you’re able to take many more of your
available characters into battle than in
past, straight-RPG-style titles. ▲

$39.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Konami

www.konami.com/gs

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

Namco •  soulcalibur3.namco.com
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C PU and many other pubs praised director Michel Ansel’s Beyond Good &
Evil (Ubisoft), but it didn’t sell all that well. One gamer that picked up the

title and enjoyed it was none other than Peter Jackson. Jackson (now executive
producer of the upcoming “Halo” film) provided ample source material to the
developers and has been closely involved with the game’s creation. Included in
the game are many areas and themes that Jackson was unable to incorporate
into the film, so the game will complement the film on its release.

For most of the game you play as Jack Driscoll exploring Skull Island with his
team, but at times you get to step into the role of King Kong. In these seg-
ments you’ll be able to unleash Kong’s massive power as he beats down
dinosaurs (fighting mini-game), jumps across cliff faces, and more. We natu-
rally weren’t expecting a Street Fighter II level of fighting, but we did find the

combat a bit too simplistic. The graphics,
however, look great, and the gameplay and
design are understandably cinematic in a very
interactive (but scripted) sort of way. ▲

LLiiffee  OOnn  MMoonnkkeeyy  IIssllaanndd

$49.99 (NGC, PS2, Xbox), $39.99 (PC) 

ESRB: (T)een  • Ubisoft

www.kingkonggame.com

W hen we first saw the posters for GUN at last year’s E3 in Los Angeles, Activision wasn’t talk-
ing about the game, and the posters were pretty vague, so we weren’t even aware that it was a

Western-themed action game until fairly recently. Western games aren’t as scarce as they used to be, but
there still aren’t many of them. So, we were glad to hear not only that we’d be heading back to the Old
West, but also that Neversoft and Activision had enlisted an impressive cast of voice talent (Thomas Jane,
Kris Kristofferson, Tom Skerritt, Brad Dourif, Ron Perlman, and Lance Henriksen) to bring the
game’s characters to life.

Playing the game made us even happier still. The game’s technical aspects (controls, graph-
ics, sound, etc.) are rock-solid, and although many of the characters don’t
stray too far from traditional Hollywood stereotypes, the story is engaging
and gritty. There are a few things that could be improved story-wise, but all
in all GUN is a very good entry in a sorely underserved genre; if you’re han-
kerin’ for wide-open spaces, give it a try. ▲ 

SSppuurrss  TThhaatt  JJiinnggllee,,  JJaannggllee,,  JJiinnggllee

TThhee  CChhrroonniicclleess  OOff
NNaarrnniiaa::  TThhee  LLiioonn,,
TThhee  WWiittcchh,,  AAnndd
TThhee  WWaarrddrroobbee
This action-adventure
game is of course based on
the first of seven “Narnia”

novels written by C.S. Lewis, the late friend
and compatriot of J.R.R. Tolkien. If you’ve
read the “Narnia” books, you know they take
place in a fantasy world that in many ways
rivals Tolkien’s Middle Earth, packed with all
sorts of mythological creatures and magic. ▲

SSppaarrttaann::  
TToottaall  WWaarrrriioorr
If you’re into ancient
mythological warfare and
hack-and-slash action
games, Spartan: Total
Warrior is right up your

alley. The legions of Rome have marched
inexorably across the known world, and
they’re right outside the gates of your home,
Sparta. Wade into massive battles against men
and fantastic beasts; your skill and valor will
determine your place in history. ▲

GGaauunnttlleett  
SSeevveenn  SSoorrrroowwss
“Warrior needs food—
badly.” If you’ve heard
that before, chances are
you know all about how
cool it was to play

Gauntlet in the arcade with a couple of your
pals back in the day. Thanks to Midway and
the Internet, you and your buds can take up
arms once more. This Gauntlet looks a wee
bit better than you remember, but the fran-
tic, team-based action is pure old-school. ▲

$49.99 (NGC, PS2, Xbox), $39.99 (PC) 

ESRB: (T)een • Buena Vista Games

www.narniathegame.com

$49.99 (NGC, PS2, Xbox) • ESRB: (M)ature

Sega Of America

www.sega.com

$49.99 (PS2, Xbox) • ESRB: (T)een

Midway

gauntletsevensorrows.com

$49.99 (NGC, PS2, Xbox), $39.99 (PC) 

ESRB: (M)ature • Activision

www.gunthegame.com
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the Windows updates occur. If you’re satis-
fied with a new Windows update (give it a
month of regular use to make sure), then
you can remove the backup material by
going into C:\WINDOWS and noting all
of the folders labeled $NtUninstallKBXXX.
The Service Pack uninstall is in $NtSer-
vicePackUninstall$. Each folder contains
uninstall data for each update. In the
Control Panel, double-click Add Or
Remove Programs to find the correspond-
ing KBXXX number attached to the entries
under Software Updates. (If you can’t see
the updates, click the Show Updates box 
at the top of the window.) Don’t remove
anything yet because this will actually
uninstall the update. Also, to learn more
about the update and how old it is, high-
light any of these entries, and click the
Click Here For Support Information link
to get a link to Microsoft.com.

If you’re sure all of these updates work
properly, go back to
the C:\WINDOWS
folder and delete the
$NtUninstallKBXXX
folder you don’t need.
Once the raw backup
material is gone, re-
turn to the Add Or

Remove Programs window and try to
remove the update you just deleted. You’ll
get an error message that says it will remove
the deleted update from Add Or Remove
Programs list. Click Yes to restore hard
drive space to your laptop.

I
f you’re like us, you dump most
available funds into keeping that
desktop PC at the cutting edge of
tech innovation, while your aging

laptop upgrade will have to wait for a lot-
tery hit. In order to extend our creeping
Pentium III portable’s lifespan and save
us from a costly upgrade, we embarked on
a drastic streamlining to make this 4-year-
old system more viable with today’s fatter,
more resource-hungry programs.

Deep Disk Deletes
Slow and small laptop hard drives are

the worst bottleneck on old laptops. Of
course, you should use the standard
Disk Cleanup tool (under System Tools)
to delete the most common temp files.
But if your 10GB drive is down to
800MB of space, you need to root out
the more hidden drive dross.

First, open My Computer and click
Tools, Folder Options, and the View tab.
Check Display The Contents Of System
Folders, Show Hidden Files And Folders,
and uncheck Hide Protected Operating
System Files (Recommended). Click OK.

If you never use Hibernation mode,
then you can restore about 256MB of space
by double-clicking the Power Options icon
in the Control Panel. In the Power Options
Properties window, click the Hibernate tab,
uncheck Enable Hibernation, and click
OK. Next go to your root folder on the C:
drive and delete hiberfil.sys.

System Restore is a massive disk hog. In
the Control Panel, double-click System and
click the System Restore tab. Under Disk
Space Usage, use the slider to reduce the

percentage of disk space allotted to System
Restore. You can also disable this service
completely by checking the Turn Off
System Restore box. With this done go into
the SVI (System Volume Information)
folder on your root drive and delete the
_restoreXXX folders, which hold 50MB
each or more of restore information. 

(NOTE: If you can’t access the SVI folder,
then return to the View tab in your Folder
Options window to make sure the Use Simple
File Sharing (Recommended) box is un-
checked. Right-click the SVI folder, select
Properties, and uncheck Read-Only. In the
Security tab, click Add, type in your Windows
logon name, and click OK. Check all boxes in
the Allow column in the Permissions For
System box and click OK. This gives you secu-
rity clearance to control the folder. Now you
can delete the _restoreXXX folders.)

Uninstall The Uninstallers
Service Packs and hotfixes leave huge

amounts of material on your drive in order
to uninstall themselves if problems with

Your Laptop Life-Extension Program

T I P S  &  T R I C K S

V eterans of these pages will recall our
tip and tricks on Microsoft’s Photo

Story program. Version 3 is out and a
must-have for digital photographers. Now
you get total control over those Ken Burns
documentary pan and zoom effects and a
full suite of image-editing tools (red-eye
removal, border trimming, etc.) within the
slideshow maker. There’s also a $19.99
plug-in available for PS3 that burns your
narrated slideshows to a DVD. Go to
Microsoft.com and type Photo Story in the
search box to download this gem.  ▲

Dialing back on the
resources System Restore
reserves on your system
(or turning it off) can
restore gigabytes of room
to space-strapped laptops. 
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Finally, after cleaning out all of this
undetected hard drive dross, you can now
run the disk defragmenter.

Teach Windows Not To Fetch
Most older notebooks make do with

256MB or even 128MB of available sys-
tem memory, which means that every
spare megabyte counts to keep active pro-
grams from overusing the hard drive. You
probably already know that you can dial
back WinXP’s Desktop animation, shad-
owing, and contouring to reduce the OS
memory overhead and speed up display
performance, so let’s move on to some
advanced speed-up techniques.

To speed up low-memory laptops, turn
off the prefetch function. Prefetching can
lower valuable memory and lengthen boot
times. It can also speed up load times for
some programs, so be sure to test this
Registry tweak to see whether you give
away more performance than you gain. 

To turn off the prefetch function, click
Start, Run, type Regedit in the Open field,
and click OK. Next, go to the HKEY
_ L O C A L _ M A C H I N E \ S Y S T E M \
C U R R E N T C O N T R O L S E T \
CONTROL\SESSION MANAGER\
MEMORY MANAGEMENT\PRE-
FETCHPARAMETERS key, double-click
EnablePrefetcher, and type a 0 in the Value
Data field. Reboot your computer for this
tweak to take affect.

Ditch DLLs
After Windows closes a program, it can

leave some of the associated DLL files in
memory. The following Registry tweak
forces Windows to unload DLLs when the
associated program ends. In Regedit go to
the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFT-
WARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS\
CURRENTVERSION\EXPLORER key.
If the AlwaysUnloadDLL value is already
present, double-click it to change the Value

Data to 1. If the value is not pre-
sent, then right-click the key, select
New, and click DWORD Value.
Name the value AlwaysUnload-
DLL and set Value Data to 1.

(Not) At Your Service
With slow and low-resource sys-

tems, every CPU cycle counts.
Vintage notebook users should
shut off unnecessary background
Windows Services to get back fore-
ground performance. In the Con-
trol Panel, double-click Adminis-
trative Tools and Services. (NOTE:
Be careful what you turn off because
some  operations are critical to PC
usage.) To stop a Service immedi-
ately (which helps test out its effect
on your system), right-click it and
select Stop from the pop-up menu.
If you’re certain you don’t want
the item to run when you reboot,
double-click the item and set 
the Startup Type to Manual or
Disabled. Manual starts a service
when it’s needed by another opera-
tion and Disabled prevents it from
starting altogether.   

by Steve Smith

A pparently, flying in Alaska isn’t near-
ly as harrowing as landing there.

Frequently moose wander onto airport
landing strips, and aircraft/moose colli-
sions are a constant risk. To resolve the
problem, workers at an airport near
Anchorage are hoping an electric anti-
moose mat will succeed where tradition-
al gates and fences have failed. The
device works like a grated cattle guard
and produces a shock and a snapping
sound to frighten the hapless creatures
away from the airfield. Boris and Natasha
were unavailable for comment.  ▲

M ost of us have Windows Explorer to
open new folders in the current

window, but if you want the option to
open a folder in its own window, you can
add it to your context menu. Click Start,
Run, type Regedit in the Open field, and
click OK. Right-click the HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SOFTWARE\CLASSES\DIRECT-
ORY\SHELL key, select New, and click
Key. Name this new subkey opennew 
and then double-click the Default value
and type Open New &Window in the
Value Data field. Create a subkey beneath
opennew named command. Double-click
the Default value for the command key
and type explorer %1 in the Value Data
field. Effective immediately, you’ll get a
new option on any folder’s content menu
to Open New Window.   ▲

The Prefetch folder shows all of the program pieces
that are loaded into memory at bootup.

Scores of operations, many irrelevant to a typical laptop user,
run in the background to take up memory and CPU cycles.

Bullwinkle Be Gone

Source: new
s.yahoo.com

/s/nm
/20051021/od_nm
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Introducing OpenOffice.org Base

or personal tables. Once you’ve made all
your selections, click Finish. The Save dia-
log box will appear, letting you save the
file. The database window will then open.

To work with a database file that already
exists, choose Open An Existing Database
File. When this radio button is selected,
more options become available. Either select
the file from the Recently Used drop-down
menu or click Open to navigate to and
select the file. When the file is selected, click
Finish and proceed to the next section.

If your database file exists on a network-
accessible database server, choose Connect
To An Existing Database. You will need a
basic knowledge about how this database is
set up. When you choose this radio but-
ton, a drop-down menu becomes available.
Select the database type you are dealing
with and the list of Steps to the left will
change according to your selection. No
matter which database you choose, click
Next to proceed to the next dialog box.

As an example, we chose MySQL, as
it is the most popular open-source data-
base in use. In this second dialog box, you
will select whether you need to connect 
to your MySQL database using either
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) or
JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity).
Click Next to proceed to the connection
setup dialog box. The MySQL database
you’re trying to access may in fact use nei-
ther connector, in which case you may
have to get the database administrator to
install and configure an extension to acti-
vate one of these features. Because you
may be the database administrator, we
will discuss how to configure ODBC for
MySQL because many Linux users may
not have set up ODBC by default. 

Set Up ODBC
To set up ODBC on the database server

(assuming you are already running a
MySQL server), install the MySQL ODBC
driver. For Fedora Core users, use yum to
add the package MyODBC and its depen-
dencies (mysqlclient10 and unixODBC). If
you need to get the packages directly from
MySQL, go to dev.mysql.com/downloads
/connector/odbc. When you have the nec-
essary software installed, you will need 
to edit two files: /etc/odbcinst.ini and

F
or a long time, the easy accessi-
bility to one critical piece of
software has prevented many
users from moving to a suite

such as OpenOffice.org or moving to
Linux on the desktop, namely an equiva-
lent for Microsoft Access. With the
release of OpenOffice.org 2.0, this is no
longer a problem. OpenOffice.org Base
serves as a Microsoft Access alternative,
along with being a front end for many
additional databases. Because the pro-
gram is new to many users, we’ll focus
here on opening files to work with and
accessing MySQL databases, as MySQL
is probably the most popular open-source
database server.

Create Or Open A Database
When you open a new file in Open-

Office.org Base, you will see a dialog box
similar to what’s shown in Figure 1.
You’ll have three options, and depending
on which you choose, additional infor-
mation may be required. The options
include Create A New Database, Open
An Existing Database, and Connect To
An Existing Database.

To set up a new database, choose
Create A New Database and click Next.
The Database Wizard will display a sec-
ond screen, shown in Figure 2. To regis-
ter the database as a data source (which is
also accessible by clicking View, Data
Source for integrating with other types of
OpenOffice.org documents), leave the
Yes, Register The Database For Me radio

button selected. Otherwise, choose No,
Do No Register The Database.

Also in the dialog box, you can select
what you want to happen after saving the
file. To add information to the database,
leave Open The Database For Editing
checked. If you aren’t ready for this, leave
it unchecked. You can also check Create
Tables Using The Table Wizard as a
shortcut to build commonly used business

T I P S  &  T R I C K S

Figure 1. The OpenOffice.org Base Database
Wizard dialog box is the first step to creating
a new database or opening an existing one.

Figure 2. This window in the OpenOffice.org
Base Database Wizard lets you configure what
will occur after you’ve saved your database.
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/etc/odbc.ini. Do this as the root user. (You
may need to log in at the command
prompt and use a text editor such as vi.)
The /etc/odbcinst.ini file should include:

Double-check that the Driver entry is
correct. Next, edit /etc/odbc.ini, which
should contain an entry for each database
that you want to allow users to access using
ODBC-based clients. An example entry
looks like this:

Note that the Driver entry in odbc.ini
must match the label for the entry in the
odbcinst.ini file. (The label is the text in
square brackets.) It reads [MySQL] in the
first file, so we’ll use MySQL for Driver in
the second file. Because you’re setting this
file up on the server machine, you can use
localhost for Server. Database should have
the name of the database that was assigned
when you created it in MySQL, and the
port is 3306 unless you’re using a non-
default port for MySQL. The actual text in
brackets in the [Example] line can be any-
thing; the text just serves as a description
for those reading the file. This text will
appear as a label in your client’s Browse list
later, so use something descriptive.

On any computer you will use Open-
Office.org Base as a client to connect your
database, install the same packages you
installed on your server. (On Fedora this
is MyODBC, mysqlclient10, and unix-
ODBC.) Then you need to create a text

file. Whether you do this
from the command prompt

or in a graphical text 

containing commonly used tables that can
save you time creating databases. Finally,
click Finish. A Save dialog box may appear.
If so, navigate to where you want to save
the file, name the file, and click Save. If
you’re connecting to a remote database,
give the file the same name as the database. 

Opening or creating a database file 
is just the beginning. Next month, we’ll
look at how to work within OpenOffice
.org Base files. For more help with using
OpenOffice.org Base, the OpenOffice.org
Database FAQ (dba.openoffice.org/FAQ)
and the OpenOffice.org Forum (www.ooo
forum.org) are good resources. Also check
out the OpenOffice.org support page (sup
port.openoffice.org) for specific informa-
tion on OpenOffice.org 2.0 and Open-
Office.org Base.   

by Dee-Ann LeBlanc

T I P S  &  T R I C K S

editor is up to you, but create the file
~/.odbc.ini. This will look something like
the following:

Again, double-check that the Driver
entry is correct. The DSN is the name
that’s assigned to the database in MySQL,
and the SERVER is the database server.
Due to how OpenOffice.org Base handles
things, it’s recommended that you match
the item in brackets exactly to the DSN in
this file. 

Once you have everything set up,
return to your OpenOffice.org Base
dialog box and choose the ODBC
option. Click Next, and the dialog
box that appears will ask for the
information necessary to complete
the connection. Click Browse, select
the appropriate entry, and click OK.
You’ll be asked to enter a username if
one is necessary. Enter it and click
the Password required checkbox if a
password is also needed. Click Next,
and you’re ready to proceed to the
next section.

Finalize The File
The last option in all the wizard paths

asks if you want to register the database
in OpenOffice.org. Answer Yes, as it
will make it easier to access this database
in the future. You will then have two
checkboxes to fill or leave empty. To be
able to immediately work with the data-
base, make sure the Open The
Database For Editing is checked.
If you’re setting up a new data-
base, you may want to check
Create Tables Using The
Table Wizard, which
will open a wizard

A Snow Flea Heatsink?

R esearchers at Queen’s University in King-
ston, Ontario, have discovered a miniscule

flea that lives on fungus that grows beneath
snow. The fleas, also known as springtails, can
survive in harsh conditions by using protein
produced in their bodies to lower the freezing
point of fluids by 11 degrees Fahrenheit. An
antifreeze made by mashing the fleas into a
pulp could potentially eliminate freezer-
burned foods, make crops more resistant to
cold weather, and preserve transplant organs.
Who knows, crushed snow fleas might even
cool your CPU one day. Now that’d be some-
thing to brag about at the next LAN party.  ▲

Source: Reuters
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[MySQL]
Description = ODBC for MySQL
Driver      = /usr/lib/libmyodbc.so
FileUsage  =1

[Example]
Description    = My Example Database
Driver          = MySQL
Server          = localhost
Database        = example
Port           = 3306

[Example]
Trace = Off
TraceFile = stderr
Driver = /usr/lib/libmyodbc.so
DSN = example
SERVER = database.example.com
PORT = 3306
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Notebook Rules 
About To Change

Shavings From The Rumour Mill

JJ ust as I received a notebook that uses an
AMD Turion 64 chip, the news broke

that the firm had done extremely well in retail
sales in the United States in October.

A firm called Current Analysis said that
AMD had made inroads against chip giant
Intel on both the desktop and the notebook
fronts. Meanwhile, Intel is tearing up its
NetBurst Pentium 4 roadmap and readying
new architectures and significant upgrades to
its Pentium M family.

AMD and Intel now both use a combina-
tion of numbers and sometimes letters of the
alphabet to designate their CPUs; the little
Turion 64 machine uses the MT-30. This is
a 1,600MHz processor according to the
BIOS screen. I’ve railed in these columns
about the switch away from megahertz to
obscure numbers. You do still want to know
whether your machine is using a cut-down
chip or not—it will make a significant dent
to the price and to the performance.

The deliberate changing of CPU measure-
ments by both Intel and AMD
makes it harder to compare
machines for the majority of buy-
ers. But there are still significant
differences between the prices at
which Intel and AMD sell the dif-
ferent processors to the machine
manufacturers. For example, an
AMD MT-30 at the time of writing
costs $150, while the processor with

the highest specs, the MT-40, sells
for $268. 

The word on the street
indicates that by the

time you read
this, Intel will
have intro-

duced its next-
generation Yonah

processors, in
both dual-core and

in single-core ver-
sions. It will also

have LV (low voltage) and ULV (ultra low
voltage) versions of these processors. It will
introduce a new numbering system for them
where letters of the alphabet represent
wattage: E for power greater than 50W, T for
power greater than 25W, L for power greater
than 15W and U for wattage less than that.
Four numbers follow these prefixes, so with-
in a class of chips, a bigger number stands for
an increase in performance-related features.
An example, a T1600 Yonah processor is a
2.16GHz processor with dual cores and the
XD flag to help prevent viruses. In the sec-
ond half of next year, Intel will introduce its
dual-core Merom processor made on a 65nm
process, which will support 64-bit and 32-bit
Windows operating systems and have 4MB
of level two cache.

That’s going to be a sea change for note-
book processors because it’s a new architecture
which will hopefully knock spots off earlier
CPUs. But note that the Yonah dual-core-
numbered T1600 will only clock at 2.16GHz. 

Notebook CPUs are continuing to grow
in importance compared to desktop ma-
chines, but as with desktops there’s more to
buying one than just the number or name of
the chip inside. For example, the AMD note-
book I’ve just received comes with three USB
ports, a wide high-definition screen, ATI
graphics, a FireWire port, a nice optical
drive, a heap of memory, and a largish hard
drive. It weighs 1.8 kilograms (just about 4
pounds), which is considerably heavier than
the old Panasonic notebook at less than 1kg
that I’ve been using for the last two years.
That latter one is very light in weight but low
on features. The weight is important if you’re
trucking around trade shows via internation-
al airports. But once I’m settled into the
press office at CeBIT or wherever, I could
really do with the additional features the
newer machine has. If you’re buying a note-
book, choose carefully, because as I said in
my last column, Microsoft Vista could well
change the rule book.  ▲
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Storage Devices That Think For You

TT his year we saw the introduction of two
new desktop processors; the physics pro-

cessing unit, or PPU, and the storage process-
ing unit, or SPU. Both claimed to be the third
leg of the stool, or third brain. I guess we’ll
have to settle for four legs for now, though per-
sonally I see a PPU as an extension of the
graphics processing subsystem.

The notion that a dedicated processor is
required for computer-intensive applications is of
course not new. The PPU potentially offloads
billions of operations that greatly enhance the
visual experience, making effects appear more
real-world. Cool stuff, especially for gamers. On
the other hand, SPUs are more hidden in the
guts of the machine where the user doesn’t really
see a visual benefit unless he is streaming vast
amounts of real-time, high-definition video data
off a RAID array of drives. Because of this, the
latter needs a little more explanation.

Intelligent storage processors today support
basic functions such as RAID in addition to
drive-management features such as the ability to
grow your storage online by adding new drives
and of course disk crash protection, giving users
the warm, fuzzy assurance that their data is pro-
tected from a rogue drive failing. Netcell’s SPU,
in particular, augments the standard off-the-shelf
RAID 0, 1, and 5 configs by using a specific
form of RAID that was derived from high-end
video-processing systems (synchronous on-the-
fly XOR-based RAID 3). Barely a stretch for a
true hardware RAID implementation; however,
a much bigger problem is looming for us digital
media user types. The sheer number and physi-
cal size of digital files on our desktop computers
are growing due to the shift toward larger media
and video files, and this will increasingly tax the
host CPU for a number of reasons.

At the bits and bytes level, where you place
data on a hard disk platter (the magnetic media
the actual information is stored on) now matters.
In general, a platter’s outer edge is better for
streaming data, the center is good for the majori-
ty of your data to minimize read/write head seek-
ing, and preferably stay away from the very mid-
dle (or at least put only seldom-accessed data
there). Even the operating systems now have to
become aware of the location of data on the plat-
ter if optimal performance is to be maintained.

WinXP, for instance, now logs information to
allow it to prefetch data from the disk drive in
order to speed up booting and application load-
ing (check out your WINDOWS\PREFETCH
directory). Dynamically maintaining such a
scheme as file numbers and sizes rapidly grow
will become a significant burden on CPUs look-
ing forward. A full hardware SPU engine has the
ability to intelligently prefetch data and over
time can learn which files the host is spending
most of its time accessing in order to have them
moved to the front of the queue.

As we look further up the hierarchy, anti-
spyware, antivirus, and other malware-scanning
programs, along with other search or data-scan-
ning engines, are causing the computer’s appli-
cation CPU, data highways, and memory to be
taxed by mundane data mining tasks. It comes
as no surprise that most gamers or media-inten-
sive application users turn off antivirus engines
while playing games for fear of being interrupt-
ed at that critical moment in battle or glitching
live recording data. No matter how fast your
host CPU is now or how fast it becomes, hard
drive media platter performance is not scaling
in line with the CPU and bus bandwidths.
Hence, more intelligent processing is needed to
ensure data is ready for the host CPU when it
needs it rather than having to wait on the drive.

Sure, a host CPU can do all that work as a
background task, just as it can with graphics
and physics processors. If we follow that logic,
then there would be no need for a GPU. Same
for the SPU, an intelligent device with memo-
ry and caching that sits between the primary
host CPU and the disk drives. The intelli-
gence built into such an SPU offloads some of
the most access-intensive and mundane tasks
that clog the PC highways.

The first-generation desktop SPU offered
by Netcell certainly has some excellent fea-
tures that offer plug-and-play synchronous
RAID. But probably one of the lesser but
more exciting aspects of this product is its
ability to run virus scanning and other disk
I/O-intensive applications up to 30% faster.
All without taxing the primary CPU, leaving
CPU cycles on the table for applications,
which is where a host CPU should be spend-
ing its time. ▲
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CPU: What is Intel doing with ethnog-
raphers on staff?

Salvador: Well, the first Pentium was
released around 1995, and it was selling
into U.S. homes more than the company
expected. So engineers were running
around saying we have to do something
for the home. Their answer was home
control—opening and closing doors and
windows and shades and turning on
lights. I was working with a human fac-
tors group looking at user-interface design
stuff, and there was a guy there named
Michael Matias who said, ‘Hey, our
group should look into the home, too.’ So
we did this ethnographic project in
Portland with 10 families—not a very big
sample from a market point of view—
two-parent households with kids from 2
to 12. We found that the families concen-
trated not in big blocks of free time but
small little blocks of time. And this was
not randomly distributed in the home but
concentrated in the kitchen and family
room complex—spaces where people live.
Kids were often doing things like, ‘Hey,
look at my homework.’ Through one
thing and another, we ended up with

something we cal led at  the t ime
FridgePad, which ended up being a Web
tablet that Intel actually made. Then 
the economy went sour, and we didn’t
ship it. It was actually on the truck and
ready to go to the stores, but we didn’t
ship it. Which is fine. Some of the refer-
ence designs made it into [Microsoft’s]
Mira tablets. 

CPU: Which bombed. 

Salvador: Um, yeah. There are lots of
reasons why something succeeds or does
not. Just because we have ethnographic
research doesn’t mean that we have a win-
ning thing all the time. On the other
hand, ethnographic work can reduce the
probability of failure due to some over-
looked component very early on because
we are looking in different ways than 
a company otherwise might look. For
example, I work in something called the
emerging markets products. We have
around the world four platform definition
centers that exist in Cairo, Shanghai,
Bangalore, and San Paolo, Brazil. Our
goal is to be tightly linked to the local
market from technology, business, and

marketing points of view, as well as an
end-user or people point of view. We also
try to eliminate ideas that seem really
good from a market point of view but
really don’t seem so good from an indi-
vidual point of view. Like, hey, look what
we can build. But you know what? We
don’t see any evidence anywhere that peo-
ple might actually want this thing. We try
to make the best of our resources early in
the process, eliminate distractions, and
focus on things that we think are useful. 

CPU: And you guys aren’t afraid of
dreaming big. We’ve seen a couple of
Intel  videos showing ‘home of the
future’ concepts that seem compelling, if
a bit fanciful.

Salvador: There was a guy on the
Computers/Human Interface Conference
maybe three years ago who did a big
review of all these future vision videos. He
went through the famous Xerox Park one
and the Apple Navigator and all this stuff,
and they were all being pretty much
resoundingly criticized for being very sort
of pie in the sky. There’s almost no ele-
ment of real life. It’s just this fantasy of a

One of the central tenets of good human relations is that you should always
try to see things from the other person’s point of view. In business it’s sur-

prising how often this doesn’t happen. Half of the purpose of marketing, after all,
is to hypnotize us into seeing things the seller’s way. This is why we were intrigued
to learn that Intel is one of a small but growing number of companies that carries
a staff of ethnographers, or scientists whose job is to insert themselves into a vari-
ety of cultures and study them. The head of Intel’s band of globetrotting observers
is Tony Salvador, director of ethnographic and design research for emerging mar-
kets. We don’t often get to see how the rest of world adopts or adapts the tech-
nologies we take for granted, so we thought Salvador might offer a rare peek.

by William Van Winkle

Technically
Speaking

An Interview With Tony Salvador, Intel Director Of
Ethnographic & Design Research For Emerging Markets

WWhhaatt’’ss Cooking . . .
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and it also has a really good power advan-
tage with both AC and DC on deck. It
runs right off a battery, so people don’t
have to buy a universal power supply. The
goal is to sell a PC that specifically will
increase the use of the Information Kiosk.
Because regular power is off during the
day most of the time, they can now offer
a wider variety of services during the day.
People who are running these kiosks are
all trying to figure out how to increase
these services, and by making technolo-
gies that can support that local innova-
tion, we can support a better economic
cycle. Those kinds of technologies are
about effectiveness and efficiencies and
economic productivity. Now contrast that

with the home. Not every technology is
about the same thing. 

CPU: We would think that Americans
in particular are prone to thinking that,
‘Well, because our way is the best way, it
must work everywhere.’ We’re the global
kings of ethnocentrism.

Salvador: You’re right. That’s exactly
what happens. So let me tell you a little
story that’s maybe a little off the technology
mark but still really interesting. In India
there are just tons of people everywhere.
From our definition the streets are chaotic.
People don’t really pay attention to the
lights. You can make a left turn or a right
turn from any lane you want. A one-way

slice of somebody’s life to demonstrate
some technologies. Then they got to one
that was based on our work. People actu-
ally looked at it and said, ‘Oh, my God,
it’s almost a dystopia.’

CPU: Not a utopia?

Salvador: Yeah, it was great. They said
it was packed with reality. Everybody
could look at it and say, ‘This is how life
happens in the morning.’ It’s really hec-
tic. In the other videos, for example, a
guy would be sleeping with the sun
streaming into his room, and the wife,
already dressed and ready to go for the
day, walks in and says, ‘Wake up dear.
You’re going to miss your flight.’ And
he’s like, ‘Oh, thanks, honey.’ And she
goes, ‘I’ll have breakfast ready for you
downstairs.’ You want to just puke, right? 

CPU: Yeah, that vanished the day we
got engaged. 

Salvador: Exactly. But a lot of the
videos were like that. We said, ‘Hey, let’s
take some real people’s lives and show
how technology can fit into those spaces
in appropriate ways.’

CPU: You mentioned controlling lights
and windows and such. This sounds a lot
like the cheap stuff X10 was trying to
popularize throughout the 1990s. But
aside from extreme early adopters, that
stuff went nowhere. Did you get a lot of
positive feedback on these technologies?

Salvador: No, no, no. We thought it
was a bozo idea. The home automation
stuff; we don’t think that’s what home is
about. Home is about relationships and
spirit and life and loving. Home isn’t
about efficiencies and effectiveness.
Engineers were running around saying we
can automate the windows and lights, and
we thought we could do something bet-
ter. The tablet thing was so that people

could see something, hand it off, and
share it. It would be a part of their inter-
action, something that could integrate
into their space and not about home
automation at all.

In fact, we can contrast that with some
of the work that we’re doing in other
countries, for example, in India, where we
have been looking at a project for several
years now what we call ‘The Next 10
Percent.’ There are about 1 billion people
that have information and communica-
tion technologies, and the rest don’t have
access to them very much. Does access
really help with development, which is
what the UN was running around saying?
It turns out that in certain ways, they do.
We ended up working with a particular
local business in India called Information
Kiosks. It’s a little business, and there’s a
person who works there. They have a
computer and can through all the busi-
ness arrangements the corporate office
makes, offer certain government services,
like death certificates, wedding certifi-
cates, and private services like life insur-
ance and different agricultural services.
There are lots of these Information Kiosks
with a human mediator that are growing
up in India. Somebody in the village who

needs one of these certificates used to
have to take a day, get on a bus, go into
town, and maybe get served, maybe not,
and then come back. They wasted a day
of labor and the bus fare and maybe did
not even get served. Now they just go to
the kiosk guy and pay roughly the same
amount, maybe a little bit more than they
would have paid at the government place,
but far less after bus fare and time lost. 

So it enables a local business and sup-
ports the villagers, yet the technology that
was starting to be used still wasn’t
designed for rural India. It’s just a PC. So
we’ve actually made a PC—it’s still in 
trials in India—but it’s a computer that
better withstands all the physical environ-
ments in that place: Heat, dust, humidity,

WWhhaatt’’ss Cooking . . . Technically Speaking

No, no, no. We thought it was a bozo idea.
—Tony Salvador
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actually more strenuous than what you
might need for your kid at home.

CPU: We wouldn’t expect that conver-
sations you have with villagers in the
fields around Shanghai change how the
P4 gets designed, but do you ever run
into situations where ideas that you
encounter among radically foreign cul-
tures inspire new technologies here at
home? It would be a refreshing reversal
from us trying to shoehorn Western tech-
nology into the developing world.

Salvador: Well, it’s a continuum, right?
Yeah, certain technologies we take and try
to make them fit. But on the flipside of
the coin, there’s something that hasn’t
made its way into the market over here.
But we’ve been doing research on families
in China, and over there education is a
big deal. Having a computer and comput-
er skills is a big deal. But there is a very
well-noted hesitancy by families to buy a
home PC. We even mocked up a small
apartment over there—because they gen-
erally don’t have the sprawling ranch
homes we have—and put in our engi-
neers. And we found that families in
China want control over access. They
wanted to buy computers—and could—
but didn’t. The reason was that it inter-
fered with the kids learning the Chinese
characters. The computer we devised was
a flat-panel on an articulated arm that
could be used as a touch screen with spe-
cial software to help learn Chinese charac-
ters. But then they also wanted to have a
general-purpose PC. So we came up with
the very straightforward idea to put a
physical key and lock on the computer.
Not just a CyberNanny that won’t let the
kid access certain Web sites he’s not sup-
posed to, but a key and a lock. Turn it
one way, and the PC is general use. Turn
it the other way, and it can only get used
for education. You’re not going to be
playing Doom on it. Every parent I’ve
talked to here in the United States is like,
‘Yeah! I could see that showing up in my
home.’ It’s an application of technologies
that we have or can design that are rea-
sonable within our range. Sometimes they
do change us as a company.

street is optional, and people, animals,
carts, children, cars, anything that moves
basically has equal status on the street. An
American goes there and wonders, ‘Wow,
how do people actually manage here? It’s
crazy. I can’t even cross the street.’ Can you
imagine somebody coming here from
India? There was just a colleague from the
India office who came to the United States
for the first time, and, unsolicited by me,
was regaling me with how difficult it is to
walk around the street. He said, ‘First,
there’s no one here. I don’t know what to
do. I don’t know when to cross. The light
comes on, and then I look around, and I
don’t see any cars, and I’m not sure if ones
coming up are going to stop. So then I start

to cross the street and then the
light turns, and now it’s flash-
ing with the little red thing. I
don’t know what to do, so I go
back.’ He went on this whole
thing where it was difficult for
him to cross the street. And 
we imagine that it has to be
painfully easy. Which is the
same as what you’re saying.
Oh, we have these great tech-
nologies. We imagine that it’s
going to work. Of course, it’s
going to work. We can’t imag-
ine that there’s another reality
where it might not work. Part
of what we do is really help to
imagine and bring reality to
that imagination.

CPU: Intel is a big company, and every-
thing has a game plan behind it. Say the
revenue chiefs all huddle and decide that it’s
time to penetrate India with Pentium 4s.
But most of the people sitting in that room
don’t have a frame of reference to know if
the idea is even feasible or not, do they?

Salvador: We’re a little bit of the court
jester in that we’re allowed to criticize a
little bit, in a constructive way, of course.
We get to say, ‘Not everybody is going to
want it like this. We’re going to go look
over here and see what the people are
interested in.’

You can go out studying broadband, for
example. Let’s say you’re talking to folks

who are a little bit older, maybe no kids any
more, and they tell you about their life and
about broadband. But this guy also starts
telling you as part of the conversation that
he has an issue with his parents who are liv-
ing far away. He really would like some
technologies to help deal with them as they
get older. You have a choice, right? You
could sit there and say, ‘You know what, I
went out to study broadband, so I don’t
care about the rest of it.’ Or you could be
listening to what they’re saying and say,
‘Oh, there’s something here. We should
start doing some research about this.’ It’s
long-distance elder care stuff, and it leads to
an entire division at Intel, one we have now
called Digital Health. That sensibility can
lead to a completely new business. 

CPU: How do you bring technology
into societies where computing technolo-
gy is either not used or even feared? 

Salvador: Through new businesses, ser-
vices, or kinds of interactions that support,
say, farmers. The Grameen phone is a
good example of where a guy innovated on
a business model using the technology of
the cell phone and was able to make micro
loans to women in Bangladesh. They
would take their cell phones to people in
the fields who would make phone calls,
mostly to family and friends who were out-
side their village working in another coun-
try. It’s basically aggregating demand. The
woman has got a cell phone. Everybody
needs to make at least one call, so they 
pay her money, and it turns out that the
women who are involved—there are hun-
dreds of thousands, by the way now—
make quite a good income doing this. 

Another example is telemedicine. You can
diagnose a cataract or at least diagnose that
somebody really should come in to have it
checked out pretty easily with a camera and
a PC with some kind of Wi-Fi or WiMAX
connectivity. The thing is that as you start
offering more services on the same platform,
the platform has to become more robust, not
less. So a dummied down, cheap PC is less
likely to work in this kind of aggregated
demand, aggregated capital environment.
It’s not that everybody needs everything, but
some of the computing requirements are
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AA heterojunction bipolar transistor laser operation might sound like
some kind of invasive neurological surgery for adjusting behavior,

but, in fact, it refers to a very significant advance in the world of optical
integrated circuits. In 2004 professors Milton Feng and Nick Holonyak,
Jr., researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, were the
first to demonstrate a light-emitting transistor, which would be a critical
ingredient in the pursuit of optics-based computers able to pass data with
photons rather than electrons. The duo followed later that year with a
demonstration of the transistor as a laser. The trouble with their design was
that it could only be operated when chilled with liquid nitrogen to sub -73
degrees Celsius. 

Feng and Holonyak now return to the limelight with a must-have
advance: In September they demonstrated the laser operating at room tem-
perature. Presently, the laser can achieve 3GHz speeds, but substantial
upgrades are expected. Feng’s previous work with bipolar transistors yielded
frequencies in excess of 600GHz, and it seems likely that room-temperature
lasers would evolve on the same platform.

In contrast, the first semiconductor laser was unveiled in 1962, but it
took a substantially larger number of researchers nearly a decade to perfect
operation at room temperature. 

“Who knows where this new transistor laser technology will be in another 40
years?” muses Holonyak in a university release. “The payoff part of scientific
and technological advances never occurs rapidly, at least not the ‘big payoff.’
The transistor laser is still a primitive, laboratory device that will require a lot
more work. Eventually, optimizing the design and fabrication will result in
higher-speed laser operation and improved performance, as well as a naturally
advantageous way to realize electronic-photonic integrated circuits.” ▲

Under DDeevveellooppmmeenntt
A Peek At What's Brewing In The Laboratory

Let There Be Light & Warmth

DD on’t bank on free long distance just yet. As
reported in the online edition of the prestigious

IEEE Spectrum, phone companies in Egypt, France,
Germany, and Saudi Arabia have announced they will
block VoIP traffic using carrier-class software called IP
Platform from Narus, a Mountain View, Calif.,-based
company. This technology analyzes core IP network
traffic at backbone-level speeds and can recognize data
packet characteristics and the applications and proto-
cols tied to them. Carriers then have the ability,
whether or not they exercise it, to degrade the packet
stream quality or disrupt it altogether.

However, IP Platform may not be the evil force
some enthusiasts might predict. As carriers start
offering more and more IP-based services to cus-
tomers, of which VoIP is only one, they need to
understand how packets are flowing across their
network. Without this it becomes difficult to man-
age everything from quality of service issues to
billing and mediation.

“Take something like spoofing my VoIP num-
ber,” says Steve Bannerman, Narus’ marketing vice
president, who personally uses VoIP provider Lingo.
“That’s very hard to do with analog circuits, but it’s
increasingly easier to do in a digital world. Carriers
need to know what kind of VoIP is going over their
networks, and they want to be able to offer a high
quality of service for that. They want to be able to
manage that traffic and bill for it. Could carriers use
that technology to block VoIP traffic? Well, sure, but
carriers we work with here have no plans to block
VoIP. They want to offer competitive services.”

Another facet to the IP Platform is security
tracking. Some people are concerned that in the
wrong hands VoIP could work against national
interests. New government regulations have
emerged that require any managed VoIP provider
to provide “lawful intercept” to those calls—essen-
tially legal wiretapping. Providers must accommo-
date this, and IP Platform makes it possible.

Going forward, Bannerman says that Narus is
working to adapt newer applications into its prod-
ucts, such as IPTV. Could the FCC someday
require carriers to use IP Platform-like technology
to track, garble, and block media files without cer-
tain DRM tags? We’ll see. ▲

Narus: Security
Assurance Or VoIP Killer?

Milton Feng and Nick Holonyak, Jr.
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that the heated hotrods were in
fact rolling, not slipping. 

Don’t count on bringing
home a DIY nanocar kit any-
time soon. It took eight years
for Tour’s group to refine the
processes necessary to create 
a functional nanocar. The
chief hurdle was divining how
to attach the wheels without

destroying the whole car. Most
recently, the Rice researchers
demonstrated they could push
their vehicle forward with
light. They also demonstrated
a nanotruck able to carry car-
go. No word yet on crash safe-
ty ratings or tax credits for
achieving the same mileage at
lower temperatures. ▲

A Really Compact Car 

II t isn’t a convertible, forget
about any GPS, and there is

no factory-standard surround
sound. In fact, there isn’t even 
a steering wheel. But Rice Un-
iversity scientists are pretty
keyed up about their new
“nanocar,” a vehicle sporting
four wheels, two rotating axles,
and a chassis—a vehicle com-
prised of precisely one molecule.

The stripped rig measures
less than 4nm across, making 
it roughly 20,000 times smaller
than the width of a human
hair. The gold-gripping wheels
are fashioned from 60-atom
clumps of carbon buckeyballs.
What distinguishes the Rice-
mobile from similar nano-scale
cars in other research projects is
this one actually moves, where-
as others simply slide across 
a surface.

“The synthesis and testing of
nanocars and other molecular
machines is providing critical
insight in our investigations of
bottom-up molecular manufac-
turing,” said James M. Tour,
professor of mechanical engi-
neering and materials science,
in a Rice release. “We’d even-
tually like to move objects and
do work in a controlled fashion
on the molecular scale, and
these vehicles are great test 
beds for that. They’re helping
us learn the ground rules.”

At room temperature the
buckeyball wheels corners a bit
too well. Electrical bonds hold-
ing the wheels to the gold tar-
mac don’t release until the
ambient temperature reaches
about 200 degrees Celsius.
Imagery taken with a scanning
tunneling microscope proved

NN one of us likes paying
today’s prices for fossil

fuels, and many of us would like
to switch to renewable energy
sources, but the cost to do so can
be prohibitive. Solar cells, for
example, generally cost three to
four times as much as fossil
fuels for equivalent power 
output. This is in large part
because conventional solar
cells are made from the same
silicon substrates used in PC
components. Fabricating such
silicon components is expen-
sive enough, but the comput-
ing industry consumes so
many of the available resources
that solar cells are driven that
much higher in price.

Yang Yang, UCLA engi-
neering professor, accompanied
by graduate student Vishal
Shrotriya and others, may at
last have a solution in the form
of plastic solar cells.

“The cost per watt for plas-
tic solar cells is at present 
estimated based on several 
parameters,” says Shrotriya,
“such as the cost of raw materi-
als, cost of processing and
device fabrication, power con-

version efficiency of the cells,
and the ease of large area fabri-
cation. On all of these parame-
ters, plastic solar cells beat their
inorganic silicon counterparts.
Especially important factors

are the cost of fabrication and
relative ease with which large
area devices can be obtained.
Based on these parameters, a
preliminary estimate of plastic
solar cell cost is about 10 to
20% that of conventional solar

cells. With future increases
in efficiency, which in effect
means more power output
for the same device area, the
cost is expected to reduce
further.”

In essence, the new solar 
cell is a single layer of plas-
tic sandwiched between 
two conductive electrodes.
Sounds deceptively easy, but
the trick is in how the poly-
mer film is obtained. Re-

searchers achieved a very high
level of self-organization in
polymer chains by controlling
the film’s growth rate. This re-
sulted in a significant increase
in absorption of sunlight by the

film, which translates into
more energy charges. More
charges and better charge trans-
port yield higher power-con-
version efficiency—the best
seen yet as compared to other
plastic solar research efforts.

“The applications of these
plastic solar cells will be wide-
spread,” adds Shrotriya. “Espe-
cially for small gadgets, which
require relatively low-power
output, the plastic solar cells
will prove revolutionary. These
cells will find use in any appli-
cation where flexible, low-cost,
and large-area devices are
required. With an efficiency
target of 15 to 20% and a life-
time of 20 years, the applica-
tion of plastic solar cells will be
limited only by imagination.”

Expect low-end commercial
apps in two to three years, with
large-scale power generation to
follow in five to 10 years. ▲
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II
f there is such a thing as a poster boy
for the Xbox 360, it would be J Allard.
Only in his mid-30s, Allard joined
Microsoft in 1991 when the ink on his
Computer Science bachelor’s degree

was still wet. His first major contribution to
the company was defining the Windows
Sockets API and charting out Microsoft’s
TCP/IP strategy. From there Allard went
on to play a role in designing the Internet’s
future protocol, IPv6. His 1993 memo to
top Microsoft execs, “Windows: The Killer
Application for the Internet,” allegedly took
such deep root that it changed the compa-
ny’s evolution—although it took three gen-
erations of Internet Explorer for anyone on
the outside to be sure.

Allard was one of the key founders of
the original Xbox effort. Today, he super-
vises everything that has to do with Xbox,
including the Live service. Having now
seen what he’s accomplished with the
Xbox 360, we shudder (with anticipation)
to see what Allard has up his sleeve next.

QQ Your Xbox Live gamertag is
Hiro Protagonist, the lead char-

acter in Neal Stephenson’s mind-
blowing novel, “Snow Crash.” In
what ways besides name do you iden-
tify yourself with Hiro?

JJAA For me it was less about identi-
fying with Hiro and more about

identifying with Neal’s dream. Neal’s
vision for the metaverse—how people
would communicate, compete, collabo-
rate, and use technology—was excruci-
atingly similar to the dream I had held
and wanted to build. I joined Microsoft
just before the book came out, and cre-
ating the metaverse was why I came.
Step one was getting the world online.
Step two was building a capable interac-
tive platform. Step three is connecting
the first two steps, seasoning with some
new interface and interaction meta-
phors, and letting the users get involved.
“Snow Crash” has been ‘required read-
ing’ for many of the teams I’ve built,

and it felt fitting to honor Neal by
making Hiro my gamertag.

QQ On the day you started
working for Micro-

soft, what did you think 
you were going to be when
you ‘grew up’?

JJAA Growing up, Nolan
Bushnell, the creator

of Pong and founder of Atari,
was my hero, not Bill Gates. If Atari had
held together and remained successful,
that would have likely been my top
choice to embark on the dreams I
had. I went to Microsoft because I
wanted to be part of something big-
ger than I could do with a few smart
guys in a garage. I wanted to con-
tribute to step one of the metaverse.
So far, I’ve gotten the best opportunities I
could have hoped for.

QQWe’ve all seen HD video. We’ve all
heard surround sound. Tell us

what we’re going to experience with the
360 that will really drop us to our knees? 

JJAA It’s a little like asking, ‘How is a
full suspension bike better than

the one I’ve got?’ I can use words, or you
could just hop on it and try it. From an
immersion perspective, we’re taking gam-
ing from Polaroids to IMAX. High-defin-
ition, widescreen, and the definition and
shader effects that can be applied to the
scenes in real time are going to make
game worlds more convincing. The audio
capabilities are stunning. You’ll want full
digital surround to get the full experience,
but even without it, creators are using so
many voices, or channels, in the games
that all of the ambient sounds you ex-
pect—whether it’s the birds and crickets
chirping in the background, hearing the
key in the ignition turning, or the cine-
matic score performed by an 80-piece
orchestra in the background—audio pro-
duction is going to be amazing.

However, the
biggest impact is
going to be the com-
munity. Just like the
Internet or metaverse,
we’ve created a platform
where you don’t get to just see what’s
happening online; you get to be a part of
it. You will have much more than an
identity. You’ll have a reputation, a net-
work of friends, foes, and collaborators.
The game is bigger, better, and simply
more fun because of your connection
with people online. I think the biggest
impact that will be had in the 360 uni-
verse is not coming from the team or the
technology but from our customers.

Subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com
/cpujan06/allard for bonus content.

William Van Winkle began writing for
computer magazines in 1996. He was first
published in 1990, the same
year he took his first job in
computers. He and his family
live outside Portland, Ore.
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